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“Turn left, 200 feet,” 
the mechanical female voice 
intones. If you miss the exit 
she’s referring to, the worst 
you might get is a dry, 
“Recalculating...”
The way to God isn’t that 
simple. There’s no GPS to 
tell you what career to pick,or 
if you should go on a mis­
sions trip. You can’t highlight 
a bright yellow route through 
life like roads on a map.
There aren’t any street signs 
or flashing red lights.
The way doesn’t refer to 
two divergent paths in a 
yellow wood. In fact, the 
phrase “the way” usually re­
fers to how we do something. 
As Rihanna sang, “I love the 
way you lie.”
God’s doesn’t give turn by 
turn directions. He doesn’t tell 
you what to do at all.
f  < ). *  ir*
Rather, God tells you 
how to live. He doesn’t adopt 
a bored voice and say, “Go 
to graduate school, 2 years.” 
There are no turn by turn 
directions, only relationship. 
By knowing him, you know 
where to go. He is the way. 
In the same way that it would 
make no sense to talk to your 
GPS, it makes no sense to 
only ask God for directions.
GREINER
Aunt Connie was the one who started it all. W hen W il­
liam G reiner was just a little boy, his aunt invited him over to 
her house, and began to introduce him to drawing and painting. 
As his love of art grew, he began taking Saturday trips to the 
Art Institute in Chicago, spending the whole day alone, walking 
through adm iring the work. "
“ It’s just in him ,” his w ife Kathy explained. “ It’s a part of
him .”
Though he enjoyed music, even to the point of touring 
locally in a rock band-big bushy hair and all- painting had his 
heart. Art, however, was a dubious profession during the years 
that Bill was growing up. His fa ther encouraged him to work in 
a Caterpillar factory in his hom etown of Peoria, and for a few 
years he did.
“ It was like trying to fit a round peg in a square hole,” 
Kathy said. “He said, ‘ I thought I was going to go crazy!” ’ Bill 
confronted his father, explaining that he had to pursue a career 
in art, entering a MFA program  soon after. The opposition fo rti­
fied his decision.
Having escaped the factory, he opened R iv e rv p  
lery, where he specialized in custom  fram ing fo r^ ie tT ts s u c h  as 
Amy Grant and Peter Max. He began wojJdacratO live t ne£ 
twenty five years ago.
G ina O lson, w h o jia s 'b e e n  h e re a jm e s fa s  long, ex> 
plained, “He’s a n jx e e t t m  person.to w d fk  for. If s o jjie th ff iJ s
com ing u p ^ -b e ls s o o n  tm  
allJtoeT5rojects insteaeh5Trush­
ing around^W htT fast m inutf 
T ^ p o n s ib j^ J iffre m a n - 
fgem ent is o j iy 't fn e o f  many 
way£j}fs<Jfiris tian character 
is s h o w n  through. “He’s su ch  
a good man. He’s the best 
Christian person I’ve met in 
my whole life. He’s so genu­
ine,” Kathy said. “ I don ’t know a single woman in this world who 
would th ink any more about their husband than I do. I w ouldn ’t 
trade him for anything; he ’s the best.”
His life seem s to have com e in a full circle since those 
early days of wandering through the Art Institute. Now, he ’s the 
one featured on the walls. “W hen we first started dating, he saic 
Tm  going to take you to the Art Institute and introduce you to allj 
my friends,” Kathy said, beam ing at the memory. “And he did! I 
got my own personal tour w ith him .”
J T e  couple also enjoys touring the country, havino take 
"  Boston, and of course North 
{e ry  silly
ina
grandkids. “He and
a three-\ 7ery fast
Kathy explained.
/ ith
His playTDTsidecomes out in jjie -e tessroom  too, anoth 
ai^a-wrfere^Aunt C o n m e V if lf l j j^ i^ 'c a n  be still be sg S m ^ lfs tu - 
Jents com e a n d ^sa yT d o T t get th is ,’ he jv ilPspend as m ucivfim i( 
asJ jjeyrteecH ?  9et iv ^Q fso jxsa i^U H e  truly appreciates-them  
i/anting to leaf ~
" ithy  agreedTiT le4oyes jeaeh irfg . He lov§s 
Jents w h d S tr -e j j^ re s te m rT ^ ^  becauseJ^hthlThe rem ei 
bers how his aunt het]
wouldn ’t have gotten a w h o ld ie rd f encouragem ent 
body else, because it jus t w asn ’t the thing to do,” she said.
Bill G re iner’s dedication to his students, his stunning 
landscape paintings, and his w ife ’s testim ony are a m anifesta­
tion of a forecast his grandfather once made. “That k id ’s gonna 
make som ething of h im self one of these days,” he said. “He’s
4
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But yvithopt a rViap, the future 
can peenl uncertain and perhaps 
even overwhe ming.
Nhep the explorer Magellan 
made his voyege around the 
earth he did not have a map 
only ja compass and 
e him. He was
-h e had
he stars
searching fo r . i new sea-route to 
the Spice Islahds. He thoughts i
he secre
o gujd
to the journey was to
find a passageway around the 
southern tip of South America, 
the straits that would later bear 
his name. He assumed that just 
beyond the straits lay the islands. 
What he encountered instead 
was the vast expanse of the 
Pacific Ocean.
Magellan’s journey illustrates 
that there are no maps for 
the uncharted territory we call 
the future, for no one knows 
exactly what the future holds.
It probably was a good thing 
Magellan didn’t have a map -  
that he didn’t know in advance 
all he was going to encounter on 
his journey. He might never have 
started!
As we search for “the way” 
forward, we too must journey 
without a map. Yet, that need 
not discourage us for, even 
though we do not have a map, 
we are given a compass and a 
companion for the journey. The 
compass is the Word of God, 
which points consistently to 
the one true north, the Bright
JOHN C.BOWLING,
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Morning Star. The needle seeks 
the Savior at every point of the 
journey; even if one does not 
know what comes next, he or she 
can still have a clear direction 
and a sense of confidence that 
if one stays true he or she will 
triumph.
In addition to the compass, 
we also have a companion for 
the journey -  one who walks with 
us and talks with us; one who 
carries our burdens when we 
cannot carry them alone. This 
companion knows the way and 
encourages us even in the dark 
places or the steep parts of the 
journey. God has provided his 
Holy Spirit to be with us each 
step of “the way.”
Let me encourage you to be 
bold as you look to the future. 
There is a way and His name is 
Jesus. Let your footsteps follow 
his and your tomorrows will be 
filled with significance. Live 
with confidence and enjoy your 
journey!
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DR
His usual wrinkle-free button-up shirt 
is cerulean blue today, accented by a silver and 
black matching tie. His black pants have also 
been meticulously ironed, showing a crease 
that runs all the way down to his feet, where 
they fall perfectly in a little fold on top of his 
shoes.
Dr. Kristian Veit’s clothes are 
like a professional baptism of sorts: outward 
evidence of an inward change. He has become 
the professor of psychology students expect 
to see when they walk into a classroom. His 
delineation has not always been so clear, 
though.
Most youngsters don’t say they want 
to be Industrial Organizational Psychologists 
when they grow up, and Kristian Veit is no 
exception. Now, however, when he discusses 
the research he is conducting, he uses his 
hands and a pack of blue sticky notes to 
diagram abstract concepts in 3D space. You 
half expect him to start making explosion 
sounds with his mouth while he clobbers the 
sticky notes to represent the explanatory power 
of variables. “It’s like a big statistical wrestling 
match,’’ he explained, glancing up briefly from 
the battle he’s enacting on his desk.
The thrill of research comes from the 
dogged sniffing out of an answer, the intimate 
pursuit of truth. “I've fallen in love with the 
process,” he explained. “This whole process 
of finding a good question to test- ultimately 
you tell a story. Research is all about telling a 
story.”
“Part of me wants to close the door 
and just do research. I’m a little jealous of my 
state school colleagues, who have maybe 
one class to teach. I'd like to have all kinds of 
research going on. I wish I had more time for 
research, to get more people involved, to share 
the discovery and excitement with them,” he 
said, smiling like a little kid caught with a cookie 
halfway into his mouth.
Veit recently submitted a paper to 
the American Psychological Association in 
Orlando in conjunction with Dr. Bethany Mills 
which examined the relationship between how 
much students at Olivet text on their phones 
and how connected they are to the university.
(They discovered a negative correlation. If 
that’s Greek to you, make an appointment with 
Dr. Veit. You might even get to witness a sticky 
note attack.)
While he was at the conference, he 
seized an opportunity to talk to the President 
for the Society of Industrial & Organizational 
Psychology about an idea that he had found 
not in a journal, but at home. “I was so tired, 
so worn out, anxious, and frustrated coming 
home from work that I couldn’t contribute 
meaningfully to family life. I couldn’t be the ideal 
dad,” he said. “I was like, ‘Should I try harder? 
Diet better? Pray more?” Only after he started 
talking to other dads did the scope of the 
problem reveal itself to him.
The president told him, “I'd never 
thought of that, that’s brilliant!” She might as 
well have thrown an entire tanker of oil onto Dr. 
Veit's flame. He pulled two all-nighters in a row 
this September to finish a paper about what 
came to be called ‘Sunset Fatigue' in time for a 
deadline. He bounced around in his rolling chair 
in excitement as he talked, rapping his fingers 
on the desk, while the sticky notes cowered in 
fear.
Veit’s attention, however, had 
shifted to a small rock, which he seemed 
to have pulled from his briefcase. It looked 
like it was plucked from a gravel driveway. 
“Somebody put a rock in my bag," he noted.
He smiled into the air at the thought of which of 
his daughters- Kylie or Bailey- was the culprit. 
“They’re teaching me a lot about life and God 
that I either don't know, or forgot. They're two of 
the best teachers I’ve ever had.”
Coming from a man who has 
invested a lot of time in higher education, that's 
quite the statement. It was during summers at 
Northern Illinois University while in pursuit of 
his Ph.D. that Veit was asked to lead a Bible 
study. What started as two people meeting in 
his apartment gradually grew to forty meeting in 
the church sanctuary for a lecture-format study. 
“One day I saw this red head in the pew, and 
noticed she was pretty. I met her later that night 
while we were having snacks,” he said.
When he challenged the group to 
run a half-marathon to improve their care of
PSYC
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their bodies, he set a time and place for them to 
meet to start running. “Only one person showed 
up, and it was Beth,” he said with a grin. “I 
think we ran eight miles. It was dark outside, 
and there was nothing to do but talk and enjoy 
the other's company.” After they ran the half­
marathon in downtown Chicago, he asked her 
out on a date and a few weeks later they were 
official.
They attended pre-engagement 
counseling before he asked her to marry him 
on May 8th, 2006. He smirked and cracked a 
psychology joke- “It’s like informed consent!”
They re-ran the Chicago half 
marathon on September 9th of this year to 
celebrate their anniversary. “It was the race 
that started everything,” he explained. “We ran 
together the whole way.”
They're still running together, 
through every day at Olivet and every bout of 
Sunset Fatigue. Beth is an Assistant Resident 
Director in the Grand Apartments. The Veit 
family can be seen frequently eating in Ludwig 
or in some cases -thanks to Bailey- heard.
Occasionally, Veit will break 
out his trumpet for his girls. “I play a mean 
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,” he said, cocking 
an eyebrow and suppressing a smile. What 
started in elementary school with an oxidized, 
twisted trumpet that “made the old ones nailed 
to the wall at Ruby Tuesday look good” slowly 
developed into a passion.Throughout high 
school and college, trumpet defined him. Once 
he hit graduate school, he realized he would 
have to choose between pursuing his Ph.D. or 
pursuing trumpet. “The Lord changed my heart; I 
He laid it on my heart to put my trumpet down,” 
he said. Three weeks later, he had taken up 
guitar and was leading worship at a church.
“He made me into a researcher; 
he turned me from a trumpet player into a 
lead guitar player,” he said wonderingly. If the 
clothes are any evidence, Dr. Veit has willingly 
submitted himself to the Lord’s guidance. The 
trumpet is gone, replaced with Kylie, Bailey,
Beth, and of course statistics. “You hear about 
water into wine stories,” he said, “but it's weird 
to think that He might have done that with you.”

She’s the first face 
seen upon entrance to the 
registrar’s office and this may 
Very well be purposeful. Kelly 
Welldnreiter is the secretary of 
the registrar and does so with 
all of her signature personality 
nd a clear passion for her
jpb. Ije lly  said that her job is 
of nothing and a little 
everything. I have the 
lob. I sit at the desk and 
out candy,” she said 
gesturing to a bowl of 
in tson  her desk. But she 
ownplays her vital role to 
t ie  registrar’s. She is a multi- 
urpose employee, taking 
hon^ calls, directing students 
tp wl' o they need to see, and 
helping students add and drop 
dlasSf “She’s a hard worker,” 
Said Darlene Swanson of the 
registrar’s office. “Most diligent 
Worker I’ve ever seen.” Her 
rpany duties and her work ethic 
make her indispensable to
the workings of the registrar. 
“She’s our pointguard,” said 
Carol Reams, “when she’s not 
here, we fall apart.”
Before beginning 
her work at the registrar on 
October 7th, 1992, she worked 
for the State in Public Aid.
Kelly remarks that the change 
in occupations was a good one 
because as the receptionist for 
the registrar, she gets plenty 
of interaction, which she loves. 
And not just interaction with 
colleagues and faculty, but she 
says her favorite part of the 
job is the interaction she gets 
to have with students. And it’s 
not just talk. She was offered 
a position handling transcripts, 
but this would mean much 
less interaction with students. 
She declined the position. “ I 
would go nuts not being able 
to work with students,” she 
said, shaking her head at the 
thought of compromising her
KELLY WELLENREITER
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
favorite part of the job.
With the recent ability 
for students to conduct much 
of their registration and class 
scheduling online, the traffic 
in the registrar office has 
lessened. However, there is 
no equivalent to interacting 
and getting help from Kelly. 
Her exuberant personality 
shines through as she makes 
conversation with students, 
full of good-natured laughter 
and a quick wit. She is 
passionate about students 
and is always more than 
willing to answer questions 
and help students through 
the process of registering 
for classes. After having the 
privilege of interacting with 
Kelly Wellenreiter, the candy 
and an enthusiastic greeting is 
only a perk when visiting the 
registrar’s office.
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“ I had a baby named 
after m e,” Kelsey M cNulty said 
with a w ide grin. She gained her 
nam esake during her second 
sum m er in Ecuador, while 
working as a nurse at m issions 
hospital. “ It w as really funny,” 
she continued, “because half 
the fam ily cou ldn ’t say the g irl’s 
name, because it’s an English 
nam e.”
Though she d idn ’t know 
the m other- one of her patients- 
before that, they invited her into 
the ir home and adopted her as 
part of the fam ily. “That w ouldn ’t 
happen in the S tates,” Kelsey 
said. As the ir relationship grew, 
she realized that she had an 
opportunity to show  God. She 
still prays for them and video 
calls, even in the m idst of her 
senior year while fin ishing up 
Nursing and Spanish majors.
Yet she ’d have it no 
other way. Preparing her fourth 
m issions trip- this tim e as the 
leader- to an orphanage in 
Honduras this spring break, 
Kelsey understands how 
consistent re lationships can 
change lives. “ I’ve seen the 
toll it takes when people come 
in every few  m onths and then 
they leave,” she explained. “ I’m 
thankful for the opportunity God 
has given me to be some kind of
stable re lationship.”
She fe lt the call to be 
a long term medical m issionary 
during her freshm an year when 
she first w ent to Honduras. 
Having grown especially close 
to a little girl nam ed Alicia, 
Ke lsey’s heart broke for the 
circum stances she w as living 
in. “W e had th is huge m ound of 
rice on the table, and we were 
sorting out little pebbles and 
bugs from  the rice, because they 
d idn ’t have any m oney so they 
bought chicken feed for the kids 
to feed them. The thing that got 
me the m ost is that usually they 
don ’t have people or tim e to sort 
it ou t,” she said.
Having been back 
every year since then, Kelsey 
is particu larly excited about this 
year’s trip, which will consist 
entire ly of nursing students who 
will get credit for the G lobal 
Health class. “W e really are a 
little nursing fam ily,” she said 
with a laugh. “W e share prayer 
requests with each other, have 
devotionals all the time, and 
know what each other is going 
through.”
Relationships have 
served as the drum beat that 
Kelsey walks to in pursuit of 
the way. She was a Resident 
Assistant her sophom ore year,
serves as a D-group leader, 
and particularly enjoys the 
friendships she makes through 
nursing. “ I liked the idea that I 
could help people and use my 
brain at the sam e tim e,” she 
said.
To that end, she’s 
hoping to spend a few  years 
stateside bolstering her nursing 
and Spanish skills in order to be 
prepared for where God calls her 
next. “ I jus t w ant to be obedient,” 
she said. “ I’m so thankful for the 
experiences that God has led me 
to and allowed me to have, and 
w hat he’s leading me tow ards.” 
Looking back on the last few  
years, Kelsey sees G od’s 
d irection in each decision she ’s 
made. She’s particularly grateful 
that she cam e to O livet rather 
than a state school. “For me, it’s 
just building you up spiritually 
and helping you develop habits 
to prepare you for m inistry 
for the rest of your life,” she 
explained.
Seeking God on a daily basis 
has radica lly changed Kelsey’s 
life. “He will jus t shape your life,” 
she explains. “You ’ll see how 
He did it all, and it’s like, ‘Wow, 
You’re so good!” ’
KELSEYMCNULTY
SENSOR

He com pares volleyball to 
chess. He saw the ocean for the 
first time last year. He once dressed 
up for Haljoween as that “climbin 
in yo w indpw s” Youtube guy. He 
enjoys using math to creatively solve 
prob ems. He is the second of five 
kids. He is Matt Smith.I
“ I’ve lived in the same house 
my entire life," M att said. “Three 
bedrooms, one bath- som etim es it can 
get kinda crazy, but som ehow w e ’ve 
worked it out, and I love it.” He picked 
O livet partly because it is fa irly close 
to his East Hills Crest home. “W e ’ll go 
places together as a fam ily ,” he said. 
He paused, then joked, “W hen I was a 
kid we would all go to the grocery store 
together!”
Npt only does his fam ily do 
stuff together, but they have a blast. 
“W e ’re real close. W e ’re real goofy.
We have dinner as a fam ily all the time 
and just laugh our heads off,” he said. 
“We re probably weird to people but we 
love it.”
Ever since surviving the frantic 
roo rim a te  search during orientation—  
a process tie  likens to speed 
dating—  Matt found that sam e fam ily 
atm osphere here at O livet, where 
there 's “a lways som eone to play with, 
to hang out w ith .” He explained, “ I’m 
a perfectionist with my schoolwork, but 
this year, it there ’s people hanging out,
I’m like-1 gotta go !”
As an Engineering major, he 
certa in ly has a full schedule, but enjoys 
the challenge. “ I was always interested 
in math, but wanted to incorporate 
som ething more hands-on and 
creative,” he said. “Engineering is more 
applied. It’s like the word problems.
You design som ething to meet the 
requirem ents of the problem .”
Busy as he is, hom ework is 
hardly w hat M att w ill rem em ber the 
m ost about college. From laughing 
at his room m ate getting shot by a 
blow dart gun to playing intram urals 
(everything except baseball), M att has 
squeezed as much ju ice out of his four 
years as possible. “ I was just watching 
the b low-dart video the other day,” he 
said, starting to laugh. “W e were just 
cracking up and he was like scream ing 
in pain, yelling for us to take it out!”
He’s made friends with all 
sorts of d ifferent groups of people on 
cam pus, partly because of volleyball. 
Since his freshm an year he’s played 
volleyball w ith the W om en’s Varsity 
team , sum m er cam ps, Hidden 
Cove leagues, and the M en’s Club 
team. “ It’s stressful som etim es, but 
en joyab le,” he said. “ I put in a lot of 
hours, but it’s for volleyball so it’s fun !” 
During his freshm an year, the 
M en’s C lub team went to nationals in 
Kentucky. “There were forty-two courts
MATT A. SMITH
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set up in this huge convention center, 
and I just loved it- wherever you looked 
there was volleyball happening,” he 
said. W orking with the w om en’s team 
has allowed him to fulfill his dream of 
traveling. One particularly m emorable 
trip was to a tournam ent in Daytona, 
Florida.
Having always wanted to learn 
to surf, Matt spotted a surfboard rental 
shop. “ I was like- this is my shot! I have 
to do this! I had the surfboard for about 
an hour, and probably was above the 
water for about three seconds to ta l,” 
he said, chuckling. He’s determ ined, 
though, to learn the skill eventually.
His love of water com es from  summers 
spent at his grandparent’s cottage on a 
small lake in M ichigan.
Though he would love to live 
near the water, perhaps in California, 
the adventure could only tem pt him 
away from his fam ily for so long. “ I 
really love my fam ily, and don ’t want 
to be far away from them ,” he said. 
Though he’ll be graduating in May,
Matt hopes his little sisters may 
som eday come to O livet. “ I love the 
com m unity,” he said with a smile.
“ I know they would have a great 
experience here.”
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mindset, Rachel went to
Kenyr
humanitarian organization called Free the 
Childr en. “The mirjute I got there I was just
completely slapped in the face, basically,” 
she said. “ I was just like— I’m alone. There 
were no other Christians for two and a half 
months.” She worked in a rural area, taking 
visiting groups from America to camp with 
the Maasai people, teaching them about 
global issues. Out of all the groups she led, 
she never encountered any Christians.
“Spiritually it just ate-me alive. 
There would be days when I would go to 
sleep crying and wake up crying,” she said. 
She dug into the Bible and prayer, seek­
ing God. As He showed her that she could 
learn from the experience, Rachel began to 
realize why she was in Kenya. An encoun­
ter with a girl named Alyssa fired her up to 
reconcile with and revolutionize the church.
“A group of five girls my age asked 
me, ‘What do you believe?’ I told them what 
I want to do, and where God is leading me, 
and they were just baffled,” Rachel said. 
The girls told her they had never met a 
twenty-year-old who liked church. Alyssa 
said that every Christian she had ever met 
had ridiculed and judged her. “She said,
‘I have no desire to be in the church. I’m 
an atheist. But you changed my perspec­
tive about Christianity,”’ Rachel related. “It 
stirred up an anger in me— an anger with
passion. I want to be part of a movement of 
love in the church.”
Driven by that passion, Rachel 
dreams of working with broken communities, 
meeting both physical and spiritual needs. 
As she explained it, “Free the Children is 
doing such great but temporary things. If my 
life is dependent on Christ, why not share 
that?”
The burden of a hurting world 
sometimes overwhelms her. “There are 
these days when I just feel heavy, and it hits 
me,” she said. “ If you’re passionate about 
something, you’d better be ready for a hard 
life— but a beautifully hard life.”
A smile lit up her face as she con­
sidered the communities she will touch with 
God’s healing. “ If I’m ever going to have a 
true passion in my life I’m going to have to 
suffer. I want to be so thankful for my suffer­
ing,” she said.
Confronting her own spiritual need 
has opened Rachel’s eyes to the spiritual 
need of the world. “The more you under­
stand God’s role in your own life, the more 
you understand God’s role in the world," she 
said. “As my perception of the Lord ex­
pands, my understanding of the world does 
too.”
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baptism. The work left him 
spiritually exhausted. “The 
whole time I was down there 
I didn’t see results, but you 
just have to remember you’re 
planting the seed. I might 
never see the results of that,” 
he said.
For four months, he 
struggled to accept the task 
God laid out for him, dis­
gusted at his work. “My carnal 
nature was just being stripped 
from me, and it was so pain­
ful; I considered it suffering. 
But just because I didn’t want 
to be doing the work or didn’t 
like it doesn’t mean that it 
wasn’t God’s w ill,” he said.
Though for a while 
he wanted to come home, 
the return to America for a 
three week vacation was 
even more difficult than the 
original transition into Peru­
vian culture. “ I became poor, 
and that was normal for me,” 
Garren said. “ I came back 
to the states and I wasn’t 
used to the abundant wealth 
here.” Coming off of a rough 
spot spiritually already, the 
combination was volatile. “ I 
went home and went to my
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bathroom, and I closed the 
door, and the door shut with a 
click. Like, it glided shut, and 
then clicked. And that ju s t -  
set me off. Every door in Peru 
you had to wrestle with to get 
it to shut.”
The second year 
in Peru, however, helped 
to change his heart, as he 
realized the materialistic and 
poor alike need love. “ I pray 
the prayer for other people 
as much as I wouldn’t want 
it prayed for me; that they’ll 
hit rock bottom, because the 
only way to go is up,” Garren 
said.
Up for him was a 
special one year service 
of the church they planted.
“I can tell you the name of 
every single person there, 
how we met them, and how 
they came to Christ, which is 
something that only church 
planters can really experi­
ence,” he said. “Just seeing 
them, and laughing and 
smiling and joking with them 
is a blessing. You can go 
and meet people, but to have 
inside jokes is different.”
In particular, he 
remembers a man named
Miguel. “His wife said, The 
only person who really under­
stands Miguel is you, Garren, 
and the only person who un­
derstands you is M iguel!’ That 
was so touching, that I had 
connected on another level 
with a man forty-five years old 
and stuck in his ways but who 
surrendered his life to Christ,” 
he said, smiling warmly at the 
thought. Closing his eyes, 
he siqhed. “ I miss Miquel to 
death.”
Though he is back 
at Olivet now, finishing up a 
degree in Actuarial Science 
which was supposed to be his 
ticket into the high life, Garren 
hasn’t forgotten the reality he 
knew in Peru. “ I’ve realized 
that wealth and power and 
money aren’t important to me. 
That’s not how you measure 
a man,” he said. “Those 
things don’t bring real joy or 
peace within us. The love of 
Christ transcends all cultures, 
all class statuses, and all 
races. It is not a temporal joy 
or peace; it’s everlasting.”
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track. A bar looms ahead, suspended
twelve feet in the air. In your hand is only
o boost you over.
Though this sounds impossible 
tp most, Anna Stiker spends an hour
pole
nd a half every day doing just this. As
walk-( 
nd fie i
on member of the women’s track 
d team, she has spent the last 
vo yeurs learning the art of pole vault­
ing.
“ It’s such an exhilarating feeling, 
being free,” she said. “But it’s so 
hard, ou take your pole and run down 
tpe runway and plant tall. Then your 
Ipft leg swings backward, and you get
like jus
«ertica with the pole. It will shoot you up, 
. nd then you turn in the air and come 
back dbwn.”
Anna first tried pole vaulting 
in midc le school. “ It was actually really 
sketchy,” she said with a laugh. “We 
cjidn’t have pole vault pits. We had a 
fjigh ju|np pit, which is much smaller. 
And it \jyas like a pavement runway. The 
Plant bpx was some sketchy metal thing
that so 
dlass!”
mebody manufactured in shop
Despite the odds, she was so 
ood that year that she placed third in 
sitate. However, when Anna realized how 
frustrated an upperclassman girl was 
getting by always losing to her, she quit
nd pu sued softball instead, a sport 
ne’s fcjeen playing since the age of four. 
“Softball comes naturally to me,” 
jlained. “ It’s so easy. I mean, I 
t’s not easy, but it’s easier than
he ex 
uess
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pole vault!” After playing softball all year 
round, including traveling during the 
summer with an elite team, she was 
ready for a break by the time she got to 
college.
“ I was like, ‘What am I gonna 
do? W alk around, go to school, and go 
back to my apartment? I’ve always been 
used to having sports practices after 
school,” Anna said. Having made a brief, 
victorious return to pole vaulting during 
her senior year of high school, in which 
she broke the older girl’s record after 
only practicing for a week, she decided 
to join the track team.
At first, she wasn’t sure why 
she was doing it. “During high school I 
was hardly ever sore from practices. But 
here, I could hardly walk! I couldn’t laugh 
for a week because my abs hurt so 
bad,” she said, grinning. After exceeding 
expectations on “Gut Day” by running 
twenty-four 200 meter sprints, she 
started to gain confidence. “God showed 
me, ‘You can do this. You’re not just 
some wimp that’s coming in,” she said.
Pole vaulting challenged Anna 
much more than softball had. “ I took a 
huge cut in my ego, which is actually a 
good thing,” she said. “God used this. 
Spiritually, it was a growth, because it 
cut me down to the base and made me 
realize that without sports I am simply in 
Christ.”
In fact, helping others to realize 
their identity is in Christ, rather than a 
past action, is a passion of Anna’s. She 
gets particularly frustrated at the social
stigma surrounding promiscuity anc 
human trafficking. “Colossians 3:3 is m^ 
favorite verse,” she explained. “The old 
is dead, and you’re a new creation. Eve 
though someone else may not forget 
about your past, the only thing that’s 
important is that He has. Everything is 
level at the foot of the cross.”
She knows this from personal 
experience, having felt God transform­
ing her through her time at Olivet. “Fron 
graduation day in high school to gradu£ 
tion from college, it’s just going to be lik 
a complete 360. The chapel theme- taki 
away my heart of stone and put in flesh 
has really happened to me, I guess. It’s 
the continuing of that, like taking away 
some of the old stuff and tossing it in a 
bag.”
With hopes of someday going 
into Trauma Psychology, a field that 
involves helping people who have been 
punched by life, Anna understands that 
change isn’t easy. “ I think we can make 
it more known that people are forgiven, I 
even if they don’t want to be,” she said. | 
“For me, I knew I was forgiven, but it 
was the process of forgiving myself that! 
was the hardest. You just have to keep| 
persisting, keep chipping away- it’s a 
process.”
Luckily, persisting is somethinc 
that Anna is particularly good at. “Pole 
vaulting doesn’t come naturally to me. II 
have to work at it, and persist, and that] 
the same thing as my relationship with 
Christ,” she explained.
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Austin Davis is leaning back 
ifi his c^hair, talking about M iley Cyrus 
}ongs i/vith a slight southern drawl 
nd making jokes like, “ I’m not that 
rpdneqk.” He d iscusses his plans for 
retiring on the beach with his future 
vi/ife (“W e’ll be old and fa t\") and maybe 
vj/orkinb in youth m inistry som etim e 
before that.
As the point guard for the 
lyien’s basketball team, Austin is living 
tpe drpam that he ’s been working 
tbwards since ninth grade. “ People 
Iways tell me to learn to love the 
rocesjs,” he explained. “There ’s a 
lj)t of learning that goes into it.” After 
an exodus of upperclassm en from 
the teqm left him as one of the most 
experienced players, Austin went from 
being $ lowly freshm an to a leader in 
t ie sp^n of only a year.
He transform ed through 
practice and an excessive am ount 
c f swe^t. “ I’ll be doing push-ups, 
c nd th0re will be a puddle,” he said. 
“T h e y te  like, ‘A ustin ’s going swimm ing 
in his sweat aga in .’” Though it seems 
\ arm lqss enough, sweat sent him to 
t ie  em ergency room on the first day of 
breseeson. “ I sweat a lot, so I cramp 
io m e tim e s ,” he explained. “And I d idn ’t 
eat a lot between our two practices. 
Tow ards the end of the second prac- 
t ce I smarted cram ping some. Then 
pear the very end, I called for the
outlet, and everything just popped!
I started cramping, so I just kind of 
flopped off the floor.”
He’s grinning, flapping his 
hand in the air w ild ly to dem onstrate. 
“My room m ate Tony had to take me 
to the hospital to get an IV. W hen we 
got there, I’m cramping, so he has to 
go get a wheelchair for me. He tries to 
get out of the car and he  starts cram p­
ing! So he’s struggling to get to the 
entrance, and he has to sit there for 
twenty m inutes trying to let his cramps 
go down. You can just picture us try ­
ing to walk. The next day at our team 
meeting, coach was like, ‘Hey, can you 
com e up here and dem onstrate your 
flopping fish m otion?”’
Austin shakes his head, laugh­
ing as he remembers. He’s settled 
into the team now. “W hen I hit the 
spring of last year I found a com fort 
I’d never found, just being satisfied 
that th is is where God wants m e,” he 
said. Despite the opportunity to play for 
Division I schools, Austin has found his 
home at the school that his Dad played 
ball for too.
“ I could spend Friday nights 
just hanging out w ith my brothers and 
sisters and my mom and dad and w e ’d 
just have a ball together,” he said.
“My dad was defin ite ly crushed that I 
went fifteen hours away from home for 
school. But he was happy, because he 
knows Coach Hodge is a good coach,
but also sad that he doesn’t ever get 
see my gam es.”
His parents lived in Illinois fo 
the first few years of his life, eventuall 
settling in South Carolina where his 
dad founded a church that has grown 
to include over 2,000 people. “ I h a d < 
drug problem  growing up,” he said. “ 
parents drug me to church on Sunda 
M onday, W ednesday...tha t’s what I ti 
people; it’s funny!”
Now, Austin chooses to go ti 
church, and he spent tim e last summ 
helping out in youth m inistry. “ I figure 
out a little more who I am as a perso 
It made me a little more com fortable 
my own skin. I’m figurin ’ it all out with 
Christ,” he said.
He’s figuring it out on the 
court, too. In high school he was the 
only white kid on the team. “ I was ea  
to find ,” he said. “ It’s different coming 
here and playing with a bunch of whiti 
guys.” He’s found som e of his best 
friends on the team, whether they’re 
pushing through a new w eight progra 
together or just hanging out after d in­
ner in Ludwig.
“ It’s fun fightin ’ through hard 
practices with the guys,” he said. “Bu 
gam es are the best part. Friday night 
Hom ecom ing- getting to run out in fro l 
of all those people- tha t’s fun. That’s 
when practice are worth it, when you 
get to that po int.”
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Kalene Spence 
Samuel Steiber
Erin Stephens 
Kylee Stevens 
Alana Steward
Catherine
Julia Ross
Kimberly Rothacker 
Olivia Ruby 
Shanna Rull
Lauren Steward 
Anna Stiker 
Kerry Strzyzewski 
Erin Suttor 
Ryne Szurgot 
Erika Tatum
Jacob Taylor 
Malik Temple 
Alexander Tharp 
Shelby Thein 
Morgan Thomas 
Rachel Timmer
Thelma Torres 
Elliot Totsch 
Jordyn Truelock 
Abigail Turner 
Tyler Tuttle 
Morgan Van Peursem
Alex Veld 
Kelsey Vihnanek 
Max Villegas 
Samuel Vroman 
Kristin Weaver 
Brittney Weiske
Nathan Weseloh 
Hannah Whittington 
Jennifer Wieland 
Angela Wilcox 
Sahara Wilcoxen 
Daniel Wilgenbusch
Briana Wilkey 
Roy Wilseck 
Paige Winters 
Ashley Wolfe 
Jennifer Workman 
Emma Wright
W ith short da rk  brow n hair 
ed by a s ing le  b londe streak, 
b lack  fram ed-g lasses, and a qu ick
m ile, she  looks like w ha t she  lis tens
to. H e f w arm  brow n eyes crink led  in
je ligh as she exp la ined  her system
df m enta l m usica l bookm arks.
“T he re  are  certa in  tim e  pe­
r ods in m y life w hen certa in  a lbum s 
rfemind m e of th ing s ,” she said. “Like, 
cn e  of m y best fr iends  in high school 
?nd I r jiade  a p ro ject, a dea l, tha t 
w e w ou ld  m em orize  all the  lyrics 
to  a band toge ther. I c a n ’t lis ten to 
t la t  nt iw and not th in k  of he r!” The 
ihd ie p lay lis t she  c rea ted  fo r the 
rpad tup  to O live t from  her hom e 
J‘# co lle gebou nd ”-becam e her fresh ­
m an yfear soundtrack.
W hen she lis tens to  it, one 
m em o ty  in pa rticu la r s tands out from  
t i i s  ye|ar; the  firs t O rpheus rehearsal. 
“ It frig! .tened m e how  m uch it w as 
like m high schoo l cho ir,” she  said. “ I 
vyent I 'om e  a fte r rehearsa l and texted  
rpy cho ir teacher, ‘You w o u ld n ’t 
Relievo w ha t ju s t happened !’ I had to 
tell hinji how  g rea t it w a s .”
H e ’s the one w ho insp ired
Em ily o be a voca l m usic  edu ca ­
tion m ajor. “H e ’s sa rcas tic  and silly, 
but he ’s still rea lly  pass iona te  about 
m us ic ,” she  exp la ined. “He rem inded 
m e of m yself, w h ich  is w h y  it w as so 
easy fo r m e to see  m yse lf in his pos i­
tion som eday .”
A s a teacher, she  hopes to 
cu ltiva te  the  tigh t-kn it, fam ily  a t­
m osphere  tha t sh e ’s found in both 
O rpheus and her, high schoo l cham ­
ber cho ir. “The  com m un ity  w e  had 
w ith  each o ther, and w ith  m y teacher 
— th a t’s w h a t m akes m e w an t to be a 
part of th a t,” she  said.
Em ily do e sn ’t have to go to 
schoo l to be su rrounded  by m usic, 
though . Her pa ren ts— w ho m et p lay­
ing French horn— cu ltiva ted  a cu lture  
of m usic  in her fam ily . “ I w as  a lw ays 
im m ersed in c lass ica l m us ic ,” she 
said. “ I d o n ’t rem em ber never being 
m usica l. M y paren ts  a lw ays te ll me 
the  s to ry  abou t how  w hen I w as  little  I 
w ou ld  dance  in the  ca r w h ile  w e w ere  
d riv ing !”
W hen each kid had to p ick 
an ins trum en t to p lay, Em ily chose 
p iano. Now, tw e lve  years  la ter, she 
ra ther acc iden ta lly  ended up in a 
Party w ith  Jesus band. “M y friend 
and I w e re  ju s t be ing goo fy  about 
it,” she  said. “So I w ro te  dow n on 
the  s ign -up  sheet, 1 can sing, I p lay
keyboard , and I can beat b o x ’-which 
ca n ’t. And then they em ailed  me like 
‘Hey, yo u ’re in !”
She particu la rly  en joys p lay­
ing p ieces tha t she can put her whol< 
body into. “W hen I w a tch  p ian is ts 
p lay, it ’s fun w a tch ing  them  like jump 
o ff the  bench and use the ir body and 
so m uch ene rgy ,” she said. Late ly 
sh e ’s been expe rim en ting  w ith  imprc 
v isa tion.
E m ily has a lso d iscovered  
a new  passion fo r m issions. “T ha t’s 
w ha t I w an t to do w ith  m y degree  
even tua lly , is ju s t go to som e fore ig 
coun try  and teach m usic  to  little kid 
and m in is te r to them . I w ou ld  love 
th a t,” she  said. “M y heart lies w ith 
m usic, but la te ly the  doo rs  have bee 
opened to go som ew here  outs ide of 
th is  coun try .”
W hereve r she goes, she ’ll 
have m usic to use as a bridge. 
“ R e la tionsh ips w ith  peop le  is w ha t I 
use m usic  fo r,” she  said. “ It’s w e ird  
because  it’s hard fo r m e som etim es 
to ju s t s it dow n and ta lk  to som ebod 
It’s w ay  eas ie r to be like, ‘Here, liste 
to th is  song, and y o u ’ll understand 
how  I’m fee lin g .’ T h a t’s w hy  I like 
m usic. ”
EMILY SWARTZWELDER
FRESHMAN

T h e  s h o e s  a re  m ade  by S u- 
p e rg a , an Ita lian  b ra n d —  c la ss ics . 
T h e  S p u th  A fr ic a n  fla g  is d raw n  
n thej s id e : a  s id e w a y s  g reen  “Y ,” 
o u tlin e d  n w h ite  and  y e llo w  and 
u rro p n d e d  by th ic k  red, b lue , and 
(la ck  phu nks . T h o u g h  th e  ca n v a s  is 
rp tty  and  w o rn  ou t, E tie nne  S w ane - 
poe l Icjves th e s e  shoe s . “T h e y ’re 
th e  o ld e s t p a ir o f s h o e s  I have , from  
fcieford I le ft. T h e y  b ring  so  m any 
m e m o rie s  w ith  th e m . I d o n ’t w a n t to  
th ro w  ithem  o u t,” he sa id .
T h o u g h  a  n e w  pa ir is  w a it- 
ifig , ready  to  ta k e  o v e r th e  sp o t in 
h is  hea rt, h e ’s no t q u ite  re a d y  to  le t 
( jo  o f e ve ry th in g  th e  s h o e s  m ean. 
T h e y  le p re s e n t S o u th  A frica , and 
h o m e 4 -  th e  so u n d  o f A fr ika a n s , th e  
pw ea t o f S a tu rd a y  rugby  m a tches , 
p re s s p d  b la z e rs  and  t ie s  fo r  schoo l, 
nd oljd frie n d s .
A fte r th re e  y e a rs  in A m e rica , 
h is  f irs t tr ip  b a c k  a c ro s s  th e  ocean  
t i i s  s u m m e r w a s  a  hom e co m in g . 
R a th e f th a n  fe e lin g  like  he  w a s  
c o ing  b n  a  va ca tio n , he  fe lt th e  
p p p o s lte — like  life  in A m e ric a  w a s  
th e  in te rim . “ It w a s  c o m p le te ly  flip - 
f o p p e d ,” he  sa id . “ I ca m e  b a ck  and 
fp lt likp  a  to u ris t, even  th o u g h  I live 
here .
M ov in g  to  A m e ric a  beg an  as
a  w h a t- if  idea . “M y p a re n ts  spoke  
to  us and  sa id , ‘ If you  d o n ’t w a n t to  
go, w e  w o n ’t g o . ’ W e  all e ve n tu a lly  
w a n te d  to  go , b e ca u se  it ’s A m e rica , 
and  it ’s  ne w  and  e v e ry th in g ’s d iffe r­
en t. I w a s  all fo r it,” he  sa id .
B e ca u se  o f th e  tim in g , 
E tie nne  s k ip p e d  ha lf h is  n in th  g rade  
y e a r o f h igh  schoo l to  s ta rt h is  ten th  
g ra d e  y e a r in A m e rica . “T h e  ha rdes t 
p a rt w a s  do in g  s tu ff I’ve  neve r don e  
in E n g lis h ,” he sa id . N o t on ly  d id  he 
have  to  ta ke  h ig h e r le ve l c la sse s  
like  c h e m is try  fo r th e  firs t tim e , but 
he  had  to  do  it in h is  s e co n d  la n ­
g u a g e . H o w e ve r, he d is c o v e re d  a 
sch o o l sys te m  m uch  e a s ie r than  he 
w a s  used  to, w ith  m u ltip le  cho ice  
in s te a d  o f sh o rt a n s w e r q u e s tio n s  
on tes ts .
E tie n n e  c re d its  h is  a c a d e m ­
ic  s u c c e s s  to  h is  m om , Dr. T h a y lta  
L o u w  S w a n e p o e l. S h e ’s know n  
a ro u n d  O liv e t fo r se ttin g  h igh  s ta n ­
d a rd s  fo r he r jo u rn a lis m  s tuden ts , 
s o m e th in g  E tie n n e  re c o g n iz e s  a s  a 
d is tin c t a d va n ta g e . “T h e y ’re high, 
bu t th e y ’re  no t im p o s s ib le ,” he sa id  
w ith  a  sm ile . “ It’s  a  little  in tim id a tin g  
in th e  se n s e  th a t s h e ’s so a c c o m ­
p lishe d , yo u  know , you  w a n t to  at 
le as t try  to  m a tch  y o u r m om . Bu t it ’s 
goo d  to  lo ok  up  to, b e ca u se  it ’s a
go o d  e x a m p le  to  try  to  push  y o u r­
se lf to  g e t to  th e  nex t le v e l.”
H e ’s on h is  w a y  to  the  top  
as  a  m e m b e r o f O liv e t’s in augu ra l 
sw im  team , too , s p e n d in g  m ore  
h o u rs  each  d a y  sw im m in g  than  
so m e  do  s tu d y in g . “ I have  no tim e, 
he  sa id  w ry ly . “S w im m in g  is five  or 
s ix  hou rs  a  day, s ix  d a y s  a  w eek, 
and  then  th e re ’s h o m e w o rk  on top  
o f th a t.” E tie nne  se e s  sw im m in g  
a s  m o re  o f a  jo b , re se rv ing  h is  real 
pass io n  fo r rugby, th e  g a m e  he 
g re w  up p lay in g  in S o u th  A frica . 
R a the r, h is  c o m m itm e n t to  s w im ­
m ing  is e v id e n ce  o f h is  p rac tica l 
na tu re , w h ich  a lso  p ee ks  ou t w hen  
h e ’s sh o e  sho p p in g .
“ I am  a d d ic te d  to  s h o e s ,” 
he  sa id . “ I’ve  g o t s tu ff rang ing  fro ri 
sn e a ke rs , to  casua l, to  fo rm a l; ju s t 
as  long  as  it’s  no t th o se  h igh top  
th in g s .” He p re fe rs  to  buy  w e ll, 
pa y in g  a  little  m ore  fo r a  q u a lity  
th a t w ill las t. H o w eve r, th e  u ltim a t 
w o rth  o f h is  s h o e s  is n ’t on the  p ric  
tag . It’s in th e  se n tim e n ta l va lue , 
th e  m e m o rie s  th a t fla sh  th ro u g h  hi 
m ind  like  a  g e n ie  from  a  bo ttle  as 
ro lls  th e m  o v e r in h is  hands.
ETIENNESW ANEPOEL
FRESHMAN

Abiola Abosede 
Tori Adams 
Benjamin Agan 
Kristen Alaniz 
Emily Albertson 
Abigail Allen
Cortney Allenbaugh 
Daniel Alieva 
Joshua Altmann 
Blake Anders 
Jacob Anderson 
Jessica Anderson
Sarah Anderson 
Joel Andrade 
Christa Antuma 
Nathan Arel 
Gregory Arellano 
Jacob Armbrust
Jay Armstrong 
Damon Asbill 
Grant Ashby 
Alexander Atkisson 
Lainne Avett 
Angelique Azouri
Alexis Badiac 
Michael Bahena 
Noah Ballweg 
Melissa Bartholomew 
Miranda Basile 
Kymberli Beausoleil

Barbara Budach 
Morgan Bundenthal 
Janice Burneson 
Jazmine Buster 
Jeffrey Butkus 
Elisa Caballero
Madison Caise 
Montana Caise 
Stuart Caldwell 
Kellie Campbell 
Ricardo Campos 
Cesia Carmona
Annette Carr 
Hardy Carroll 
Megan Casali 
Joseph Case 
Chandler Castens 
Tamara Chalikian
Thomas Chamberlain 
Cara Champlin 
Jaimie Chen 
Taylor Chitwood 
Jacqueline Clark 
Ryan Clark
Jordan Clevenger 
Kelly Cobb 
Matthew Cockroft 
Breanna Coffman 
Rebekah Colbert 
Stephanie Collier
t
Herman Conner 
Sam Cooper 
Larissa Copeland 
Caleb Cornell 
Daniel Couchenour 
Jonathan Couchenour
Madeline Craig 
Lucas Crawley 
Kevin Creger 
Hannah Crothers 
John Cummings 
Jennifer D’Onofrio
Daniel Darling 
Brittany Daugherty 
Kirsten Davenport 
Alyssa Davis 
Christopher Davis 
Garrett Davis
Hannah Davis 
Noah Davis 
Zackary Day 
Katie DeLong 
Rebecka DeRuiter 
Kathryn Dean
Zane Debeck 
Caleb Deckard 
Shelby Delaney 
Alexandrea Deltgen 
Bethany Demik 
Michael Dickstein
Cory Dietmeier 
James Dill 
Jacob Dillman 
Jessica Dirkse 
Michelle Ditchfield 
Brandon Divan
Emma Diveley 
Liza Dollenbacher 
Mary Douglas 
Eric Douglass 
Melissa Drabes 
Ethan Drooger
Rachel Everling 
Alexander Ewers 
Joshua Ewing 
Taylor Ewing 
William Ewing 
Megan Eylander
Reid Farchmin 
Alyssa Faulks 
Shelley Fellows 
Matthew Ferris 
Michael Fiala 
Isaiah Fink
Austin Fischer 
Scott Fischer 
Jada Fisher 
Kelsey Fisk 
Sarah Fitzgerald 
Morgan Fly
Daniel Flynn 
Tyler Ford 
Laura Fosnaugh 
Madison Foster 
Ronald France 
Megan French
Lucas Fritch 
Keila Galloway 
Libby Ganzsarto 
Tate Garner 
Charlton Garr 
Daisy Garrison
Christina Garza 
Andrew Gaskill 
Aimee Gauss 
Elijah Gebre 
Jessica Gerig 
Richard Givens
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Samuel Glover 
Kalla Gold 
Angela Golz 
Maria Gomez Limon 
Alicia Gonzalez 
Amy Goodwin
Myranda Gors 
Jacob Gouge 
Derek Grainger 
Laura Graven 
Sara Gray 
Jasmine Green
Jasper Griffith 
Erin Gromala 
Curtis Groover 
Zachary Gross 
Lydia Grosse 
Ryan Guertin
Caleb Gulledge 
Kaylee Gullquist 
Margaret Gutwein 
Ama Gyadu 
Dakota Hack 
Elizabeth Hackney
Amanda Haffer 
Melissa Hale 
Jonathan Hand 
Britta Hanson 
Sarah Hardy 
Cody Harper
Micheal Harrington 
Dante Harris 
Neely Harris 
Shelbi Harris 
Sydney Harris 
Alexandria Hatfield
Lindsay Hathaway 
Cody Haver 
Sabrina Hawk 
Rob Haworth 
Jordan Hayes
Meredith Headtke 
Alea Heck 
Kaylin Heitmeyer 
McKenzie Hengesh 
Jacob Herberger 
Elizabeth Hetrick
Karalyn Hewett 
Luke Hiatt 
Sarah High 
Jacob Hileman 
Sidney Hill 
Travis Hill
Noah Hills 
Levi Himes 
Nicholas Hinrichs 
Jordan Hirl 
Kyle Hoffman 
Natasha Hojnicki
Rachel Holaway 
Jennifer Hollebrands 
Alina Holliday 
Nichole Hollis 
Cory Holloway 
Austin Holton
Alissa Homoelle 
Austin Hoppe 
Carolyn Horne 
Molly Hotle 
Megan Huschen 
Bairhett Hutchens
Jonathan Hutchison 
Isabelle Huyck 
Sydney Hyde 
Krystal James 
Rachel Jensen 
Caitlin Johnson
Joshua Johnson 
Kaila Johnson 
Kyle Johnston 
Vincent Jones 
Christian Kalfas 
Emily Kammin
Emily Kane 
Lauren Kasler 
Madison Kauzlarich 
Melinda Kearney 
Marissa Keating 
Abigail Keizer
Angela Kellar 
Tanner Kelley 
Kaitlyn Kelsey 
Danielle Kensinger 
Zachary Kessel 
Brittany Killion
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Charisma King 
Kristy Kjell 
Andrew Klauba 
Kurtis Klein 
Kellie Klumb 
Aaron Knettle
Sylvester Knight 
Whitney Knox 
Jensen Koch 
Courtney Kodat 
Jace Kost 
Michael Krebill
Natalie Kreun 
Lindsey Krippel 
Nicole Krokosz 
Duncan Kryszyn 
Brianna Kulhan 
Katelyn Kuper
Eunsung Kwak 
Jackie LaPash 
Rebekah LaPlante 
Bria Laktzian 
Christian Lane
M
Stephanie Larson 
Madalyn Lathrop 
David Latko 
Alexandra Lautenbach 
Taneka Lawson 
David Leman
Brock Lemmon 
Sarah Lentini 
Michael Leppin 
Kayla Lewis 
Sonya Lewis 
Rachael Lindell
Lauren Lindgren 
Jordan Lingle 
Michael Linn 
Stephanie Linquist 
Crystal Loera 
Taryn Lofton
Tiara Long 
Ashley Longnecker 
Ian Lopshire 
Breonna Lowry 
Skyla Lubben 
Melissa Luby
Janelle Lucas 
Hannah Luginbill 
Ryan Lutz 
Andrea MacDonough 
Alexandra Mahaffey 
Kasey Main
Emily Majewski 
Andrew Malosh 
Andrew Manganiello 
Emily Mann 
Joelle Mannion 
Joseph Mantarian
Elizabeth Moulding 
Garrett Muhlstadt
Hayley Marcordes 
Andrew Marcotte 
Michaela Maris 
Brittany Markland 
Keren Marsh 
Hannah Martin
Kimberly Maue 
Bryan McBride 
Morgan McCormick 
Christina McCoy 
Paige McCririe 
Holly McDonald
Michael McFerran 
Kaitlin McHenry 
Megan McKinley
Ashley McKnight 
Natalie McManus 
Forrest Meads
Katie Megyesi 
Heather Meier 
Katelynn Meli 
Jacob Mellinger 
Zachary Miarka 
Ciaira Miles
Kayla Miller 
Logan Miller 
Stephanie Miller 
Taylor Miller 
Tessa Miller 
Danielle Milner
Daniel Mitchell 
Vittoria Miulli 
Rebecca Mooi 
Jessica Moore 
Lindsay Morr 
Randi Mortimer
Mitchel Musselman 
Ryan Muzljakovich 
Rebecca Neis 
Elizabeth Nellis 
Lydia Nelson 
Thandiwa Nelson
Jordyn Nettleton 
Brittany Norton 
Bennet Nygaard 
Kaitlyn Obourn 
Chad Olds 
Megan Olson
Heather Orseno 
Brenden Ottolino 
Blake Pals 
Richard Paret 
Rebekah Parker 
Leslie Parrish
Caleb Parsons 
Seth Patchett 
Gwendolyn Payne 
Amber Penick 
Damaris Perez 
Genesis Perez
Grant Perkins 
Savannah Peters 
Haley Peterson 
Julie Pilaczynski 
Bethany Pilat 
Saige Pilgrim
Gregory Planck 
Micah Plank 
Kyle Pool 
Matthew Posladek 
Gino Prestia 
Brianna Price
Calvin Price 
Briana Prieto 
Taylor Provost 
Rebecca Pruitt 
Marissa Pustmueller 
Sarah Putman
Sarah Quealy 
Francisco Ramirez 
Jessica Raquet 
Tyler Ratcliffe 
Emily Rector 
Catherine Reed
Joshua Reel 
Hannah Reister 
Eve Remien 
Meredith Rennewanz 
Brandon Reyes 
Asha Reynolds
Chelsie Riggs 
Chelsea Risinger 
Christian Ritzier 
Rebekah Rivers 
Zachary Rivett 
Vianney Rocha
Megan Rogahn 
Nathan Romanowski 
Alexandra Rosa 
Joshua Rosenbaum 
Hanna Rosian 
Heather Rossner
Leah Roth 
Clara Ruegsegger 
Aaron Ruhl 
Zane Rupe 
Emily Rush 
Gerardo Sanchez
Amber Scheidt 
Katelyn Schmidt 
Annika Schmit 
Arika Schmitt 
Ashley Schmitt 
Alexandra Schoessler
Nicholas Schoon 
Collin Schoonover 
Taylor Schott 
Christian Schrader 
Stephanie Schroeder 
Katelynn Schurman
Christopher Scott 
Alyssa Secor 
Cristen Seiders 
David Shaffer 
Katherine Shaffer 
Nicholas Shaffer
Brian Shaw 
Max Shaw 
Parker Shelton 
Preston Shelton 
Ryan Shelton 
Caitlyn Sheridan
Heather Shew 
Edward Shilka 
Katarena Shiner 
Lindsey Shirk 
Celia Shoffner 
Charity Shonamon
Julie Shreves 
Amanda Siciak 
Bethanie Sills 
Kyle Silvas 
Michael Skinner 
Nadia Skrzecz
William Slager 
Audrey Smith 
Bethany Smith 
Jeffrey Smith 
McKenzie Smith 
Katelyn Snyder
Abigail Songer 
Jonathan Songer 
Elesha Sosa 
Raquel Sotomayor 
Michael-Andrew Spalding 
Benjamin Speakman
Christopher Spence 
Katelyn Spencer 
Daniel Sperry 
Kassandra Spinnie 
Wesley Sproul 
Morgan St Aubin
Monica Stamper 
Maria Stebens 
Jennifer Steele 
Joseph Stella 
Lexington Stephens 
Sarah Stidham
Andrew Stirratt 
Rebecca Stolberg 
Luke Strasser 
Kathryn Strom 
Conner Stroud 
Oliver Stuckey
Ashlee Sullivan 
Kari Sunnarborg 
Kirsten Sutton 
Etienne Swanepoel 
Rachel Swanson 
Emily Swartzwelder
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Sadi Tammen 
KyleTawney 
Kaila TenHaken 
Erik Tharp 
Chaney Thomas 
Emily Thompson
Laura Thomson 
Alexander Thorson 
Zachary Thurston 
Brittany Tomlinson 
Curtis Townsend 
Benjamin Tracy
Elyse Tramontano 
Chandler Tuckerman 
Briana Turner 
Christopher Umphryes 
Andrew Unander 
Evelyn Unti
Emily Vallender 
Alexandra Van Dehey 
Margaret Vincent 
Corey Vinson 
Justine Von Arb 
Ronni Vreeman
Tess Wadley 
Ashley Wagner 
Robert Wagner 
Elisabeth Wahl 
Joellen Wainwright 
Krista Walker
Natalie Wangler 
Seth Ward
Troy Watson 
Matthew Webb
Matthew Webber
Kelsey Weener
Shelby Wegtorth 
Emma Wegman 
Ethan Weniger 
Benjamin Wenzelman 
Taylor Wetherell 
Brendan Wheeler
Darleen White 
Nicole Whiting 
Alyscia Whitley 
Laprincia Wiggins 
Kayleen Wigman 
Nicole Wilder
Mary Wilson 
Katelyn Wingo 
Cole Winterland 
Eva Winters 
Jaimee Wiseman 
Paul Wissmiller
Mykenzie Witzke 
Kristin Wodka 
Austin Wolf 
Bridget Wolff 
Joel Woodbridge 
Joel Yates
Zachary Wilks 
Brooke Williams 
Jessica Williams 
Taylor Williams 
Bailey Wilmot 
Danielle Wilson
Donelle York 
Caleb Yourdon 
Justin Zamroz 
Thomwas Zidek 
Amanda Zoladz 
Sarah Zylstra
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'he white doors to College 
Churcih shook with each tremor
ffom the bass pounding inside 
the gvm early one September 
evening. Every few moments the 
oors opened to let a few girls 
slip into the hall and join the line 
cjf nervously tittering freshmen. 
High side pony tails sprung from 
tfieir heads. Red shoes compli­
mented purple fishnet stockings. 
Hot p nk leg warmers reached 
over teal leggings to touch tie- 
lorts. Sister to Sister was 
ning.
“You always need some 
r than you to teach you 
What’s happening,” said Becca 
Porte)', from the midst of pack of 
eon freshmen. “I’m just excited 
tp have a mentor.” Bright pink 
4nd yellow headbands nodded 
pll around the group. “It’s a good 
freshman experience,” said Jada 
Fishe
While the freshmen waited anx­
iously) outside, the older sisters 
were being debriefed inside 
t ie  gvm. “I want to be there for 
iomepne who’s wanting some­
(jye s 
begin
)igge
one to be there,” said 
Jansma. She clutched a bright 
handmade sign with her little 
sister’s name on it. Melody Long, 
waiting eagerly for her new sister 
nearby, agreed. “I want to help 
freshmen not be scared,” she 
said.
Moments later, the doors 
opened to let the rainbow cloud 
of freshmen in. Around the room 
upperclassmen held up signs 
drawn with crayons or sharpies 
and waved, searching for their 
new little sister. Hugs and con­
versations about nail polish and 
picking a major ensued.
As the chatter grew to a 
cheerful roar, Vice President for 
Women’s Residential Life Madi­
son Leeseburg flitted around the 
room in a bright green headband, 
checking on details. “It all started 
with the theme ‘water,’” she 
explained. “God’s living water. 
And it all spiraled from there! I 
really want us to dive in deep and 
be real with each other. We need 
to lean on each other and be so 
close in broken times or times 
of joy.” In pairs scattered across
girls did just that. Over the din 
conversation, the bass made a 
return.
A Zumba instructor with 
rainbow splatter paint leggings 
took to the stage. “Are you read} 
to Zumbaaaaa?” The ques­
tion called the girls off the floor. 
Sisters scrambled into formation 
a dancing phalanx. As the movej 
began, some pairs took refuge 
outside the gym in the now-qui( 
hallway.
Senior Stacey Gerstung 
and her little sister Emily Thom­
son sat atop a radiator, munch­
ing on chocolate-chip cookies 
while they talked about history.
“It helps to have someone in the| 
same major,” Gerstung said. 
They’re trying to do that more. 
We already have our first history 
study date tomorrow.” The girls 
grinned and fist bumped each 
other. “Compatible personalities] 
We have that!”
SIFTER TO SISTER
WOMENSRESIDENTIALLIFE

Heather MEsSd
► Freshmen discuss 
the excitements of the
first week, (bb)
► Freshmen Connec­
tions Mentor Michael Al­
exander carries a rug and a bag of groceries into 
Chapman Flail, (ah)
► ROTC members, Zachary Miarka and Sarah 
Hardy help carry a fridge into Parrott Flail, (cl)
su
t&s a time 
)reak ends, box- 
d, and a drive 
The destina­
tion: back to school. On Satur­
day, August 25, a hot and sunny 
day, cars crowded the campus’s 
inner-streets. ROTC members
in their military attire and le a d e r Their lives. I was praying about 
in their “Cultivate” green t-shirts it too, and God led me here for
stood in front of each dorm, wait­
ing to help anyone who arrived. 
Erin Gronala, a new resident to 
Williams, and her parents were 
shocked at how quickly Olivet 
students helped Erin get moved 
in. Eyes widened as one ROTC 
member alone carried a large, 
rolled up rug after tossing it 
over his shoulder. After notic­
ing an empty car moments later, 
the mother exclaimed, “ It’s all 
gone!” Gronala said, “[I came 
here because] a lot of people 
from my church did, and [I saw] 
how God has been working in
sure.
When it 
comes to other years, moving in 
means moving up and moving 
closer to graduation. This year 
junior McKenzi Roberson was 
living in Oak Run honors hous­
ing as opposed to an apartment 
on campus. Her move in day 
felt relaxed since she could do 
it early.
“That was 
nice because it allowed me 
some freedom to greet friends 
as they were moving into their 
new homes,” said Roberson.
HoweyefriTwas strange for her 
to realize this was her second 
to last year here. “The time 
has just flown by. I’m defi­
nitely ready to get back into the 
rhythm of homework and class­
es, although I’m sure I’ll take 
that back in a few weeks.”
During this 
first week students experienced 
Dr. Bowling and Chaplain Hol­
comb speak in chapel, ate 
around campus, experienced 
their classes, and joined in with 
others at the Block Party, held 
annually at the end of their first 
week.
► Kaitlyn Robertson 
starts off the year 
by filling out paper­
work in front of Par­
rott Hall, (cl) 
►Williams RAs take 
a break from their 
day’s tasks, (cl)
Band members prepare for Jumpstart in the red square outside of Chalf- 
ant. (bb)
► Junior ASC class representative Shelley Dexter joyously carries a bin for 
incoming freshmen, (jc)
JUMPSTART
When a student pulls into campus, 
traffic cones and other stuoents provide direction on 
where to drive and park. Then either a student leader 
or an ROTC member helps students unload, bringing 
their items up to their rooms. Lastly, before the parents 
leave their child on their own for the first time, the family 
can see information posted in each residence hall: a 
sign with the schedule for the next few days, a table 
for students to get their parking decal, and an RA table 
where papers can be picked up and signed and any 
questions can be asked.
Olivet commu- 
enjoyed the calm before 
the storm at the campus’s 
annual block party. With 
only three days of classes in 
the books, there was energy 
abounding on a beautiful 
Friday night. A cowboy and 
country theme put smiles on 
the faces of hundreds of stu­
dents- -asjhey eipyec 
mechanicarbutCrock c
the 
limb­
ing wall, and just belting out 
some of their favorite coun­
try songs.
“This is some of the 
best country music I’ve ever 
heard,” said senior Bradley 
Deal. But he wasn’t the only 
one who enjoyed the scen­
ery. “The music and hay 
bales make me feel like I’m 
back home,” said Laura Wil­
liams.
Students were en­
couraged to test their ath­
letic prowess and try to
conquer the obstacle course 
or the volleyball castie. Ahd 
what block party is complete 
without cornhole? Students 
flocked to the game that has 
quickly became a staple of 
get-togethers.
Sodexo was a hit 
with the students, offering 
burgers, hot dogs, and vari­
ous desserts. Papa John's 
also supplied hundreds of 
pizzas, resulting in a stack of 
empty boxes piled over ten 
feet high.
Even though all the 
food and activities were a
M C  many of the students—J 
were just happy to see their ■ 
friends back after a sum­
mer-long absence. “Catch­
ing up with everybody that I 
missed the last few months 
has been fantastic,” said Mi­
chael Doherty.
As the night drew to 
a close and students went 
back to their dorm rooms 
and apartments, there was 
no doubt that they would 
remember this night as one 
last summer evening.
j
MECHANICAL BULL
The mechanical bull is always one of the top attractions to the Block Party. Previ­
ous years have seen Dr. Bowling try his hand at conquering the beast, but every­
one always meets the same fate. While falling from the bull may be embarrassing 
for those who take part in it, for the spectators there are many chances for humor. 
“The mechanical bull is something that I enjoy watching, but not something that I
would ever try, ’’ Geoff Fuller said. 
However, this is all in good fun. 
With the reception the bull always 
gets, its appearance at next year’s 
block party is all but guaranteed.
i  '►Tammy Ellis poses 
nfis at the Student for Stu­
l l !  < dent photo booth with 
Toby the Tiger, (bb) 
wio •► Laura Garwood makes 
0  tier way up the rock­
e r climbing wall, (eb) 
w Jordan Kasparek tries his 
m luck at the mechanical 
otf bull, (eb)
►Saran Hardy makes 
friends with a hungry 
goat, (eb) '
rain
ling  com m un ity  to 
ear. Som e, as specta to rs , 
sport the ir team  co lo rs  and 
raise the ir a rm s in v ic to ry  
o r fo ld  them  across the ir 
chests  in defeat. O thers,
ig  participanterJaQ|dthe 
b rea f hr-Hung ry fo r th e f  
m^petmohT^ liimtinc
they  s ilen t­
ly vow  to
proud. O llies Fo llies co m ­
b ines the ban ter o f friend ly  
c lass com petition  w ith  the 
heart-w arm ing  expe rience  
o f ga thering  toge the r as one 
un ited  O live t fam ily . “ It w as 
rea lly  coo l w hen the sen iors 
s ta rted  cheering  fo r the 
fresh m en ,” firs t tim e O llies 
Follies specta to r Em ily A lb ­
e rtson adm itted. A  freshm an 
herself, she m arve led  at 
how  the gam es brough t the 
c lasses o f O live t a little c los-
everybody e lse to w in .” Th is 
y e a r’s gam es inc luded re lay 
races, an “ea ting ” contest, 
and the w e ll-know n Inner 
Tube C om pe tition , in w h ich 
m em bers from  each c lass 
figh t hard to bring inner 
tubes from  a com m on pile in 
the m idd le  o f the fie ld  back 
to the ir respective  corners. 
W hile  the sen io rs  fin ished 
th is y e a r’s W acky G am es in 
the lead, the ju n io rs  w e re n ’t 
fa r beh ind, the sophom ores
16g Dowell 
and ti^ s n rfie n  respective ly  
ir r to w . Each class, hav­
ing g iven  the ir all, le ft the 
b leache rs  tha t n ight w ith  a 
sense o f v ic to ry  not m easur­
ab le  by a ta llied -up  score. 
T h e re ’s noth ing like a n ight 
o f m uddy, crazy  fun to 
m otiva te  O live t s tuden ts  to 
pursue even m ore victories 
as the yea r ro lls on.
► Holly Nixon bears 
the face of a warrior.
(eb)
► Martin Piper refuses 
to let the juniors lose
this one. (eb)
► Jonathan Aldrin, Jerry Sanchez, David Ajavon 
and Cameron Mason use the power of teamwork
to show the upperclassmen who’s boss, (eb)
s s fe liSSBK f t f i ^ ’afsLV aY aV KS & .w .-Sg R t?
The games must go on—even when Hurricane Isaac’s after-effects left campus wallow­
ing in dreary rain puddles the weekend Ollies Follies began. Postponed in hopes that 
the weather would behave itself, the Wacky Games began an hour later than previously 
scheduled. This meant students arrived on the field underneath bright shining lights, ready 
for their class to become the stars of the evening. Small droplets of ice-cold rain did not
stop class competitors from trudging 
forward to their own separate victories. 
Though the inner tubes were slippery 
and the ground a muddy annoyance, 
students played on—and it was worth 
every chilling moment.
■ jfi . , v ,  ,* + h  -y .7 U w *s fty «  ,
tbm,
f  . : k
► Garren Moore aims the ball, his eye 
on the prize, (eb)
► Miles Meador prepares to swing his
way to a home run. (eb)
► Andrew Oliver tugs hard to bring the 
seniors to the top. (eb)
► Mark Fleschner and James Williams 
represent the freshman class with 
cheers of triumph.(eb)
H U R R O S  WEATHER
►Junior Ben Holt works his moves for The Office, jello 
in hand, (bb)
►Seniors portray the Animal Planet Series Whale 
Wars through their competitive choreography, (bb)
^Olivet students 
and family members 
crowdetflnto Chalf-^ 
ant Hall in their yellow, 
greened, or blue"' 
shirts, searching for a 
place to sit, glow sticks 
in hand.This year the 
freshmen represented 
home improvement 
channels, sophomores
kid shows; juniors major 
networ'.s, and seniors 
nature channelsrLau- 
ren Beatty helped cho- 
Teograph fhedances 
for the'seniprs/Lve^ 
danced in Ollies Follies 
since freshman year 
and wanted to go out 
with a bang for senior 
year,” she said. Jame­
son Forshee starred in 
the senior video. “Our 
editor Austin Brink took 
the crowd on a journey 
fueled by an Olivet 
senior, finding his way
out int 
world.”
seniors put into 
thisOllies Follies-, 
pa,3 off as they became 
this year’s winners 
The sophomore and 
freshman class tied for 
second place. “I helped 
write the script for the 
scene where the main 
character tore apart his 
room in sadness,” soph­
omore Caleb Burkey 
said. “I loved acting for 
that scene. Listening 
to everyone in Chalfant
HeaiberMeacI 
laughing at thatwas the 
absolute^higffligh'foHhe 
showTor me.” Junior 
Matt Jones was in­
volved for the first time 
this year. “My favorite 
part of getting involved 
was getting to know 
people,” he said. “Ollies 
Follies is a ton of fun, 
and it really brings the 
campus close together. 
Literally, they pack us in 
there pretty tight.”
SENIORSW EEP
“A group of us had been in the planning process since May, ” said senior Lauren Beatty. 
“The whole week before the show we practiced dances, reworked the music, and con­
structed props every night. The fact that this was our final year definitely gave us an extra 
kick of motivation to make the show awesome. We wanted large group numbers, with fairly 
simple choreography, fun and upbeat music, professional level videography, and some 
large, distinct props. By our senior year, we got good at figuring out who is talented in 
certain areas. We did a great job at playing to strengths. ”
►Juniors Tyler Sowards 
and Blaire Toms repre­
sent Rachel Berry and 
Finn Hudson from the 
hit show Glee, (bb) 
►Alex King breakdanc- 
es to “Bangarang” dur­
ing the seniors’ alien ab­
duction. (bb)
► Ryan Lutz and other 
members of the freshman 
class danced to “Gang- 
nam Style.” (bb) 
►Juniors Amanda Price 
and Steven Beckham 
finish their stage per­
formance with arms
E ve ry  y e a s ts  a d iffe re n t']D ttfD ^y  fo r th e  c a s t ana
o f B r o a d v y a y H ^ v i j ^ l ^  ' ^ d r e w J e i ^
to  b e je a m g f if ro m  “O n c e 5^ t t r 2J e rs e y  B o y s .” W i t J ] J ^ 6 i l i t y  to  d ra v ir f i tm 4 e c a d e s  o f B road w ay  m us ica ls , the  
Hssibilities seen  o n s ta g e  a re  e n d le s s r A r t ^ s lu n  as  s in g in g  and  d a n c in g  m ig h t-be, th e re  is s till a lw a ys  w o rk  
to  be  don e . J a m iso n  B u rch fie ld  sa id , “ I rea lly  like  th e  a m o u n t o f in d e p e n d e n t w o rk  th a t is requ ired , b e ca u se  it 
p u s h e s  m e to  try  and  d o  m y b e s t.” For m o s t o f th e  p e rfo rm e rs , be ing  up o n s ta g e  is a pa ss io n  o f the irs . T h e y  have 
bee n  ra ised  in th e  th e a te r, and  en jo y  b e lting  o u t s o n g s  o r d a n c in g  fo r th e  a u d ie n c e  to  see . “ I g e t to  s tren g th en  
fr ie n d s h ip s  and pe rfo rm  m u s ic ,” sa id  Ben G e e d in g . “ It’s p e rfe c t.” E ven the  p e o p le  b eh ind  th e  s ce n e s  have  
p re s s u re  to  pe rfo rm  th e ir  d u tie s  w e ll. C h o re o g ra p h e r A n n a  R eed  sa id , “B ro a d w a y  R e vue  has e n a b le d  m e to  
in te ra c t w ith  th e  ca s t m o re  w h ile  pe rfe c tin g  th e  d a n c e s .” D ire c to r R on G a m a ch e  add ed , “ I have  to  ta ke  ca re  o f 
th e  set, o u r tech  c re w  and  to  d ire c t s ix  o f th e  n u m b e rs  in th e  s h o w .” A fte r w e e k s  o f ha rd  w o rk , th e  c a s t f in a lly  ge ts  
to  se e  im p ro ve m e n t. “ It is a m az ing  to  se e  how  fa r th e  fin a l p ro d u c t is from  w h e re  w e  firs t b e g a n ,” Ben G eed ing  
exp la in e d . For R eed, th e  bes t m o m e n t “ is w h e n  the  ca s t f in a lly  c o m e s  to g e th e r and lives  fo r 
th e  m o m e n t th a t th e y  g e t to  p e rfo rm .” T h e  c a s t has fo u r p e rfo rm a n c e s  sp a n n in g  tw o  days. 
A fte r fo u r s ta n d in g  o v a tio n s  a t th e  end  o f each  show , th e re  w a s  fin a lly  a c h a n ce  to  re lax  and 
reve l in th e  g lo ry  o f th e  s ta g e .W ith  a n o th e r su cce ss fu l y e a r in th e  books , th e  ca s t and c rew  
a re  a lre a d y  look ing  fo rw a rd  to  th e ir  nex t p e rfo rm a n ce . “T h e  w h o le  e x p e rie n c e  is s p e c ia l,” 
G ee d in g  sa id . A s  G a m a c h e  su m m e d  it up, “ E ach y e a r is a n e w  and exc iting  a d ve n tu re ."
► Michael Bishop 
belts out a line from 
"Avenue Q". (cl) 
►Taylin Frame 
sings "There's a 
Light".(cl)
RAISING AWARENESS
This y e a r’s Broadway Revue is a little b it d ifferent than the previous. The cast and crew  looked a t what 
they can do to m arket the show better and  attract m ore peop le  to the perform ances and decided on 
m aking t-shirts fo r the show. Ron Gamache said, “It is our goa l each ye a r to improve on the ye a r before  
and introduce something new. ” The shirts were being worn b y  a ll the cast mem bers o f Brodaway Revue  
on the firs t day o f perform ances with the idea tha t the awareness o f Broadway Revue w ill increase. With
these shirts being seen around campus, i t ’s safe to 
assum e tha t next ye a r’s Broadway Revue will have  
even m ore people aim ing to be  a part.
► The cast strikes a pose for its final number, There 's No ► Hannah Jacobson performs her solo act
Jusiness Like Show Business", (cl) from "Chicago" which brought the crowd to
their feet, (cl)
►Allysa Mol sings about facebook in "Be My Friend", (cl)
►There was plenty of tough choreography
► Elizabeth Link shows her intensity in her number from from "Side by Side by Side", (cl)
Spring Awakening", (cl)
► Lizzie Link perform a 
song about being a light to 
others, (bb)
► Michael Doherty 
partnered with Cassidy 
Lancaster for this occas- 
sion. (bb)
► Cal Samuelson escort­
ed Homecoming queen Al­
lison Wiseman, (eb)
► Seth Means accom­
panied his wife, Whitney 
Means.
(eb)
everywhere else.
“ I d idn ’t know anyone 
at O livet or the state as an 
incom ing freshman. I only 
knew one Nazarene,” said 
Means. She told herself that 
she would not get involved 
much in college like she was ir] 
high school, but she ended up 
breaking that promise.
Polatas also traveled 
abroad. “ In my time in Ecua­
dor, I learned how to truly de­
pend on God because I wasn 
with my fam ily and friends. I 
appreciate O live t’s community 
so m uch.”
Heather Mead ’ 
and be awesom e.’ It 
made everyone 
laugh pretty hard.”
Lancaster was asked 
about her m ission trips. “ I 
rem em ber God saying, T h is  
is step one of what I have for 
you .’” She shared with the 
audience that God showed her 
that m issions is what she ’ll be 
doing with her life.
M eans was the third 
one to take the stage, accom ­
panied by her husband. As 
his biography was being read, 
all she could do was shake her 
head when others learned that 
he loves to sing for O rpheus 
choir, in the shower, and
room was dim 
the night of coronation, 
mainly lit by the small bulbs 
that surrounded the catwalk off 
the main stage. The women 
of the 2012 senior class had 
been narrowed down to five: 
Cassidy Lancaster, A llison 
W isem an, Taylor Polatas, 
W hitney Means, and Lauren 
Beatty.
“ It was an honor to be
chosen by the 
in the jun ior and senior c lass,” 
said Means. “That means the 
most that people value what 
God has been guiding me to 
do.”
As the court made 
their way to the stage, women 
in white dresses and men in 
grey suits with a purple tie, 
they were each introduced 
w ith a short biography and 
a collage. Each wom an on 
the court was also asked a 
question to show the audience 
more about them. Beatty said, 
“W hen asked what I would do 
after graduation I replied, ‘I will 
go wherever God sends me
SHIMMER
The theme o f this year’s coronation was shim­
mer, based o ff o f 2 Corinthians 3:18- “And we 
all, who with unveiledfaces contemplate the 
Lord’s glory, are being transformed into his 
image with ever-increasing glory, which comes 
from the Lord, who is the Spirit. ’’ As Madison 
Leeseberg, the vice president o f WRL, said, 
the women o f that night were the women who 
shined the most. They shimmer amongst their 
classmates. “The night included music with 
the theme o f being a shining light for Christ, ” 
said Cassidy Lancaster, a Homecoming queen 
nominee.
The last to take the stage was 
\llison W isem an. “O livet has offered so 
nany opportunities and placed so many 
ieople in my life. It’s great how God 
las placed gifts in my life and expanded 
hem further than I could im agine. [W ith 
)rpheus’s m ission trip], we were placed 
o bless other people but w e had been so 
ilessed.”
As the wom en w a lked down the 
:atwalk, a recording from the w om en ’s 
«arents played. Pictures were shot, piano 
nusic played, and people cheered the 
tom en  on.
“My favorite parts were hearing 
ny m om ’s special m essage while  I walked
down the runway and seeing all my friends 
a fte rw ards,” said Lancaster. She also 
enjoyed praying with the court.
“Before the event started the ten 
of us circ led up and prayed together, it was 
defin ite ly  the best part of the n ight,” said 
Polatas. “ I can ’t rem em ber exactly who 
cam e up with the idea, but it w as one of 
the m em bers on court.”
At the end of the night, W isem an 
was crowned 2012 Hom ecom ing Q ueen 
by 2011 ’s queen, Shelby M iller, and given 
a red cape and another bouquet. The 
others were then crowned by se lect W RL 
m em bers. They all shim m ered.
► Lauren Beatty explains why she
chose a major that will let her travel, (bb)
► Taylor Polatas glided down the runway 
as she listened to her parents’ recorded 
words of encouragement, (bb)
► Rev. Randy and Nancy Dodd host this 
Homecoming event, (bb)
looked back on their years at Olivet 
backstage, and Leeseberg noticed 
that all those stories revolved around 
community. “Coronation is a beauti­
ful coming together of the leaders on 
campus to discuss what they have 
accomplished together, as a class, as 
leaders, and as individual,” she said.
The next day two hundred 
people gathered for Occupy Ludwig, 
where the alumni board served free 
pancakes. ‘The event was super fun,” 
Hanna Rowen said. “You walk into 
the cafeteria greeted by dozens of 
Alumni and Dr. Bowling, then eat as 
many pancakes, sausage, eggs, and 
biscuits and gravy you want.”
“It was a good way to spend 
a Thursday night,” Joe Schindel said. 
“ I was able to walk right up and get 
food. I went up three times to get 
several rounds of pancakes and other
breakfast foods.” The day also in­
cluded a Powder Puff Football, where 
women of every class competed.
On Friday students, alumni 
members, and faculty gathered for 
Homecoming chapel. Awards were 
given away. The Homecoming queen 
and her court were introduced. The 
Olivetians performed. Dr. Gary Allen 
Henecke, an Olivet graduate, gave the 
message. His wish was that if students 
were to remember anything, it would 
be that, “God’s promise is always right 
now. Time is our problem. With God, 
the time is always now.”
There was also a women’s 
and men’s basketball game. On 
Saturday more sports occurred: the 
last football game, women’s volleyball, 
and the 28th annual Wendy Parsons 
5k run.
Sunday’s president’s prayt 
breakfast ended the Homecoming 
events.
“I love Homecoming, 
because it brings together those that j 
have one specific thing in common: 
we have all been inspired by Olivet,” | 
Leeseberg said. “It brings together 
young and old and bonds us in a waJ 
that those outside of Olivet could notfc 
possibly understand. Homecoming 
is such a joyful time and it is such a 
beneficial time for us still at Olivet to 
realize that the little time we have at 
Olivet should in no way be taken for 
granted.”
► Cassie Brainard and Toby the 
Tiger stop to show support at the 
basketball game, (cl)
► Martin Piper holds up mega­
phones to cheer on the football 
team, (cl)
► Olivet students and alumni 
cheer on their team, which won 
against Clarke University 78-70. 
(cl)
Homecoming began on 
Halloween with Coronation, where 
Allison Wiseman was crowned queen 
and Cassidy Lancaster, Lauren Beatty, 
Whitney Means, and Taylor Polatas 
were crowned as members of her 
court.
“I love that Homecoming 
coronation is such an enjoyable time 
for the court,” said Madison Leeseberg, 
VP for WRL. The court members all
► Hannah Williams takes advantage of the 
free pancake dinner and gets an opportunity 
to meet Dr. Bowling, (cl)
► Olivet and Trinity International University set 
up to begin a play, (cl)
PANCAKESFORALL
Two hundred people showed up to Occupy Olivet, where members of the alumni board gathered together 
to serve free pancakes and breakfast “Last year was the first pancake feed. They didn’t advertise very 
much for it and there were huge lines, ” Joe Schindel said. “There were probably forty members of the 
alumni board there working and greeting. ‘That year the line was backed up all the way to the library, ” 
Hannah Rowen said. Limiting the number of students this year made a difference. ‘They ran out of pan­
cakes after the first couple hundred people last year. This year was much smoother, faster, ’’ Rowen said. 
There were pancakes for everyone. '
►The ONU Cheerleading squad peps up 
the crowd during the Homecoming basketball 
games, (cl)
►The candidates and the escorts shim m er on 
stage as well as throughout campus, (bb)
► Breanna Fetkavich, Melissa Buseth, and Melinda 
Jones dress as a Barrel of Monkeys, (cl)
►The characters from Beauty and the Beast win the 
overall contest, (cl)
CANDY
Andy J
As Matt Smith" took 
to the stage dressed as Kore­
an pop s ta rT sy^ jn g e j-o flh e  
ultra-popular Gangnam Style, 
he told students ip re lm U ake " 
studybreak, anchenjoy the 
night.
With a fully costumed 
ONU Jazz Band adding some 
atmospheric background 
noise, the Candy Costume 
Fest was in full swing. Some 
members dressed up as dif­
ferent characters from The 
Blues Brothers.
The orange light­
ing scheme made Chalfant 
Hall into a spooky yet inviting 
place to spend a chilly Oc­
tober night. Cornstalks and 
pumpkins set up on hay bales 
across the back of Chalfant 
helped to set the mood.
Students enjoyed appearing as the “Sexy Sax
mingling andcatching.upafter Man,” a YouTubesensation.
a long w e e k^ f work, but the Jbe^|u3ges, led by
maimattractionwasThe differ- Paige-" Watson, ha some
•eat costume c o n te s ts ? ''''^ , tough dec is io nS to  make.
^ ^ -T a lw a y s j ik e  seeing €vem thdugh the sm alkjraup 
the' creative costum es-ihat category only^hacFabout ten
studentashow up with,” sa ich■ ^ eQtries^thepaircategory 
Rachel Kearney - - ^  over twenty a jidJhe iM vidua l
Im-the midst of the- . category,had nearly fifty, 
u§uaKgenius, "the-4ogm ing “I thougbU t was a'  yj 7 yj I
election prompted a few polit- good chgnce 1o get some
ical-themed disguises. Presi- TaughsT said Austin Hill, who
dent Obama and Mitt Romney dressed as an Olivet blacf
entered in the pair category.
But there was much 
more variety than just Demo­
crats and Republics. Internet 
horror sensation Slenderman 
joined Quailman from the tele­
vision show Doug, and Bane 
from blockbuster movie The 
Dark Knight Rises made an 
appearance as well.
“ I think it’s best to 
dress as something that the 
majority of people have seen 
before,” said Lucas Sanor 
who stole hearts last year by
squirrel.
When all the smoke 
and dust and villains and he­
roes cleared, the overall win­
ners came from the medium 
group category, as characters 
from Beauty and  the Beast.
Once again, the stu­
dents found a way to make 
a chilly October night into a 
warm experience with food 
and friends.
►S
MUNCHKIN MANIA
Most of the snacks provided were your typical Halloween goodies. Different types of 
were thrown into giant buckets and bowls of popcorn were set on tables. But the most 
' item was Dunkin Doughnuts’ famous Munchkins.
“I seriously can’t stop eating these. I don’t know the last time I’ve had one,” said An- 
Oliver. Sydney Morehead agreed, ‘They plop perfectly into the mouth and have a sweet
sugary taste”.Students were 
allowed to have as much food 
as they wanted, which led to 
mass pandemonium around 
the munchkin bowls.
f1 ► Sarah Renee Zylstra and 
Tori Miulli dress up as Mario 
and Luigi, (cl)
►Will Meitzler and Truitt 
Murro w ear their Bunsen and 
Beaker costumes, (cl) 
►Allison Walsh and Michael 
Bishop win the pair category  
as Herman and Lily Munster, 
(cl)
► Dana McMahan and Ben Holt 
dress as a pair of legos.(cl)
1 .
r  ‘m**1
Andrew Ji
On the North Shore of the name, of- God, always and
Island, anything can happen; even forever claimirig jh a t  he is still,
Jnight visit from a jnys te ripus bur- despite -everything, loved ^ a n r1
who turns m t t o  be a m essenger^ blessed.
from God- This fall, the Olivet Nazarene '^ - js i ic l^ A l ie n  had the pleasure of
niversity theatre department brought 
together a cast of eight, hours of com­
edy, and a show that no one will forget.
Neil Simon’s play G o d ’s  Fa ­
vorite  is a modern telling of the story of 
Job, a comedy of Biblical proportions, 
a blessed man whose faith is tested by 
God. As in the 
familiar bibli­
cal tale, “Joe” 
has life turned 
upside down 
when he refus­
es to renounce
playing the vivacious role of Sidney Up­
ton, God’s messenger to Joe. “ I loved 
how it was such a simple message 
conveyed in a funny, modern way,” he 
said. He particularly enjoyed the first re­
hearsal in which he released his fake cry 
on Director Cohagen and the cast. “He 
laughed so hard, everyone did,” Nick re­
membered.
Kristina Kirkham and Ron 
Gamache also pulled laughs from the 
audience with almost every line. “Be­
ing in front of a supportive audience is 
what makes me love it so much,” she
explained, t!At the jsam e time there is 
something mDch rrlore powerful than 
the laughs; the community of cast and 
crew members on and off the stage.” 
The drama backstage was almost as 
fun as what happened onstage, in­
cluding some crazy renditions of Nicki 
M inaj’s song “Starships.”
With a total of six performanc­
es, the students were blessed to be 
able to share their love of theatre with 
Olivet’s campus and the community.
tm
►Chelsea Risinger and Andy Breedan playing Mady and 
Morris hear something outside, (bb)
► Sydney Lipton played by Samuel Cullado answers the 
messenger from God. (bb)
► Nick Allen reveals himself as the messenger from 
God. (bb)
it 35
►Joe Benjamin repremends his son David, played by Mile Cullado. (bb)
| ►The cast of God’s Favorite smiles for the camera, (bb)
► The Messenger from God warns Joe of future tests from the Lord, (bb) 
►Sarah, played by Kristina Kirkham, acts out a story, (bb)
► Taylin Frame sings the 
alto part of The Messiah.
(cl)
► Dr. Bell conducts the 
orchestra, (cl)
► Seth Lowery and David 
Rice sing the male parts 
of The Messiah, (cl)
In the music world, practice makes perfect. For Handel’s 
Messiah, the different musicians needed to spend a lot of time 
practicing in order to be preform.
“The Orchestra meets three hours a week starting in late 
October,” said Josh Ring. That’s right. The Orchestra begins prac­
ticing almost two months before the performances begin. After a 
few weeks, the soloists start to work with the orchestra.
“It’s not until the week of the performance that we actually 
practice with all the choirs for the first time,” said Ring.
“These pieces have been in 
my repertoire for a while, but 
we practice so much, it’s tough 
to estimate how much time we 
put into them,” added Ashley 
Raffauf. Just because every­
body starts practicing early
doesn’t mean that it’s a cakewalk of material.
“Orchestras of today don’t play the same way as they did 
hundreds of years ago. Instruments and techniques are all radically 
different from the music of today,” said Josh Ring.
“I was truly honored to be chosen to be the soprano soloist 
this year. We all want to be as great as possible. This means that 
we have to focus on all the little things that can transform a perfor­
mance from good to great,” said Ashley Raffauf.
The favorite part of all the members is consistent. “ It’s 
so much fun to perform great music with talented musicians. The 
lyrics taken directly from Scripture are so incredibly powerful and 
beautiful,” said Josh Ring.
“I am literally singing the gospel word for word from Scrip­
ture. There are very few opportunities for that to ever happen as a 
performer,” said Ashley Raffauf.
i
CALMING NERVES
With thousands o f audience members watching, most people 
would be nervous. But thanks to copious amounts o f prac­
tice, the members o f the choirs and orchestra don’t feel much 
pressure.
“It ’s always calming to have my friends and family supporting 
me the entire way, ’’ said Ashley Raffauf.
“If I mess up, there’s so much going on that no one in the 
audience will hear my mistakes... A t least that’s what I tell
myself, ” said Josh Ring.
►The low strings play alongside Dr. 
Young on the organ.(cl)
► Ashley Rafauff takes her solo.(cl) 
►The combined choirs and orchestra 
make a wonderful sound, (cl)
r
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► Rachel Domaoal, Rebekah Hernandez, and Sarah 
Ward pose with their photobooth props in the caf­
eteria. (jc) 
►Aaron Crane, Sarah Cochran, Molly Shirosky, and 
Michael Nielson take a break from their studies to em­
brace some Christmas spirit at a coloring table, (jc)
L  ■€Tc~r ' f%
On tfie flight of December 11, hours before the opening of tf 
Rec Center; Olivet’s Christmas party came to Ludwig. ‘
Students in their Life at Olivet 12.12.12 shirts lined the hall­
ways as they entered the drawings that would take place at midnight 
on the steps of the new building.
Joseph Schindel helped set up different areas in Ludwig that 
housed many different events at once.
Common Grounds held punch, 
coffee and chocolate fondue with 
angel food cake, strawberries, 
marshmallows, pretzels, and pine­
apple.
th e  cafeteria held many activities 
from coloring and taking pictures 
in a photo booth to making gin­
gerbread houses and playing with 
Legos.
A wide assortment of food also lined'fhe cafeteria. Students 
dished loaded potatoes, meatballs, and cheese and crackers onto their 
plates in the buffet line and puppy chow, seven-layer Jell-O, cupcakes, 
Chex mix, and cookies from the tables and island on the sides.
Downstairs people played Dance Dance Revolution in the 
Red Room and what used to be The Zone. Bingo numbers were 
shouted out to the students huddled in a circle at multiple square tables 
in the Red Room.
Ashley Wagner attended this all-exclusive Olivet event, taking 
advantage of the photo booth, food, music, and friends. “I went to [the] 
party as a way to take a break from studying and enjoy time with friends 
before we all took finals and headed back home,” Wagner said.
Sarah High also took advantage of the night’s opportunities, 
making stockings, using the photo booth, and enjoying the chocolate 
fountain. “I love the events that we all get together as one in the cam­
pus. It’s a lot of fun and especially during the Christmas season.”
LRCOPENS
H undreds o f  studen ts hudd led  toge the r on  a  co ld  W ednesday even ing to  ce lebra te  the open ing  o f  the  
n e w  S tuden t L ife  R ecreation Center. E ven  though the w ind  was how ling, sp irits  were a s  h igh  a s  the bu ild ­
ing  tow ering  o ve r them.
W iin three s tories a n d  a  basem ent, the n e w  R e c C en te r has  som eth ing  fo r everybody. “I ’m  go ing  to en joy  
sw im m ing  laps a long  with the h o t tub  a n d  la zy  rive r the m ost, ”  s a id  Jordan Carstens. ‘‘N o t hav ing  to w orry  
a bo u t b aske tba ll courts  be ing  taken m eans I can sh oo t hoops w henever I  want, ”  sa id  A n d y  M oore. The 
basem en t o ffe rs som e m ore  a lternative  ways to p a s s  the tim e such  a s skee-ba ll a n d  the m onstrous four- 
s to ry  ro ck  wall.
“I ’ve n eve r tr ied  c lim b ing before, b u t then again, i t ’s  n eve r been  free to use, ’’ add e d  Carstens.
A s  the studen ts p o u re d  in to  the  
build ing  a t  12:12 am  on D ecem ­
b e r the 12th, sm iles were seen  
on eve ry  face. With a  n e w  p lace  
to e n joy  friendship  a n d  fitness, 
the R ec C ente r w ill su re ly  b e  a  
hub  fo r ye a rs  to come.
► Stephanie Grossoehme 
and Ashley Sarver enjoy 
some snacks, (jc)
► Part of the Sophomore 
class council makes crafts 
at one of the many activity 
tables, (jc)
*► Jenna Engselsen and Jer­
emy Height enjoy their lives 
at Olivet, (jc)
► Haleigh Shouse and Taylor Menzel search their bingo cards for the called number, (jc)
MORETHANACOMPETITION
“I, p e rs o n a lly ,  lo v e d  te a c h in g  th e  g u y s  th e  d a n c e  th a t  
th e y  p e r fo rm e d  a t  th e  s h o w . I t  w a s  s o  g re a t  to  s e e  th e m  
o u t  o f  th e ir  e le m e n t a n d  h a v in g  fu n . T h e  p e rs o n a lit ie s  o f  
th e  g u y s  in  th e  c o m p e tit io n  th is  y e a r  w e re  n o t  o n ly  h i la r i­
o u s  o n  s ta g e , b u t  th e y  w e re  c o m e d ic  o f f s ta g e  a s  w e ll. 
T h e ir  r e n d it io n s  o f  th e  m o v e s  I  w a s  te a c h in g  th e m  a n d  
th e ir  w it ty  c o m m e n ts  n e v e r  fa i le d  to  le a v e  m e  la u g h in g . ”
-  M a d is o n  L e e s e b e rg
► Lucas Sanor partici­
pates in the “Best in 
Shorts” competition, (jc)
► Dr. Jay Martinson acts 
as the emcee for Mr. ONU.
(jc)
►The contestants ce 
ebrate with winner Matt 
Jones.iic
Thereare few moments.-Gfthe school “M r,O N U is a gu 
year that define campus^euiture at O liv e tjk e  each guyeonipetes in jy i 
Mr.ONU. Each year, two freshmenrtwo soph- video, talent, ‘bestirrshort 
omoresr two juniors, and.two'seniors compete 
against each other-for the scintillating title of 
“Mr. ONU.”- -
/  The theme of this year’s competition 
was “A Day in the Life,” prompting the contes­
tants to choose a persona and display a day in 
that person’s life. Madison Leesberg, the VP of
/ le n t,___________ , ....... ..........
ONUismoLonly a pageant, but it is a comedic 
competition among eight guys to see who will
A n y h o w  doesjife  
I contestant?<ucas
§
be deemed the ‘manliest’ man at Olivet.”
Lucas Fritch gave insight into a day 
in the life of a Public Safety Officer. Jimmy Wil­
liams showed the day in the life of the notorious 
Olivet Squirrel. Caleb Burkey reached for the 
W o m e n ’s stars by trying to be Dr. Bowling. Mike Har-
R e s id e n - rington followed in the footsteps of the Missing
tial Life, Link by portraying a Bigfoot Hunter. Andrew
and her Sayre depicted the entertaining Richard Sim-
council are mons. Matt Jones, the winner of Mr. ONU, cre-
r e s p o n - ated the character of the ONU concierge. Seth
sible for Means played to his strengths by showing the
putting to- day in the life of an ONU Married Man and Lu-
gether Mr. cas Sanor took a role as the ONU Bachelor.
ONU, said,
re cnange tor ti 
Mr. ONU t t HTic  Sanor said, “My 
life has been flung into a swirling torrent o 
pain and eternal singleness in which women 
intentionally step off the sidewalk in order to 
avoid contact with me when I’m walking toj 
class. I’ve come to the conclusion that women 
no longer speak to me out of fear that I mighi 
reject them.” Matt Jones, the 2012-2013 Mr. 
ONU, said, “Life as Mr. ONU is a blast. It isn’t 
however, all fun and games. There are a lot o f1 
responsibilities that accompany this position. I 
am now the advisor to both Woody Webb ano 
Dr. Bowling. The best part of it all is knowing 
that I’m keeping this place together. But seri­
ously, it is an honor and a privilege that I don’t 
take lightly.”
► Mr. ONU 2012 Jeremy Height crowns Matt Jones at the end of the competition, (jc)
► Caleb Burkey serenades a cardboard cut-out of Dr. Bowling during the talent por­
tion of the competition, (jc)
► Jimmy Williams gives his best impression of an Olivet squirrel, (jc)
►(Andrew Sayre sings along to “It’s Raining Men” for his talent, (jc)
dential Ufe^sponsors Manve 
.berTamonth-long evefTfcelebrat-
ing thejoys^and perks of being 
)nqan
.     w h t . . .
women of Olivet deservedjust as to p  
much recognition and celebration intei
de freeout
J ^ fC o w e ll
stro g a d worthy men of Olivet 
Nazarene University through 
fierce competition, fellowship, 
and community. This year, Wom-
as the guys.
For the first time ever, 
Women’s Residential Life (WRL) 
deemed February 18-22 “Be 
Week,” a week dedicated solely 
to Olivet women across campus.
“Be Week is a week in 
which Women’s Residential Life 
took time out of their week to ap­
preciate the women on campus 
in a meaningful way,” said Madi­
son Leeseberg, VP of WRL and 
head of the brand-new event.
Each day during lunch, 
members of WRL stood at a
gift bags to any 
I rested woman passing by the
table. Each bag included a gift, a 
“mission,” and a letter addressed 
to the women of Olivet and writ­
ten by a female authority figure 
on campus.
The week prompted 
women across Olivet’s campus 
to Be Encouraging, Be in Fellow­
ship, Be Vulnerable, and most 
' Be Joyful. Be in Fel­
lowship day’s gift bag included a 
$1 Common Grounds coupon, 
encouraging women to grab a 
cup of coffee with a friend.
“Today involves writing
:es of thanks o^eocour- 
gement to peopie; which I love 
because itTnakes you stop and 
realize just now much they mean 
to you!” said junior Aimee Fish, 
enthusiastic about Be Encourag­
ing Day.
WRL concluded Be 
Week with Ladies’ Night In, an 
event held in the Student Life and 
Recreation Center inviting Olivet 
women to gather together and 
celebrate being who they should 
be proud to be. This all girl event 
involved prizes, ice cream, volley­
ball, crafts, and the ever-popular 
Zumba, promoting dance, fun, 
and joy to all.
► Members of WRL passed out bags 
containing encouragement each day 
during Be Week, (mf)
►Sydney Hunt lead a Zumba class 
during Ladies Night, (s)
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► Brianna Lomas helps pass out the Be Week bags in Ludwig during 
lunch hours, (mf)
► Madison Leesberg, VP of WRL, plans the Be Week events and 
passes out gift bags, (mf)
^  Ladies Night includes many different activities including Zumba, 
Line Dancing, (s)
► Students enjoy ice 
cream during the Ladies 
Night-ln event, (s)
luckless florist shop em­
ployee, a p ant that thrives on human 
blood, a sadistic cjentist, and Motown 
musip. These were a few of the 
elements of Olivet’s Spring Musical, 
Little Shop o f Horlors. The musical 
is baped off of the 1960 film, though 
knovfn widely for f ie  1986 film 
directed by Frank Oz. The musical 
tells |he stojry of Spymour Krelborn, 
of a failing 
But when 
b carnivorous 
namps Audrey II, the 
shop gets pack on its feet due to the 
grov rig fame of the Audrey II. But 
the plant’s appetite for human flesh 
"  ' along with the
showcased a 
actors and 
the featured actors 
was none cither than Professor Mark 
has been a
long-time fan of the musical. “It was 
definitely something I’ve wanted to 
do since highschool. When I saw 
that it was going to be put on at 
Olivet, I jumped at the opportunity.” 
Ben Geeding, who played Seymour, 
said, “My favorite part about playing 
Seymour is that he did exactly what 
everyone else would have done 
if they were in his shoes. He was 
completely poor, in love, and had 
a chance at success.” Wes Taylor, 
who played Audrey II, said that his 
favorite part of the musical was the 
efficiency. “We ran the show without 
stops for almost three weeks before 
the production, so we had the flow of 
the show down really well. That can 
be the most difficult thing to figure 
out, so it was a blessing having that 
come together so quickly in this 
show.”
Professor Jerry Cohagan, 
the director of the musical, had 
been wanting to put together the 
show for some time, “It’s a great 
show—creepy-fun. I had the right 
people in place and I knew we could 
do a great job with it.” And they did 
just that. The show encapsulated 
an enormous reservoir of talent and 
entertained the audiences with ease. 
After all, Motown grooves and a 
carnivorous plant are the essential 
ingredients to a magnificent musical.
► Seymour Krelborn, played by Ben 
ing, and Audrey, played by Lillian Guenseth 
are both suprised by how much Audrey II 
grown.(bb)
► Mark Bishop as Orin Scrivello- D.D.S. si 
about being a dentist with Crystal, Ronette 
and Chiffon, (bb)
► Seymour holds Audrey as she takes 
last breath, (bb)
► Mr. Mushnik, played by Seth Lowery, offers to 
adopt Seymour as his son. (bb)
►Ashley Sarver, Alyssa Norden, and Taihla Ed- 
dins close the curtain on Audrey II to end the 
show, (bb)
► Mark Bishop holds laughing gas as he sings 
about being a dentist, (bb)
► Ben Geeding pets Audrey II, played by Wes 
Taylor and Nick Allen.(bb)
► Ben Geeding and Lillian Guenseth become a 
part of Audrey II. (bb)
P R O FES S O R  ON STAGE
“M y  fa vo rite  sce n e  w as the  d e n tis t ’s  d ea th  
scene . P la y in g  o p p o s ite  o f  P rof. B ish o p  
w as a  lo t o f  fun. H e  a lw a ys  b ro u g h t so  
m u ch  e n e rg y  to  th e  s ta g e  a n d  c o m m itte d  
to  w h a t h e  did. ” -B e n  G e e d ing


Mondays mean 
the beginning of a long 
week, most every week. 
[Jut this gives all the more 
reason for students to 
fellowship and worship in 
the Warming House each 
Monday night at Party with
esu
3d,
Entirely student 
3arty with Jesus
aims to ‘‘provide a loving, 
oncduraging, supportive, 
student-led place where 
everyone feels welcomed 
to come and grow in their 
walk with the Lord,” said 
Cal Samuelson. He and 
Kate Wilson are the leaders 
of Party with Jesus.
Together, 
they organize the music 
and musicians, facilitate 
and organize the vision
and direction of Party with 
Jesus through speaking, 
guide those who want 
to speak, and pray. ‘‘My 
favorite aspect of Party 
with Jesus,” said Cal, ‘‘is 
the honesty, openness, 
and sincerity of everyone 
who comes, which I believe 
is fostered by the gentle, 
loving, and humble Spirit 
of God Himself as He is 
present there with us.”
Party with Jesus 
begins and ends with 
music, with a time of 
speaking, and the studying 
of the Word.
“I really like what 
Cal and Kate have done,” 
said Ian Morley, an electric 
guitar player for Party 
with Jesus. ‘There is a 
definite relation between
PARTY WITH JESUS
SPIRITUAL LIFE
the music and the speaking 
where the music is used 
as a response to the 
message. The emphasis 
is on both teaching and 
music. It engages mind and 
emotion.”
For some, Monday 
nights signify the fresh 
advent of stress that will 
last through the week. 
There are deadlines, 
papers, and tests weighing 
down the shoulders of 
the student body. But at 
Party with Jesus, the willful 
response is with songs of 
worship and the studying 
of the Word as one, 
growing as a community of 
believers.

The heart and 
the head—  these have 
been the points of focus 
for chapel during the 
2012-2013 school year.
The fall sem ester 
drew a focus to the 
heart, its renewal, and 
whom  it belongs to.
The spring sem ester fo ­
cused on the head and 
the question, “W ho do 
you say I am ?” posed 
by Jesus to Peter.
“How you answer that 
question is how you 
view Christian ity,” said 
Rev. Mark Holcomb, 
the University Chaplain. 
Chapel plays a vital role 
in O livet culture, where
talking points for the 
entire week are given 
by guest speakers or 
Chaplain Holcomb. 
“Chapel is an indica­
tor of what happens 
on cam pus,” he said. 
“W hat happens [in 
chapel] is a result of 
what is cum ulating on 
campus. It’s an expres­
s ion.” This
year, chapel took a 
noticeable change after 
Jonathan Burkey left his 
position as chapel w or­
ship coord inator to pur­
sue a M aster of D ivin­
ity at the University of 
Chicago. Joey Ramirez 
took the position and
►Joey Ramirez stepped into the role of wor­
ship leader this year when Jonathan Burkey left, 
(eb)
► Rebekah Musselman harmonizes with Joey 
Ramirez during worship, (eb)
► Reverend Wayne Francis spoke to students 
about his experience with Mother Teresa in In­
dia. (eb)
succeeded, meeting ex­
pectations with natural 
talent, acquired skill, 
and a mind towards 
precedence.
“ I have some 
big shoes to fill,” Joey 
said. “Jonathan and I 
are different. W e grew 
up listening to d iffe r­
ent m usic and we pick 
different songs.” But 
Joey knew that chapel 
isn ’t all about style and 
variety.
He viewed 
his new ly 
acquired 
duty as 
w orship 
coord i­
nator as a position to 
provide the 2012-2013 
chapel services w ith an 
“expectant sp irit,” where 
there can be consisten­
cy w ithout predictab il­
ity— where students can 
enter chapel knowing 
that the spirit will be 
present, but through a 
variety of means of pos­
sibilities.
“W e want to create 
space to let God do
what he wants to do,” 
said Chaplain Holcomb. 
“W e never ta lk about an 
expected response for 
a chapel. We lay it out 
and see what happens.” 
As different speakers 
w ith d ifferent messages 
pass through Centen­
nial Chapel, the student 
body is always willing 
to listen and to respond 
w ith an “expectant” 
spirit.
► Mark Mittelberg 
equipped students to
defend their faith using 
logic, (bb)
► Students sing in a wor­
ship choir in October, (eb)
► Chaplain Holcomb 
leads chapel services
and introduces speakers, 
(bb)
► Aaron Bi chanen helps lead worship dur­
ing a J-nuary chapel, (bb)
► Kaitlyn P.erce brings a special touch to 
e music with her violin, (bb)
►The chapel band wear their Life at Olivet 
s M s  in preparation of the grand opening of 
the Student Life Recreation Center, (cl)
I Organizing a revival 
service is a tough job, but Col­
lege Church is up to the task. 
They carry the load of the ex­
penses, so the task of asking 
a particular speaker is their 
job.
“The decision is done 
in collaboration with the uni­
versity. We always talk about 
names together and try to use 
a variety of speakers: men, 
women, young, and old,” said
Chaplain Mark Holcomb.
The fall revival speak­
er was Scott Daniels. Daniels 
spent 4 days preaching a 
combination of theology, his­
tory, and sociology in his mes­
sage.
“I had a really good 
time preaching at Revival. It 
was amazing to see every 
service packed and the re­
sponsive spirit of students,” 
Daniels said.
With this revival hap­
pening early in the school 
year, the students were revi­
talized and motivated to have 
a great semester.
“It was another great 
week of revival services, but 
this week was not the climax. 
The best days of the Kingdom 
are in front of us,” said Matt 
Kearney.
► Scott Daniels uses a multi-pronged ap­
proach to preach his message, (ah)
► Students pray during chapel. Servic­
es were moved to Monday, Tuesday, and | 
Wednesday, (ah)
► Students and church members pack the i •  
College Church sanctuary during an eve- ►, 
ning service, (ah) L
► Students worship with the congregation
of College Church, (ah) f ^
► Wes Sprague leads worship to kick off y 
each night, (ah) |
"REVIVAL
v.eviva services 
are a favorite of Chaplain 
Mark Holcomb,
and listen 
ays t iat God is 
on olir cafnpuSj. 
that whan we 
Gdd, h i 
speak iri clea 
way"”
to the w, 
speaking 
I believe 
make sp^ce fi 
is faithful 
and plain 
comb.
said Hoi-
revival,
primary goal of the 
ers is to becorr 
ble
ernef 
They neec 
jo some-
something that will be re 
membered for years. Su 
sie Shellenberger took this 
to| heart. During her first 
service, she revealed a 
fifty dollar Hersey’s choco­
late bar that she bought 
specifically for revival.
The response 
frdm students was over­
whelming. “I couldn’t be- 
lic-ye she did that! What 
a start to the week,” said 
Jeremy Height.
“As soon as that 
happened, I was imme­
diately looking forward to
what else would happen,” 
said Brad Palmer. Shel­
lenberger continued on 
with a unique style of high- 
energy sermons that once 
again hit home.
“We need to pay 
attention in ways that 
might be different than 
other times. The speakers 
knowing that makes them 
all the more memorable,” 
said Holcomb.
► Susie Shellenberger’s energetically 
( preaches her sermon, (ah)
►Audrey Mikhail sings harmony with Kyle 
, Owen, (ah) 
ickd ►Students are encouraged to come to 
the altar and pray, (ah)
Whether it’s spreading the 
love of Christ through leading wor­
ship, traveling to local homeless shel­
ters, or serving with local pro-life preg­
nancy centers, there are many ways 
for each student on Olivet’s campus 
not only to find others who share the 
same passions for serving that they 
do, but also to carry out the specific 
ways in which they feel God has 
called them to open their arms and 
their hearts to those in need.
Olivet Nazarene University is 
currently host to thirteen separate min­
istries, serving various members and
organizations throughout the commu­
nity over the course of both fall and 
spring semesters. The populations 
that these ministries serve range from 
the elderly to disadvantaged children 
to intellectually delayed and disabled 
adults, plus many more, ensuring that 
no matter where a student’s compas­
sions lie, there is always a way to be 
involved and to serve.
At the head of each individual 
ministry team sit various ministry co­
leaders, who collaborate with class 
chaplains and the VP of spiritual life to 
form campus’s Spiritual Life Council.
This council, the members of which 
are elected by the rest of the student 
body each spring, serves the univer­
sity campus through chapels as well 
as providing leadership with the vari­
ous ministries on campus.
“The ministry co-leaders are 
wonderful servant leaders on this 
campus that help pour into the lives 
of their fellow students,” said Vice 
President of Spiritual Life and student 
director of Spiritual Life Council Jer­
emy Height, “as well as into the peo­
ple that they serve in our surrounding 
communities.” '
► Meghan Pipal opens a 
white elephant gift during a 
council meeting, (cl)
► Lucas Fritch and Michael 
Poff socialize over break­
fast before the council meet­
ing begins, (jc)
► Jeremy Height, Maria isa- 
belli, and Caylee Wagner set 
up and run all of the Spiritu­
al Life Council Meetings, (cl)
► Emma Reutter and Land- 
on Williams listen as the 
leaders discuss upcoming 
events, (jc)
► Kyle Boone leads a devotion for
the council, (jc)
► Mark Lingall presents on a nation­
wide evangelistic program, (jc)
► Spiritual Life Council meets the first 
and third Monday of the month, (cl)
► Ministry leaders connect during a 
council meeting, (cl)
oyer,
rom one
INISTRIES
Im, inviting, and a simple means o f getting 
place to the other, has^suddenly transformed into a jungle o f curi­
ous eyes, perky representatives, anpl more pamphlets and clipboards than 
ever before. Navigating tlli,; treache- ous safari o f compassion and servitude 
is daring and difficult—but worth it. Bach fall semester, Spiritual Life Council 
hosts Olivet’s Festival o f Minis, ries, a vast sea o f neatly arranged tables and 
colorful signs and posters to .somote various opportunities for students to 
become involved in u  ving Olivet a; d  its surrounding community, encourag­
ing everyone tp disc: ver 
out in God’s name.
riot only their greatest passion, but how to carry it
If you’ve ever spent time with an individual who has a physi­
cal or mental disability, you know of the daily challenges they face as 
they do their best to navigate the mainstreamed world around them—  
often on their own, sometimes hesitant or unable to ask for help.
Members of Olivet’s Best Buddies ministry transfer their love 
and compassion for individuals with disabilities by committing to form 
close one-on-one friendships with them. Partnering with Shapiro De­
velopmental Center in Kankakee, ONU Best Buddies matches Olivet 
students with “buddies,” residents of Shapiro who are interested in 
participating in and qualify for the program.
“ I decided to serve in the Best Buddies ministry because I was 
searching for a way to continue the ‘inclusion revolution’ of spreading
awareness 
tellectual and
College Buddy Director of the ONU Best Buddies chapter.
Throughout the year, Best Buddies has worked hard to 
spread disability awareness around campus as well as within Shapiro. 
In December, the ministry sponsored a fundraiser in which students 
could buy “Candy Grams,” candy canes with index cards attached 
relaying personal, hand-written notes to their closest friends. In March, 
Best Buddies once again launched their Spread the Word to End the 
Word campaign, allowing students thechance to commit to eliminating 
the use of the “r-word.”
. Ministry members are required to commit to four contacts
with their buddy per month—two 
face-to-face contacts and two 
other communications through­
out. The ministry holds monthly 
events for Shapiro residents both 
at the facility and on Olivet’s cam­
pus, including a Halloween party 
a December Buddy Ball, and a 
Valentine’s Day celebration.
“My favorite part of being 
involved in this ministry is creat­
ing opportunities for our buddies 
to have a friendship with an in­
dividual who genuinely cares for 
them,” Reutter said. “They really 
experience God’s love through 
their college buddy’s commit­
ment of friendship.”
► Devin Johnston decorates ornaments with 
her buddy, (mm)
► Janelle Lucas and her buddy take a break for 
hot chocolate, (mm)
► Christy Sawdon and 
her buddy groove on 
the dance floor, (mm)
► The W om en’s soc­
cer team is presented 
with an award from 
Best Buddies, (mm)
tveryone shows corrjpassjon in 
different ways. Some give mohey. $ome 
give time. Some gjve everything, just for 
the sake of others. Olivet, home to many 
ministries and servjce organization^, pro­
vides an outlet for thej compassionate 
to spread the love| of Christ—no matter 
which way you shcjw others you ca e.- 
Compassionate /lim .tries is an 
Olivet outreach ministry that focuses pri­
marily on meeting the physical nedds of 
people in the community!, mainly thiough 
projects to relieve 
clothing drives.
In addition
hunger or through
Meg Dowell
ies and prayer meetings, Compassionate 
Ministries volunteered with local church­
es and community members, leading 
services, collecting canned goods for 
Center for Hope, and helping families in 
need of extra willing hands.
“We simply view our ministry as 
the hands and feet of God,” said Becca 
Reed, co-leader of Compassionate Min­
istries. “We connect students from Olivet 
with each other, the community and 
those in need through service projects 
and different events to show Christ’s love 
and compassion for others.”
► Katie Reed prays for the 
ministry, (cl)
► Simon Pheasant leads the 
devotional during their weekly 
Bible study, (cl)
► Students take time to wor­
ship during a Wednesday night 
meeting, (cl)
► Brandon Maranion leads the 
group in worship, (cl)
Disciplers is an on campus ministry 
group that travels twice a week to Hopkins 
Park to help out at the Bible Witness Camp. 
At the Bible Witness Camp ONU students get 
to teach K-8 graders about the love of Jesus 
and the Bible, and after the Bible study they 
play basketball and carpet ball along with other 
games. Many of these kids come from tough 
home situations. Pembrook Township ,where 
the Bible witness camp is located, is in one 
of the poorest areas in the 
country. Zachary Rasmuson 
said, “Disciplers gives Olivet 
students the chance to help 
build God’s kingdom by be­
ing a positive influence in kids’ 
lives and teaching them about 
Jesus.”
Disciplers strives to 
just be positive influences in 
these kids’ lives and to help
Jessica Morey
lead the children to build strong positive rela­
tionships with other children and to find a rela­
tionship with Christ.
Briana Wilkey said, “I feel so privileged 
to be able to see my girls from camp and it 
brings me so much joy to see their bright fac­
es, receive hugs, and be able to share in their 
lives.”
All these kids want to know that they 
are loved and wanted by people and by God.
i n
► Danielle Bolander helps 
at the Bible Witness 
Camp, (s)
►The Monday night group 
meets outside Ludwig to
carpool. (cl)
► Eddie Driver spends 
time with a teen during a 
Disciplers event, (s) ► Ministry members pray in Ludwig for a suc­
cessful and safe trip, (s)
► Discipler volunteers take time out of their 
Wednesday night to serve, (s)
gap between the youth
Evangels is all about bridging the
and the eiderly
and having the two generations come to­
gether as one and learn from each other, 
Evangels is the nursing horne ministry 
on campus that gofes to the Proverja Out 
Lady of Victory nursing home each week. 
Evangels builds nelatiqlships with the 
residents at the ngrsing hom i Erin Tay­
lor said, “I love eldprly people in general 
and to be able to spend time with them 
each week is such a blessing.”
Evangels emphasi2 -^ s that 
people are loved by G( 1 and life cir
cumstances may get in the way leaving 
the people of the nursing home longing 
for love and attention. When students 
with Evangels go to visit, the residents get 
very excited that they are there to spend 
time with them, just to talk and listen to 
them.
Thomas Sanders said, “It has 
been a wonderful experience to meet 
people who have experienced so much. 
God has really used all of the Evangels 
to reach out to those who may have been 
left behind because of the circumstances 
of life.”
►Thomas Sanders makes 
cards for the people in the 
nursing home, (s)
►Aimee Fish decides on 
the right color of paper for 
a card, (s)
► Thomas Sanders and 
Erin Taylor look forward 
to going to see the resi­
dents. (cl)
► The students involved in 
the Evangles Ministry vist 
the nursing home on a 
weekly basis, (cl)
► Landon Williams runs 
game in which Rachel Ke 
arney was wrapped up ii 
toilet paper, (s)
► Students athletically 
pose with Santa, (s)
► Dr. Bowling leads a group discussion, (s)
► Paddy Hoepp, Michael Da Silva, and John Nar- 
dozzi enjoy the Christmas party with Santa, (s)
► Jacob Armbrust prepares to shoot a pong ball 
into a plastic cup. (s)
two of my greatest loves, and 
essentially sports ministry 
is one of the most effective 
ways to spread the Gospel 
message,” said Brainard. Her 
passion for sports m inistry has| 
led her to be involved in FCA 
for the last 8 years. “ I have 
been blessed by others pou rin j 
into me as well as being able 
personally pour into others.”
Thirty to forty students 
gather every week in the rustic, 
cabin-like W arming House to 
play games, worship, hear a 
speaker, jo in each other in 
small groups, and share in a 
time of fellowship with other 
athletes. They learn from each 
other and build com munity with 
those who share two sim ilar 
passions -  God and sports.
Their activities also 
spread out to others. “We try 
to send good luck cards out 
to sports teams, connect with 
coaches, connect with BBCHS, 
and fellowship combining our 
love for sports and G od,” said 
Cassie Brainard.
Throughout the year, 
the group hosted Fields of 
Faith, had their annual Candy 
Craze, took part in a Christmas 
party, and went to a Major 
League Baseball game.
Landon W illiam s’ fa­
vorite memory of this year was 
that MLB game. “Our leader­
ship team went to a W hite Sox 
game vs. the Tam pa Bay Rays 
to see former Olivet baseball 
player Ben Zobrist play. He
saw us and waved to us in the 
stands.”
The m inistry’s activi­
ties are guided by 1 Corinth i­
ans 9:24-27. “FCA exists to 
unify ONU athletes by offering 
dynamic worship experiences 
and coming together to train 
spiritually in order to be better 
equipped to spread the gospel 
through our God-given physical 
ta lents,” Landon W illiams said.
“God and sports are
Every year the ministry 
holds a big event on campus 
-  a build day. “Olivet students 
gather in the school’s chapel 
parking lot and put together 
the framing for the New Year’s 
Habitat for Humanity Kankakee 
house. Then the framing gets 
transferred to the work site,” 
Olson said.
Robert Johnson marked 
the first work day as his favorite 
event this year. “That day we 
had over 30 people come out to 
help us serve and everyone worked really 
hard. We finished the job given to us in one 
day.”
Scholz reflected on another mo­
ment entirely. “One of the projects consist­
ed of sanding and painting, and by the time 
we finished sanding everyone looked a few 
years older because their hair was covered 
in white dust.”
Each member enjoys helping oth­
ers.
► Jordan Garza drills a wall during 
a building project, (s)
► Gwendolyn Payne helps finish 
the drywall in one of the homes, (s)
► Kyle Knight, Treavor Dodsworth, 
and Brandon Juodikis tug the mate­
rial to be used for the ceiling, (s)
► Habitat for Humanity dedicates a 
house to a mother and her 
children, (s)
' n
► Michael Skinner helps lead worship during the service at College Church, (cl)
► Students share their musical talents with the congregation of North Campus, (ah) '|
► Students gather for a Superbowl luncheon at College Church of the Nazarene. (cl)
► Ali Carter performs during a service at North Campus, (ah)
Andrew Jerrick
When people come to visit 
Olivet, one of the first things they 
notice is the abundance of church­
es on and around campus. Each of 
these churches brings its own little 
quirk to quickly identify it as differ­
ent. But, all the churches have the 
same goal: worshiping God.
No matter what denomina­
tion of Christianity you might be, 
there is a nearby church for you.
“I really enjoy North Campus and 
Pastor Kendall Franklin. It’s such 
an open and inviting place to 
spend some time with God,” said 
Geoff Fuller.
“I’ve been happy with all the 
different services I’ve attended. 
The point of all of them is to praise 
Jesus, so I always end up feeling
great,” said Sarah Jensen.
It’s not uncommon to see 
students working with the church 
youth group or even just giving their 
services to a church in an effort to 
help out. After all, Anne Frank, said 
“No one has ever become poor from 
giving.”
► Rebekah Musselman 
uses her musical talents 
to worship, (s)
► When they are not per­
forming, members of Life- 
song have fun playing 
games, (s)
► Dustin Dehart plays 
drums for one of the Life- 
song bands, Noemata. (s)
► The Other Servants, 
one of the Lifesong bands, 
is lead by Josh McLaren 
and Kylie McGuire, (s)
,  ,  .  I n
The bangs that participate in 
Lifesong might all! havg different mem­
bers and a diffei ent ^ounc), but their
a commuL
primary focus is the same. Thei 
is to worship with
“It doesnft 
church looks likp as 
moves in a mighty way. 
portant part is whatever is __ 
the moment and being used by pod,1' 
said Rebekah Miisselrtian.
You might think that the band
are comprised of ministry rtiajors, but 
this is not the case. “W-j all have roles
most im- 
| fof
to play in God’s kingdom and it would 
be a waste for me not to offer whatever 
little talent I have to be put to use,” said 
Josh McLaren.
Changing the world is one goal 
that the Lifesong bands have, but they 
realize that this goal will take quite 
some time.“We just want to change 
the world one person at a time. I’m 
lucky to be working with people who 
share the same passion and vision to 
further the Kingdom of God,” said Phil­
lip Caffee.
“Reaching the lost is 
the very nature of our redeem­
ing God,” said Jennifer McClel­
lan, coordinator of Olivet’s Mis­
sions in Action, “and as Christ 
followers we are all called to 
be global-minded by giving our 
support, service, and our very 
lives for this purpose.” This past 
year, students volunteered their 
time and effort in places such as 
Cuba, Guatemala, Indianapolis, 
Burkina Faso, Swaziland, and 
many others.
Jimmy Phillips went 
to Melbourne, Australia with a 
group to work in the local com­
munity. While there, the group 
worked with young children, the 
congregations and communities 
of five churches in the area, a 
teen youth group, a homeless 
ministry, and English learners. 
“We didn’t do a lot of hands-on 
stuff to build the physical church, 
but we were still growing God’s 
kingdom. It was so encouraging 
to see congregations as small as 
five people yearning for the com ­
munity found in the Church. To 
see people who were thirsty and 
hungry and were striving for the 
call of Christ was so uplifting,” he 
said.
T.J. Martinson
On the other side of 
the world, Drew Benson led an 
M.I.A. group to San Jose del 
Cabo, Mexico. While there they 
worked at a private Christian 
school painting, leading worship 
services, giving testimonies, and 
serving at a soup kitchen. “We 
did have one ‘fun’ day where 
we went to downtown Cabo and 
went snorkeling on the beaches 
there, but we actually had the 
most fun doing the things each 
day at the school or with the kids. 
Even the work-related days were 
really fun,” he said. To Drew, one 
of the distinguishing aspects of 
the trip was “the powerful team 
unity that we enjoyed leading up 
to, during, and since we have re­
turned.”
Missions in Action lives 
up to its name, giving students a 
chance to offer their talents and 
abilities to people across the 
world, offering insight into God’s 
presence in the world. “Facts 
and statistics become people 
and relationships,” said McClel­
lan. “God has a chance to get 
our attention and teach us new 
things that we cannot gain from 
our day to day environment.”
► Bekka Rogers plays with the children at 
an orphanage in Santa Barbara, Honduras, (s)
► The children of Thailand enjoy the presence 
of ONU students, (s)
► Cassidy Lancaster bonds with a little girl
on her trip to Honduras, (s)
► The m ission team s leads worship and 
plays games with the children in Paraguay, (s)
art*.
Stinations
► Students take a chance to admire the 
beauty of Monday Falls in Paraguay, (s) 
The; missions team sent to Africa is able 
take^abreak to see some sights, (s)
with Mi$sions in Action, (s)
► Students 
orphanages, (s)
► Michelle 
Thailand, (s
Dav,ey travel^ to Africa for the third time 
 
in 7T iland spend time with children in
1 1Booker connects with local children in
► Student in Africa travel by bus to their various des-
H R
50 Olivet students. Jerome prayer 
Combes Detention Center: Fieedom. study. _ ^
These are the'Words that can best-. _ri—
describe 
reach
to the men and women residing in this
The ministry a lsohos ts  a 
) Mission Possible^ -an. out- and" Easter party aTthe center. W1, 
ministry that brings the Gospel last year, Mission Possible was-abje
to bring gifts to the inmates’ children
Kankakee detention center. during the Christmas s e a s o n ^ lt-w a s
The students strive to build relation- a very special and eye^pen ing  experi-
ships and bring hope by holding Bible 
studies when they visit on Monday,
Tuesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sun­
day.
“We get to go in to the actual dorms 
of the inmates for two-hour segments 
and spend time with them without any 
barriers,” said Jesse Dawson. The 
girls chat with the women inmates, and 
the boys meet with the men inmates.
Chrissy Michaels said, “When we 
get into the areas we just start up a 
conversation about their lives, families, 
and interests, and usually they want to 
get to know you before they go in deep 
about themselves.”
The members focus their efforts 
on bringing each conversation back to 
spiritual matters. The rest of the time 
consists of group prayer, individual
ence,” said Dawson. “This was theTirst 
time that I really got to see and hear 
stories from the people who have been 
impacted by having a family member 
who is incarcerated.”
Outside the jail, the ministry mem­
bers meet once a month to share in 
a  time of worship and prayer at Kel­
ley Prayer Chapel. God placed these 
people on many of Mission Possible 
members’ hearts for various reasons.
Paige Schwartz said, “So many 
people look at these men and women 
and see nothing good. God’s not like 
that though. He prides himself in taking 
something messy and making it some­
thing beautiful.”
► Zachary Brown and Griselda Guzman 
hang out in the Ludwig lobby before an 
event, (ah)
► Students laugh together before head­
ing out for the evening, (ah)
► Students on a car ride to the prison, 
(ah)
► Only a few of the many Olivet students 
that are a part of Mission Possible, (ah)
FOR
Heather Mead MS S O N S
Heart ter Mission spent this year grow­
ing as^a-group and preparing each other for the
. . ..ssion field. Asjne'missjon statement explains,
‘We existto'tlnite students who have a passion
for global missions.and^prepare them for a sur­— ,— , |_0 ( t l
artedjhe year with the 
eaningloHh^m inistry 
that would really chal- 
prepare them for their 
fall cd-leader Cassidy 
caster. “Each week we gav>- the Students IT
renderedjjfeof service to 
“Garren and-ls' 
goal of bringingihore m 
and making it something 
tenge the members and 
futureJfHTTissions,” said 
Lan
challenge question to thir 
weekly meetings we did 
the sentence ‘A missionary.... 
someone who is loving and someone who fights, 
for example. The fall semester also fpcused on 
a specific country each month: learning aboulthe
k about and during our 
devotonal that filled in 
A missionary is
country, writing to missic 
and having a guest speal
i
i
naries 
rwhc 
Spi 
the
in thgt country, 
had been thpre. 
ing semester 
focused 
points of 
inciud-
ministry 
on three 
preparation, 
ing planting ehurcljies 
working with society’s 
outcast, and minister­
ing to children.
“Those are the
three people work with in the mission field. The 
lessons will give practical knowledge and train­
ing so we can feel comfortable when we plant a 
church or orphanage,” co-leader Rachel Devine 
said.
Devine loves how much of a commu­
nity H4M has become and how much they learn 
from one another from meeting once a week and 
writing letters to missionaries once a month. “We 
spent a lot of time praying for people in the field, 
countries we feel called to serve in and ones we 
have served in,” Devine said. Megan McKinley’s 
favorite memory with the group took place at 
their Christmas party. “We came together to eat 
‘foreign food’ and play games all while listening 
to music in unrecognizable languages.” Kelsey 
Fisk enjoyed hearing from the guest speakers. 
“Since my dream is to be a full-time missionary, 
I enjoy the guest speakers the most. Having 
professors come who have been on the mission 
field and can show us what it is really like is very 
helpful.”
Fisk looks forward to her times with 
the ministry. “I know I will be hungry for people 
who understand the joy missions brings and the 
sadness of being so far away from the ones you 
love. This is a unique group that encourages me 
to grow and challenge my own walk with Christ.”
► B <ttney Killjon and Mike Harrington write letters to 
missionaries in the field, (ah)
► Cassidy Langastef and Garren Moore help lead Heart
for Missions during the 
fall semester, (ah) v
► Lancaster asks the 
group what a mission­
ary is. (ah)
► The group shares a 
passion to be in the mis­
sion field, (ah)
t
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► Rachel Groters helpes Life 
Support cover the campus in red
to support pro-life causes, (ah)
► Alii Chadwick ties a red ribbor 
around the tree in the quad to raisi 
awareness during Sanctity of Human Lifi 
week, (ah)
► Shelby Wegforth places fliers t( 
make the campus aware of theii 
cause, (ah)
►The Life Support members suppor 
pro-life causes and volunteer at a lo 
cal Crisis Pregnancy Center, (ah)
► Life support members work to edu 
cate Olivet students about their cause 1 
(ah)
As shrill winter weather 
turned campus into an icy Janu­
ary snow globe, twelve brave 
souls met on a dreary Sunday 
afternoon in the midst of the qui­
et to carry out their pre-planned 
mission— to stand as one body 
in preparation for the battle for 
life.
At the start of Sanctity 
of Human Life week this winter, 
the university visibly reflected its 
support in the ongoing pro-life 
fight. Through the week Olivet’s 
pro-life ministry Life Support pro­
moted its cause through the tying 
of red ribbons on trees, selling 
water bottles and T-shirts, and 
providing a free showing of Oc­
tober Baby.
Formerly known as 
Olivetians for Life, Life Sup­
port works to spread pro-life 
awareness both on campus and 
around the community through­
out the school year. Volunteering 
at Living Alternatives Pregnancy 
Resource Center in Kankakee,
as well as hosting a fall banquet 
and spring W alk for Life, mem­
bers of the ministry hope that 
their efforts will make a differ­
ence.
“We do whatever they 
need us to do at Living Alterna­
tives to support them,” said min­
istry leader and senior Rachel 
Groters. “Putting together packs 
of diapers, hanging up baby 
clothes— whatever we can do to 
help.”
W h e n e v e r  
the group sponsors 
fundraisers, the
funds go directly to 
Living Alternatives 
in order to help pro­
vide women free 
counseling and an 
ultrasound when
they first come to 
the center. After see­
ing an ultrasound of 
their baby, 90% of 
women choose life 
over termination.
) IOne night a year, t livet students ancj 
members of the surrtundir ■ community are in­
vited to attend a night of musical and dramatic 
performances, showcasing the t]ard work o 
two of Olivet’s outreach ministries, Life: o< >g anc 
Modern Day Prophet^. Free to the public, this 
event prepares members of’these ministries 
their long-awaited spring travels.
Modern Day Propfi- ts, fo
on Olivet’s campus as Ombga, is .  ____
ministry that travels to various churches anc 
camps to spread the love and knowledge o 
Christ through dramajtic performances such as 
skits.
Ministry mei 
lar skits from group
'merly knowr 
an outreact
ibers perforin both popuT 
such as Skit Guys anc 
sc slimes even write 
and perorm original 
s. “Ei(her wjay, wi 
Ratialways incorpora e out
creativity i
perfor 
m oui
skits we 
make the 
said junior 
Kircpatriok, on 
ministry’ 
era.
nto the 
m anc 
own,* 
ichae) 
of the
tear* lead-
As opposed to Omega’s usual 4-5 
member teams, Modern Day Prophets now has 
two separate teams, each with six members. 
One of the teams is led by two members, Tyler 
Hamilton and Hannah Williams, while the other is 
headed by three leaders: Brianna Lomas, Shelby 
Van Buren, and Michael Kirkpatrick.
The ministry’s name change better re­
flects the mission and purpose of Modern Day 
Prophets, symbolizing a refocus on quality of 
performance rather than quantity of members. 
Creating a smaller, core group of committed per­
formers within the ministry allows members to 
foresee further growth in the near future, impact­
ing lives through each member’s love of drama.
“Just about every time we travel, there 
are people that come up to us, sometimes in 
tears, and tell us how one of our skits really im­
pacted them,” Kirkpatrick said. “It’s amazing to be 
used by God to touch others.”
Auditions are held during the first few 
weeks of each fall semester. Leaders are always 
looking for members who show a balanced com­
bination of personality, acting ability, and a love 
for Christ—people who, in addition to working 
well with potential team members, show a pas­
sion for drama and for God.
Members of Modern Day Prophets bond over a pas- 
1 for actirig and the Lord, (cl)
Harjnah Williams practices one of the many skits 
Modern) Day Prophets performs, (cl)
► Modern Day Prophets 
practice often to perfect 
the message, (cl)
► The team brings 
Christ’s message 
through their perfor­
mances. (s)
► Students take this time to worship as 
acommuntiy. (pm)
► The Party with Jesus volunteers w el-ll 
come students as they arrive, (cl)
►Alex Reiter plays the bass while shar-ll 
ing his talents through worship, (cl)
► Lauren Leidahl plays keyboard dur­
ing worship, (cl)
► Kate Wilson leads worship each f| 
week at PWJ. (cl)
Party with Jesus al­
lows for students to go and 
encounter God each week 
by digging deeper in their 
faith. It’s a time for worship­
ping, teaching, and fellow- 
shiping with fellow believers 
in Christ. The student-led 
ministry meets each Mon­
day night in the Warming 
House to worship.
Student leaders spend time 
selecting the music and
making the party a mean­
ingful experience. About 
150 people attend each 
week.
“God is working in 
the lives of the students at­
tending Party with Jesus, 
that makes people want to 
learn and mature more in 
their faith,” said Cal Samu- 
elson.
Party with Jesus 
runs special services before
Jessica Morey 
Thanksgiving which feature 
an open microphone. Stu­
dents tell of the good things 
God has done for them. Be­
fore Christmas break, the 
worship celebration turns 
into “Party with Baby Je­
sus,” where the focus is on 
the incarnation of our Lord.
Party with Jesus is a 
great place to grow in your 
faith and fellowship with oth­
er students.
IIS a 
stry 
to
Prayer is an es- 
ial part of our rela- 
jhips with Christ. 
fer Warriors 
ent-led min 
allows anyone 
e to Kelley Prayer 
on Thursday 
and worship 
pray. Michael Poff 
, “We seek (Bod 
worship him, jand 
we pray.”
P r a t e r  
r s 
to-
pray for
our campus, events, 
and the burdens of 
the stujdents. Prayer 
Warrior? allows group 
mepibers to share the 
good things that God is 
doing within their lives 
eaqh week as well. 
They put on a 24-hour 
prayer ^vent in Kelley 
Prqyer Chapel that al­
lots all students to 
corjie opt and partici­
pate along with other 
spiritual life groups that
Jessica M orey
host each hour during 
the 24-hour time pe­
riod.
Prayer War­
riors gives students 
the opportunity to pray 
and talk with the same 
group of people each 
week. They encour­
age all of the students 
to attend and be a part 
of this great ministry to 
share the love of God 
through prayer.
► Matt Bieber and Brandon Maranion 
lift their voices in worship before they 
go into prayer, (jc)
► Students lift their hands in praise 
and adoration to the all loving God. (jc)
|
^  ►Students meet in Kelley Prayer Chapel
rj o pray with friends, (jc)
^  ► Chris Umphryes leads worship during a 
jrayer session, (jc)
► While sleeping outside, Alexander Phillips sits by the fire to keep warm, (eb)
► Charity Shonamon warms her hands by the fire during homeless week.(eb)
► Jordan Bond and Caleb Williams enjoy fellowship with other S.O.S members, (eb
► Martin Piper sleeps outside to better understand what it is like to be homeless, (eb
T.J. Martinson
Their name serves as their 
purpose. S.O.S., or Save our Streets, 
is a group that serves the homeless. 
They volunteer their time and abilities 
to Gift of God Street Church in Kanka­
kee, making dinner and having con­
versation with the men who stay there. 
They take trips to Chicago, where they 
take part in Emmaus Ministries. They 
also sort clothes and shoes at Bowers 
Foundation warehouse to be shipped 
across the world to help those in need.
“There a large need that’s not 
addressed. It’s often overlooked,” said 
Jordan Bond, co-leader of S.O.S. Not 
only do they try to address this need, 
but they demonstrate their faith with 
their interactions with the homeless 
that they encounter. “It’s not preaching 
in the traditional sense. We help meet 
the needs of people while at the same 
time preaching the gospel, through 
our work and through our actions,” he 
said.
“In so many ways I see God 
working through S.O.S.,” said Hannah 
Cheney, co-leader of S.O.S. “I learn 
something new about God and the 
people He loves. I always come back
feeling refreshed and blessed by the 
people I meet and the conversations I 
have.” The group’s mission statement 
is “To be the hands and feet of Christ 
to the community.” But even more than 
that, they are the listening ear that is 
sometimes needed to someone who, 
too often, goes unnoticed.
Little could 
child as to have the
college student, especially for a c h ilj who
may not otherwise
were brought to the W a rn in g  House, 
members of Urban Children’s Minist 
ready with games, crafts, and a
O a  I n n r l m '  0 +a a \»  1 / n
have sue
Each Wednesday, Urban Children’s Ministry 
reach out to children front the ower socio 
economic areas of Kankakee.
Co-leader Stacy Knodere
games that the chil
c
Id
he childrer 
where
were 
Bible study 
helped lead the
I
tren would
so much fun cominc
to see them having
blay.
«AA
It wad 
them
The kids always loved them and it wa$ grea
up with idpas for
fun and en oying them
selves. They are so genu ne ar d just really 
thrive on the attention of our collecje stu-
T.J. Martinson 
dents. They are so sweet and so special.”
“ I have a passion for kids. I believe 
in investing in the future as we get older and 
are filled with God’s love,” said Alii Chadwick, 
co-leader of Urban Children’s Ministry. “We 
see children in a home that isn’t too stable; 
we can become involved in their lives and 
invest in it. The kids love being there and the 
students love it, too.”
While many children come from 
unstable homes and without much atten­
tion, Urban Children’s Ministry aims to show 
these children that they aren’t forgotten and 
that they are loved. With college students 
taking time to give their full attention to mar­
ginalized children, lives are changed.
►Alii Chadwick helps a 
girl with her craft, (mf)
► Stacy Knoderer reads 
to two children, (mf) 
►Jake Hileman helps a 
girl during craft time, (mf)
► Tiara Long sits with the 
children during story time, 
(mf)
* X

f ned
“Manliness can be de­
n the following way: Chuck
9, eating bacon, eating jerky 
rnonth stfor a m raight, not flinching
while .jetting kicked in the groin, 
eating bacon, being buff, eating 
bacon, growing a beard, and eat­
ing bacon,” said Erinn Proehl, VP 
for Men’s Residential Life.
f With that in mind, MRL re­
vamped the month of November 
into Manvember. Men brought 
out their inner manly man by 
growing out their beard all month. 
1 didn’t shave for two whole 
weeks,” said Kyle Zeman. “And I 
fed  nothing to show for it.”
The show happened dur­
ing thp last week of the month. 
MRL jnvited men to ‘Poker,
Pizza* and Ping-Pong”, a Forest 
~ ump Movie Night, and the infa-
S'ous game of Juggernaut. Each
person was assigned a target 
to “kill” with their squirt gun, and
Were also targeted by another 
rfiystery person. “I watched three 
guys take off running to get in­
side Weber, which was an aca­
demic safe zone,” Proehl said. 
“One of the guys is just goofy and 
runs to class, another took off 
running because he was scared, 
dnd the third was actually play-
n g ’r
Others disregarded such 
precautions. “Jimmy Williams, my 
Juggernaut target, literally walked 
up to me on my way to class,” 
said Zeman. “I pulled out my 
gun and shot him, and he was 
shell-shocked. He couldn’t be­
lieve I had gotten the best of him 
without even trying.” However, 
despite the momentary victory, 
Zeman was later assassinated 
while having private worship 
time in his dorm room. As man 
after man fell victim to the assas­
sin’s stream, only the toughest 
survivors remained in the game. 
Jameson Forshee clung to his 
place among them.
He was stalking one of 
the last four people in the game 
out of Ludwig, following behind 
at a safe distance. As the target 
walked out of Ludwig, Jameson 
paused for a second. In that mo­
ment, another player ambushed 
the target from inside a bush. 
“Without taking that pause to 
evaluate the environment, my 
fate would have been the same 
as his,” Forshee said. “Instead,
I casually walked out and said, 
‘Your success is short lived, al­
ways watch your back.’ The com­
petitor screamed ‘Nooool’and I 
entered into a one-on-one match
MANVEMBER
MEN SRESIDENTIALLIFE
to the end with the last competi­
tor.”
The week culminated in 
the brand new Man vs. Food 
event, one last night of edible 
triumph and rabid manliness. 
Guys came together for arm 
wrestling, a Zombie Nerf Gun 
Range, darts, a hot dog eating 
contest, the Blazing Wings Chal­
lenge, and the Big Plate Eating 
Contest. “Eating all of the wings 
in the blazing challenge was the 
craziest thing I did. It wasn’t the 
wisest thing I have ever done,” 
said Jeremy Height.
“I had fun getting together with 
all my bros and just being men. 
There was free food- including 
some Twinkies- marshmallow 
dodgeball, and a bunch of guys 
who love Jesus. What more 
could a man ask for? Besides 
maybe a woman,” said Zeman.
After winning a number 
of events throughout the week, 
including a grand finale eating 
contest, Forshee took the title of 
winner of Manvember, over 450 
others. “It feels good to uphold 
the tradition of men at Olivet,” 
he said. “Hopefully next year 
another man will rise and come 
to understand, ‘With great power 
comes great facial hair.”

Across a vast, wide 
green lawn, hundreds of stu­
dents sit scattered on picnic 
blankets, decked out in scarves 
and sweatshirts, laughing at the 
antics of Tony Stark and Thor.
Along the edges of the 
crown, members of the Asso­
ciated Student Council smile. 
They have won a small victory 
in their pursuit of community.
Seven student repre­
sentatives from each class join 
ten elected executives to form 
ASC, which includes everything 
from the Spiritual Life office to 
the Glimmerglass. To help stu­
dents connect with each other, 
ASC hosts the Block Party, Ol- 
lie’s Follies, and Paint Wars, 
and they also oversee the clubs 
and societies on campus. 
Showing The Avengers to the 
student body took the com­
bined work of forty students, 
and three weeks of prepara­
tion. “We create events where 
relationships can be formed 
and built upon,” said Jame-
Jessica Morey 
son Forshee, Student Body 
President.“We want to shape 
experiences in the lives of stu­
dents, and have those experi­
ences continue on to shape 
their world after leaving Olivet.”
Students attending 
events aren’t the only ones 
who benefit though. “ASC is 
something I enjoy because you 
get to meet so many people 
and relationships are built,” 
said Treavor Dodsworth.
“What I enjoy most 
about ASC is the council and 
having the opportunity to go to 
Boston with all of them, along 
with the office parties and all 
the work we get to do together,” 
said Forshee.
► ASC Executive Council wear their 
pajamas for the Nazarene Student 
Leadership Conference costume 
dodgeball tournament at Eastern Naz­
arene College, (s)
► A portion of the council tours 
around Harvard’s campus in Bos­
ton. (s)
► Joe Shindel and 
Madison Leesberg 
wait for the train in
Quincy, Massachu- 
sets. (s)
► Executive Council 
spends some qual­
ity time in Chicago
on a chilly Saturday.(s)
► Jurjiopeiass representatives, Shelley Dex- 
-^ a h d  AnnajGriederteke a qaiclQreak -af |
FreshrrjeniTiove-in. yc)
►-MatthewJoj^es-helps pack Blanketsjoj: the 
victim^ofTHCimcane Sandy, (mm)
► Senior Kar^ Hepfer orgamzes^donatecT 
DlanketaTcrpack theE^sfCQast boumTsemi. ^ - / f i
4 (m m j
I ►ASC kicks off the year at the leadership 
retreat, (s)
► Ryan London helps keep Ollies Follies 
tvacky games organized, (eb)
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SANDY RELIEF
The Associated Student 
Council (ASC) assisted in 
coordinating the student 
volunteer shifts for the Hur­
ricane Sandy Relief that took place the week before Thanksgiving
rent relationships and building 
new ones,” said Klemm. They do 
this by hosting the events. “We 
want our classmates to create 
memories that stay with them 
long after leaving Olivet.” Shelley 
Dexter, a junior class representa­
tive, loves seeing the events that
members that he or she is she helps plan “come to life.”
i i mi i hv Outside of the events they
role plan, members of the council sim-
in is ply love the people. Taylor Pola-
ss in tas, the senior class president,
yvalk with Christ by joined the class council for the
leading clgss chapel pnce love of the people in her class. “I
per semesjer,” said Bran- [also] saw a need for leadership
Klemm, the junior since many of our past council
members are now executives,” 
Came Polatas said.
res dent. 
They s
of oifr class council
ONU, as well as people in the surrounding area were asked to donate packages o f water a  
' ‘     unload these donations,wellas new or gently used blankets. The student volunte, rs helped 
count them, and then load them into the fifty-three foot semi. " ‘ ~
activities, helped coordinate volunteers, and helped greet the 
fions, ’’Jeremy Height said.
reason. “The
Students and faculty of
was also in . olved in these 
~'L who brought the dona-
AU R O R A-
100 years after they started, Au­
rora staff members carried on the tradition 
of creating yearbooks. To celebrate the 
special anniversary, this year’s book is in 
all color. Twenty-one people- from design­
ers to photographers to writers- athered to 
share their skills.
“I enjoy being able to document 
the year and tell stories of what has hap­
pened at Olivet,” said writer Jessica Mo­
rey. She also enjoys making friends her 
interviewees and fellow staff members. 
Morey interviews people, writes multiple 
stories and secondary coverage for vari­
ous deadlines, and writes the captions on 
her assigned pages.
Cassidy Lancaster, a fun-loving 
photographer, has dedicated several 
years to yearbook. “I get to meet new
people around campus and learn more 
about the Olivet community. Being on 
yearbook has made me more aware of 
the events, clubs, classes, and sports that 
are available to students because it’s our 
job to photograph them,” she said. Pho­
tographers are assigned to certain events 
or clubs and have to take and edit pictures 
before deadlines.
This year brought in a new head 
designer, Jesse Dillman. He updated the 
book with a cohesive, modern, fresh look.
Another change from last year is 
the new Executive Editor Jenna Engelsen. 
“I love the opportunity I’ve had to work with 
my fantastic staff,” she said. “We all enjoy 
serving the Olivet community in this way.” 
Engelsen looks over each page before 
sending it to the publisher. She also man­
ages story assignments and weekly staff 
meetings.
According to Engelsen, these 
21 people make a book to document the 
new and exciting stories and academic 
achievements of each year, but also to 
show another aspect: the staff’s passion 
for God.
►Staff Ad visor^Amber Ol ney 
j ► Exegutiv^Editor: JenrMngelse 
JM30siness Manager^Sarn Bro9
► Executive Designer: JesseJDill- 
-  jn a r f "
► Executive Photographer: Brenl 
Brooks
► Executive Writer: Staci Bradbury
► Design Team: Aaron Eubanks, 
Jordan Horn, Josh Stone, Sam Steibei 
and Shanna Hokestra
► Photography Team: Aaro 
Hemgesberg, Cassidy Lancaster 
Jose Cruz, Morgan McCririe, Paul 
Matthews, G.J Frye 
►Writing Team: Andrew Jerrick 
Heather Mead, Jessica Morey, Me 
Dowell, T.J. Martinson
IFORTHELOVEOFBIO
O ne o f  the parties tha t B iophilic  h a d  th is y e a r was a  
H allow een celebration. O ne o f  the m os t enterta in ing  
accord ing  to  c lub  o fficer A sh le y  P itze r a n d  
Brian Ginn, was one  o f  the costum es. ‘B rian  
up as h is  fa the r (a nd  b io logy p rofessor) 
Ginn, ” P itze r said. “Then Dr. G inn su rp rised  every- 
b y  com ing  as Brian. It was rea lly  hilarious. ’’ A d d e d
P peo p le  ce lebra ted  H a llow een with Biophilic.
► Biophilic Club at Beginning of the Yqar F -trty. ($)
► Sophomore Drey Frey helps his class in t(ie pumpkin 
carving contest, (s)
►Ashley Pitzer, Brian Gin 
Helmker don their best for
►Juniors Michelle Spencer, , ___
rough show off their gingerbread crejation.(s)
1, Paige Patte 
hellglySw ea ____ x_,
Melody Ljong, and Sue-Lyn Dor-
rson, and Abigail 
er Contest, (s)
Photos Submitted by Brian Ginn
Biophilic 
literal translation, 
loving, and this 
80 people on 
share that passion.
Those in 
ogy department are 
community.
“It’s what I 
about it,” said Ash 
a club officer.
countless hours in 
studying and end up 
great relationships.”
The upperci 
in the club take times to hqip 
those who are younger.
All of the lepders 
the club help others by being 
TA ’s.
“We help the und 
classmen with planping 
continuing education su 
as medical school, graduate 
school, dentist school, and 
PA school,” Pitzer sajid.
The club tries 
get together for events on
month, usually on a 
W ednesday night in Reed 
124. There are usually 
sjx to seven parties, one 
fcfr every holiday.
“Thefe is a begin- 
ng of the school year party, 
Halloween pprty, Christmas 
.irty, Valentine’s Day party, 
Sjt. Pal ,ck’s p a y  party, and 
bjg enq of thu year party,” of­
ficer Marcus Powers said.
“MoSt of the time we 
jiis t h a ig  out and enjoy the 
company of our fellow biol­
ogy en}thusia$ts,” said Brian 
Ginn, qlub president. “ It’s 
in a great way to connect with 
ybur friends and to meet new 
other grades.” 
embers alpo get to meet 
d know what 
e personalities are. 
Acced ing  to
Ginn, the parties consist of 
“Science-themed food and 
games
Outside of these
■ m J m  | 
Heather Mead 
events, Biophilic partici­
pates in projects such as the 
Kankakee River Cleanup.
“In the spring we 
host career pathway advis­
ing sessions for students 
looking to go into a career 
as a researcher, physician, 
dentist, physician assistant, 
optometrist, veterinarian, etc. 
to make sure they are taking 
the necessary classes and to 
give them advice concerning 
certain tests and the applica­
tion process,” Ginn said.
No matter if the club 
is having fun at a party or 
helping others, the goal is the 
same.
Ginn said, “ It is to build com ­
munity among those who 
love biology.”
T.J. M artinson
Plato once said, 
“One of the penalties for 
refusing to participate in 
politics is that you end 
up being governed by 
your inferiors.” Undoubt­
edly, Olivet’s Capitol Hill 
Gang would agree with 
this statement. Capitol Hill 
Gang is a group of politi­
cally-minded college stu­
dents with a clear passion
for government, legislative 
social justice, public policy, 
etc. All political inclinations 
are present within the 
club: Democrat, Repub­
lican, Libertarian, Com­
munist, and Socialist. The 
club is an embodiment 
of politically passionate 
people coming together 
to debate and to discuss 
anything from gun control 
laws, clean energy, 
abortion laws, femi­
nism, and presidential 
candidates. Capitol Hill 
Gang aims to guide 
debates in their meet­
ings and also within 
the student body at 
large. They bring po­
litical events to the at­
tention of students and 
present a Christian-fo­
cused approach to the 
political process.
Taylor Williamson 
the treasurer of Capita 
Hill Gang at Olivet, joined 
Capitol Hill Gang his fresh­
man year. “I was politically 
inclined and wanted to 
seek out others who had' 
that same interest. Since 
then it’s become a place 
to gather with friends and| 
to discuss current events,” 
he said. Lindsey Tobias, 
the Capitol Hill Gang’s 
Chief of Staff, said that hei 
favorite part of the meet­
ings is the debates, 
members have d 
majors, all come from 
ferent backgrounds 
all have vastly different 
litical views, yet during ou 
meetings we can all 
together, have fun, 
debate on topics that 
love in a non-threaten 
environment,” she said.
► David Timm defends 
his position during a de­
bate. (eb)
► During the fall debate, 
Alex Pollock discusses 
current political issues.
(eb)
► Katie Farris passionately 
presents her information.
(eb)
►Jake Ryan listens to his 
opponent and prepares 
his rebuttal, (eb)
L
entd
A group of students scurry around Reed, gathering 
clues while huddled over a metal and identifying it. The Olive 
Chemistiy Club knows how to make a scavenger hunt pertinen 
to their field. Chemistry majors and minors meet at Chemistry 
Club to socialize and discuss chemistry outside of class timel 
But the club also involves chemistry-related activities, like the 
scavenger hunt where clues were discovered after solving 4 
chemistry-related challenge, such as identifying different types 
of metals. But more than the socializing and fun activities, th
purpose of the club is to keep the chemistry students connected.
Establishing a connection within the chemistry major al­
lows for seniors to share insight over the major with freshmen. 
El[se Riyett, the treasurer of Chemistry Club, knows the impor­
tance of a club where upperclassmen of the major can socialize 
with underclassman. “As a senior chemistry major, I’m drawn 
to Cherhistry Club because I don’t have much contact with the 
freshmen otHerwisb. Now that I’ve had some experience doing 
research and applying to grad schools, I’d like to share what I’ve 
leaned with other jstudents. I’ve had friends who did the same 
thijig fc me, and I really appreciated it.” The club also works 
to sharp their insidht and passion with students outside of the 
Olivet setting  ^President Joss Nicholson said, “One thing we are 
wprkind on isj workjng with local high schools chemistry and AP 
chemis ry classes | . help the students learn more about careers 
herrfistry and what they can do with a chemistry degree.”in
m
enger hunts, 
Chemistry Cl
iking
Whe
t-shirts with Chemistry jokes, going on Chemistry scav-
her it’s having Chemistry related discussions,
or teaching high school students their trade, the 
lib is always in their “element.”
► Tom Arellano prepares a bowl of icp cream for the
club meeting, (ah)
► Students listen as the meeing begins, (ah)
► Peter Robinson and Luke Mingus jsharfe a laugh, (ah) 
►Alex Ewers and Joss Nic lolso 1 papcipate in the meet­
ing. (ah)
► Emily Mann enjoys a bowl of ice cream, (ah)
“Diakonia” is a Greek 
word meaning “Service,” and 
it is exactly what the students 
love to do in this club.Diako- 
nia sponsors many events 
throughout the year. The One 
Hope United Christmas Party 
in December is the unanimous 
favorite within the club.
“We collect gifts for 
foster children in Kankakee 
and then host a Christmas 
party for them in the Warming
House,” said President Gabri- 
elle Kirby.
“I love seeing all the 
passions people have for 
serving and seeing them use 
them to help other people,” 
Kirby continued. Leadership is 
another quality that Diakonia 
stands for.
“This is a wonderful 
chance to participate in lead­
ership among the other social 
work majors to seek to help
Andrew Jerric
others together,” said Trea­
surer Ashlan Allison.
“Serving is a natural 
part of the student’s style and 
when I witness them giving 
their time, I realize how im­
pressive they are,” said Spon­
sor Barry Lee.
► Becca Goodman shares a snack duringt a Diakonia event, (s)
► Kately Holmer, Sarah Condreay, and Kelly Hedtcke are excited about the thank 
you cards they made for the children, (s)
► Rachel Devine plays a game at the Christmas Party, (s)
► Meredith Spainhour makes a craft with one of the children, (s)
► Diakonia students take a picture with Santa at the Christmas party.(s)
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► Alan Meyers competes ii) a ju raping event, (s
► Danielle Hays and Barron
► Sarah Walton competes n an event, (s)
► Sarah Walton shows off with her hirse Kisca
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Andrew  Jerrick
Stable 
pie an
After a tougjn day of 
classes and homework, many 
students likk to watch a npovie 
or visit the hew rec c e iter. But 
for the Equestrian Club, relax­
ation is found at the stables.
“My favqrite aspect of 
the club is being around horses
time, 
peo- 
day,”
and friends at tie  same
and meeting 
highligh s of 
"  iD  I 
Equestrian
new
my
said Christina Di Monte.
, t f i
has gone qn two trqil rides at
club
the K-nkakee State
at Sunrise Farms in St. Anne 
and others even compete.
“We try to find profes­
sional shows to watch, but 
those are tough since many of 
them take place in the summer 
when we’re out of school. But, 
we always support anybody 
competing,” sad Di Monte.
As long as the weather 
is cooperates, the Equestrian 
Club can be founding riding 
the animals that they love the 
most.
Riding Traps. Some 
of the members ride
► Abigail Willey leads a 
meeting regarding “Dump 
Your Plump,” an event the 
clubs helps with, (mf)
► Daisy Nava discusses 
exercise plans during a 
meeting in the SLRC. (mf)
► Diana Caise gives ideas 
to help with the “Dump Your 
Plumb” event, (mf)
► Katie Dirske takes notes about 
upcoming events, (mf)
Jessica Morey
Looking to 
the future within 
their careers, the 
Exercise Sci­
ence club helps 
prepare physical 
therapists, athletic 
trainers, occupa­
tional therapists, 
and physician as­
sistants for future
job opportunities 
and grad school. 
The students 
help each other 
through the pro­
cess of applying 
for jobs and fur­
ther schooling. “I 
enjoy the oppor­
tunity to use what 
I had to learn on 
my own to make 
the process of 
applying to grad 
schools easier for 
the others in my 
major,” said presi­
dent Abbie Willey.
They fre­
quently meet to 
learn from and 
hear speakers 
in their specific 
fields of interest.
The exercise sli 
ence club also 
has social events-j 
such as cookoufc I 
and a Christmas 
party.
Each
year the clufcj | 
sponsors two 
events: Soles 4 1 
Souls and “DumpjL 
Your Plump,” a l 
joint project with! 
the Dietetics cluol 
to develop exer-jll 
cise programs for|]| 
students. “Exerjll 
cise Science CIudIS 
really helps nri 
get excited for the 
future, and more 
prepared for whal 
is ahead,” Kaitlyr 
Worrall said.
Who vyon Mr.
What '. '.ere the final scores o 
Ollies Follies? Th^ Glimmer- 
glass staff knows a b u t it 
How about the debate abou 
the fiscal cliff? They can 
tell you about that tod. The 
school newspaper, called Thp GlirSimer
TAFF
Jessica M orey 
“  the stories and pictures for each issue 
takes about two weeks. Editing some­
times forces the staff to work late into 
the night. The Glimmer Glass encour­
ages students to get involved by send­
ing in stories and pictures to be included 
in the paper.
Ever year the staff goes to the
Glass, keeps students ififorrrjed oil new? Illinois College Press Association Con-
and events happening on campus, lo 
cally, and around the world.
The paper got p makeover this 
year from Meagpn Rdmsay, thd new
editor. She revarfiped the 
and the overall dejsign (or its 
tion; to be a student friendly
front pagd the hard work that the staff puts into
wants students’ in 
Producing 
an easy job. Collectin
DUt.
a newspaper
► The GlimmerGlass staff produces twelve issi 
a year, (s)
► Jenny White works on 
section, (mf)
► Rachel Kearney edits
newdirec 
paper tha
vention in Chicago. They compete with 
other colleges in Illinois that submit sto­
ries to the convention. Olivet always 
brings an award back that represents
their stories. “News production is a 24-7 
process. There is never a dull moment 
and always a lot of work to do,” Ramsay 
said.
the layout of the news
Basketball for the sports section, (mf 
► Morgan McCririe puts her photos
a story about Me
er for the GlimmerGlass to use. mf)
on the s€
i► Jennifer Schoenwetter and Bridget Wolff set up one of the fall semester's 
events, the Free Store, (ah)
► Biology Prof. Johnson serves as the Going Green faculty advisor, (ah)
► Students dress for 
cleaning success, (s)
► Rachel Groters and 
Kristina Kirkham cruise 
through Kankakee 
River, collecting trash.
(s)
Heather Mead
They live with a like-mind­
ed passion -  to love and respect 
our earth. The seven active mem­
bers of Going Green live environ- 
mentally-friendly, conserving ob­
jects that they use day-to-day.
“The club will promote 
awareness and make the option of 
recycling readily available on the 
campus of Olivet,” Jenny Schoen­
wetter said
The club has two main 
events every year. For example, 
in the fall they held the Free Store 
and in the spring semester they 
did Give and Go. Through these,
the ministry hopes to ti 
dents awareness and 
green activities such as 
and reusing.
Other activities included the as 
sisting in cleaning the Kankakei 
River, showing The Lorax movii 
and hosting a Go Trayless week.
Schoenwetter became 
part of this ministry and its activi 
ties because of her faith in God 
She believes Fie has given peopli 
a wonderful world full of resources 
“As Christians, we should be stew 
ards of these blessings and seel 
to decrease our waste and foot 
print on this earth,” she said. “I an 
very passionate about being thrifty 
reusing products, and recycling, 
try to pass on that passion to 
peers so that we can combat ou 
society that says we need more 
more, more new things withou 
taking into account what that really 
means.”
cement of s1 dent
► Students spend time 
snacking and bonding in
'^ e i r a f a  Green Room ' 
o a r t y . ^ -
► Nick Allen^GhelsealRis 
nger^ancTJameson BurcH 
igfSpracticeascene.
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► Student director Emily 
Dillard and Alex Ewers run 
practices for The Foreign­
er. (bb)
► Jordan Jackson develj- 
ops his character in the
spring play, (bb)
vincec
was a
speak E lish.
amed 
away 
lodge
j
cals that Char- 
sr who did not 
this 
their 
they
ocals sharing 
front of
thought would never understand them.
The year was also filled with multiple 
parties throughout. A unique aspect included 
seeing a show in Chicago known as “Good 
People.” “Seeing a professional show was so 
exciting,” said Kristina Kirkham.
Williams loves theatre and the 
events that Green Room puts on. “I always try 
to get involved as much as I have time for be­
cause theatre is such a passion for me.” She 
also finds the people in the club to be wonder­
ful. “I feel like I have made some lasting friend­
ships spending time with people who love to 
do what I love to do as well.”
‘Theatre means so much to me,” 
said Dillard. The first time she was on stage 
was when she was three years old, an experi­
ence that she loved. Since then she and her 
family always perform theatre together. ‘The­
ater is not only fun to produce and entertaining 
to watch, but it is also a window into another 
world. It is a beautiful teaching tool that shows 
us what it means to be human.”
To qualify for in 
vitation into Kappa Delt, 
Pi, education majors mu< 
be in their junior year witi 
a GPA of 3.3 or abovi 
Members vow to aid in ini 
proving the education 
children and young peopl 
and be willing to work 
the objectives of educate 
around the world.
Meg Dowell
“I love the commu­
nity Kappa Delta Pi brings 
between all education 
majors on campus,” said 
Jade Green, president of 
Olivet’s Nu Beta chapter of 
the national honor society. 
“This is not a society for 
just elementary education 
majors or just secondary 
education majors; it’s for 
all educators who are pas­
sionate about changing 
young lives.”
There’s nothing 
more promising than a 
group of future educators 
well on their way to dedicat­
ing their lives to educating 
future leaders of the world. 
With a mission to support 
education in all communi­
ties everywhere, students 
inducted into Olivet’s chap­
ter of the education honor
society are already doing 
their part to change the 
way students value their 
teaching careers.
Kappa Delta Pi 
hosted two separate pan­
els over both semesters: 
a teacher’s panel in the fall 
and a principal’s panel in 
the spring. Each panel al­
lowed education majors to 
ask various questions and 
receive helpful advice from 
professionals in their future 
fields.
► Ashley Hall works on an education 
based crafts, (s)
► Kappa Delta Pi members spend time 
at the induction ceremony, (cl)
► Jade Green and Andrea Gregory take 
a break from Christmas crafts, (s)
► Kappa Delta Pi members are passion­
ate about education, (cl)
At the spring Induction cere­
" hon-m ony of Kappa Deita Rh 
‘htedor sock
across
Family
ity re 
six IT 
and
prese 
ajor 
~onsuimer
sm iles tjlow ep behind t ie  sym bolic 
flam es I of cerem onial candles as 
current p fficers am m em bers o f the
o its newestsociety
inductee
la nded  them  off
;S
Kappa De
■the
. . .  py students 
poncentra tiins of 
Sciences—
ta Rho, Q livet’s 
representative chapter of the nation­
ally recognizf d Kabpa (bmicron Nu, 
is an honor society, m ade up of ded i­
cated rrlembers who are rooted deep 
within its ce re  pillars: scholarship, re­
search, |and Ipader^hip.
I “Part I o f K a p p a s  rpission 
statem ent is to enhance quality of 
life,” said jun io r M a lory Noge, pne of 
m any npw m pm befs of Kappa Delta
the indue
Rho. “A s a dietetics major, this is m y 
goal: helping others attain a better life 
for them selves.”
Each year, Kappa Delta Rho 
hosts a Portfolio W orkshop, a place 
for O live t’s Fam ily and Consum er 
Science m ajors to organize and pre­
pare their senior portfo lios for sub­
mission prior to graduation. The so­
ciety holds two induction cerem onies 
and one fundra iser each year.
M em bers are invited to join 
Kappa Delta Rho based on GPA, 
class status, and their previous d is­
play of proven as well as potential 
leadership capabilities. O nce stu­
dents are inducted into the society, 
they are m em bers for life.
Anstfom are fa
► Students patiently wa t for
Weber, (cl)
► Diane Richardson and Cjathy 
sors for Kappa Delta Rho. (cl)
► Club members prepare for the induction ce
► New members hold lit candlds d 1 ' ‘ ~u ‘ 
emony. (cl)
► Madison Leeseberg siejns her name 
and present Kappa Delta R 10 members (c).
ing
ion ceremony in
:ulty spon-
remony. (cl) 
he induction cer-
to the list of past
is a small price to pay for a lift 
time achievem ent.
“W e get gold cords J 
graduation as well as it loof 
ing very im pressive on futu 
resum es,” said Becca Phipps 
Lam bda Pi Eta h 
many different events duri 
the school year ranging froi 
service to recreation.
“Last semester, w 
went to the Bickford House an 
played gam es with the elder 
residents. It put a sm ile on the! 
faces and ours as well. Corr 
m ies in Costum e is our annu 
Halloween party and it a ttra  
alm ost all of the Communi 
tion m ajors,” added Phipps.
W ith those gold cori 
visib le at graduation, Com m  
nication m ajors will always be 
shining part of O live t’s cam po
Many majors have 
their own honors society, and 
the Com m unication m ajors are 
no different. Led by President 
Becca Phipps, Lambda Pi Eta 
is an elite group of Com m u­
nication m ajors who balance 
friendship with service.
If it so happens that 
you are asked to be a part of 
Lam bda Pi Eta, you need to 
attend an induction cerem ony 
and pay a small due, but this
► Rachel Kearney and 
Chelsea Hays helped to 
organize the “Commies in 
Costume” Halloween party, 
(jc)
►Jose Cruz “finds” Ni­
cole Lafond, who dressed 
up as Waldo, (jc)
► Matt Kearney shows off 
his carved pumpkin, (jc) 
►Andy Jerrick holds up 
his hockey stick, an inte­
gral part of his Halloween 
costume, (jc)
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the Math
athemat- 
pas. ion. prom 
to brain teas­
. ... mermers of the
Math Club always enjoy 
challenging themselves. 
The activities aren’t al­
ways directly connected 
3time$, the 
movies or
to math, 
club wal
natural 
ub plan
Som 
ches
/es puzzles whi e ex- 
iing qrithm'etic.
“The clpb w; 
choide for
► Officers of the Math C 
events for the club, (cl)
► Kristina Richardson reveals the last 
the Math Murder Mystery, (til)
► Students share their theories on
► Justine Von Arb and Audrey $ n #  
during an event, (cl)
th e
as a 
me
and
since I enjoy connecting with other 
people who enjoy math as much as 
I do,” said John Hall.
The club’s most popular 
event on campus is the Math Mur­
der Mystery. At this event, there is a 
mystery that attendees must solve 
after earning clues from different 
activities.'The Mystery is a lot of 
fun and a great way to invite friends 
who may be skeptical about Math 
Club,” added Hall.
With all these fun events 
happening, students are often seen 
with smiles on their faces after solv­
ing a puzzle. Math has never been 
so fun!
Andy Jerrick
Men usually form a brotherhood with their team­
mates or their squadmates. But there is also commu­
nity within something less stressful: their roommates. 
Men’s Residential Life seeks to exemplify the idea of 
community within every event they create during the 
school year.
“MRL is responsible for hosting events and ac­
tivities for all the men on campus. Uniting the men in
brotherhood is our most important goal,” said VP fc 
Men’s Residential Life Erinn Proehl.
MRL puts on an event nearly every week. Pai 
Wars, Man vs. Food, tailgating parties, and movi 
nights are just some of the ways that students can 
joy themselves.
“Every emphasis of the club is put on commi 
nity. That’s why we plan the events. We want guys ti 
come out, have fun, and become stronger,” added Pro 
hel.
In contrast with some of the light-hearted events! 
the Prayer Breakfast and Men of God accountability 
groups challenge men on campus to become toughe 
spiritually.
These challenges help the men of Olivet be 
come stronger human beings, and the common facto 
is the wonderful fellowship.
► Brandon Robyn 
participates in a 
hot wing eating 
contest during the 
Manvember event.
(s)
► Students take 
part in the school 
wide Paint Wars
that was support­
ed bye MRL and 
WRL. (ah)
► VP for Men’s Residen­
tial Life, Erinn Proehl, joins 
the fun during the Hotdog 
Eating Contest, (s)
► The Champion of Man­
vember, Jameson Forshee, 
celebrates after a compe­
tition. (s)
en
X,
Mu Kappa is 
a place for students 
)f all ethnicities and 
creeds to come and 
oinin unity. The group 
jffers many opportu- 
lities for students to 
aarn about different
cultures and expand 
their knowledge of the 
world.
The best way to 
do this is by attending 
the annual ball.
“It’s always such a 
great time. I just love 
getting dressed up, 
hanging out with 
other awesome stu­
dents and listening 
to great music from 
other countries,” 
said Becca Reed.
Food m
the easiest was to
late to
b e
re -
othpr stpdents.
“There’s some pretty 
fantastic fpod to try. 
Even when we just 
hang out, there’s al­
ways something new 
we cah gee our hands 
on,” said Reed.
Mu Kappa a so
puts on various eve its 
with alumni of Olivetm
wno iwere involved 
previously. They fre-
Andy Jerrick
quently partner with 
the Multi-Ethnic Rela­
tions Club to sponsor 
events that celebrate 
diversity on campus.
No matter 
who’s there or when it 
is, the members of Mu 
Kappa always enjoy 
the community within 
their group.
► Narmaly Jean-Baptiste and Mor­
gan Schnurr flash a smile, (s)
► Mu Kappa members enjoy 
themselves at an event, (s)
L .■
The main entrance 
to Olivet’s campus is lined 
with flags boldly representing 
an appreciation for diversity. 
This message of diversity is 
furthered through the work 
of O livet’s Multi-Ethnic Rela­
tions Club, or MERC. Their 
mission is to spread a mes­
sage of multi-ethnic diversity 
and unity on the campus of
► Group of students 
lead in song at a 
club meeting, (s)
► Club members 
celebrate different 
heritages at thier 
events, (s)
Olivet Nazarene Univer­
sity. Through membership in 
MERC, students gain experi­
ence interacting with people 
of various backgrounds.
Their list of events 
and celebrations are as di­
verse as their members: 
Hispanic Heritage Month, 
Black History Month, Christ­
mas Expressions, Diversity 
Week, and ONU’s Got 
Talent. They take part 
in community service 
projects and make time 
to fellowship with one 
another. Ariel Turner, 
the president of MERC 
said, “ I came from a very 
diverse high school, and 
I was looking for an orga­
nization that would allow 
me to feel m ore ‘at-home’ 
during my transition from 
high school to college. 
MERC ended up being
just that for me.” Somoni 
Agers, a member 01 MERC 
said that she was draw* 
to MERC because of “tfo 
group of people whower 
a part of MERC. “They ar 
so passionate about divei 
sity on Olivet’s campus an] 
they all have one vision an< 
one goal. Everyone is o 
the same page with trying t( 
spread diversity on Olivet’: 
campus,” she said.
But the club goe: 
further than university cama 
raderie. Ariel Turner believe: 
that MERC serves a purposr 
that coincides with the Chris 
tian worldview. “ In society, i 
is important to interact witl 
people of all background: 
and walks of life so that m  
can be the hands and feet c 
Christ.”
► MERC hosts Chirstmas Expressions in Com­
mon Gounds during finals, (s)
►Students fill their plates at a club dinner, (s)
|  The fine arts be io g te u g h t in 
]  schopJs-glve students an opportunity 
ttf express themselves through various 
nediums. One of the prominent forms 
of fine art instruction is, of course, 
music. The instruction of music calls 
for a qualified teacher who teaches 
with passion and knowledge. The Na­
tional Association for Music Education 
(NAfME) works to provide students with 
balanced, quality music instruction, en- 
Icouraging the making of music by all. 
“NAfME provides prospective music 
educators with a better understanding 
o f the profession and helps highlight 
the current topics within Music Educa­
to r,” said Kyle Miller, the treasurer of 
livet’s NAfME.
The Olivet NAfME meets to 
Jiscuss some of the concerns that they 
have as Music Education majors, shar­
ing ideas and insight as to how to  make 
[he most of their degrees. They discuss 
[he requirements within the club, music 
department and education department. 
Desiree Hays, member of NAfME, said 
[he purpose of the group, “is for future 
music educators to come together in 
order to gain more expertise in their
field-so that they can go opt and'glorif; 
God even jm ere 'using the knovyledgi 
ind  techniques that they gain.”
The importance of a teachei 
with a passion for the subjject can nevr 
er be understated. And the membersLI it
of O livet’s NAfME have this passion!
J. M artinson
m  c
They come together to s tra te g ic  how 
best to teach their future students. “M l 
sic Education is about thje only are 
where students can come togeth>. r and 
create something as a group,” sajd Millr 
er. “ It really builds a sens^ of personal 
pride when a student works hard tc 
better their musicianship. 
ful hobby to take up and a
t’s a beauti 
ifelong skill.
R(
ions:
► Kristin Rinehart begins 
a meeting, (ah)
► Members of NAFME 
meet to discuss concerns 
of being a Music Education 
major, (ah)
► Selina Gaines discusses how to best educate future
► Students are able to share their ideas with other club m
students, ah)
embqrs. (an)
W hile  w a lk ing  to c lass 
in the m iddle of the w eek, you 
m ight notice a string of e l­
em entary s tudents in brightly 
co lored coats  w a lk ing  through 
the m iddle o f cam pus like they 
ow n the place.
The  National Science 
Teachers  A ssocia tion  is to  
blam e. M ade up prim arily  of 
secondary education  sc ience
m ajors and e lem enta ry  edu ­
cation m ajors, th e y ’ve forged 
a tigh t bond w ith local teach ­
ers in the com m unity.
N S TA  m ake fie ld trips 
ava ilab le  for teachers  so the ir 
s tudents can com e learn in 
our labs, and even use the 
p lanetarium  on occasion. 
O live t students trave l to  the ir 
schoo ls, too.
W hen teachers ask
fo r help, m em bers o f the
N S TA  to  com e a longside and 
m ake lesson plans. T hey  also 
teach s tudents in various d if­
fe ren t top ics from  b io logy to 
astronom y.
The  m em bers of
N S TA  get to  use w ha t they
have learned in c lasses and get 
h a n d s -
on practice  teach ing  w ha 
they love. “G etting to  wore 
w ith  these kids tha t you me t­
is un ique ly w onderfu l,” Jake 
H oskins said. “You deepen 
you r know ledge o f a sub jeq  
to a level w here  you feel com  
fortab le  teach ing  it to  others. I 
is an a ll-around great experi­
ence .”
► NSTA helps organize field trips for 
area students, (s)
► Dr. Veld enjoys her time with her 
students both in and out of the class­
room. (s)
► Students attend the 
annual Illinois Scence 
Teacher Association con­
ference. (s)
► Students attend the 
ISTA conference, (s)
away horn home 
me,” So d Nursinc 
ciation president
yea  
program, 
younger 
rthem
A s s o c i a t i o nn
need a home 
and (his is it for 
Student Asso-
oni Resta 
of 0love getting jo know al 
future nurses.”
The club builds a 
and fun communi 
who have in a 
stressful major. They’re a family
no. “I
ivet’s
sup- 
y for 
very
“big nurse- little 
Jppprclassmen 
nursing student
  throughout the
cordng to Dr. Paul
the American Red Cross. Stu­
dents give blood and enjoy free 
pizza afterwards. They also part­
ner with the dietics and exercise 
science majors to organize a 
campus wide event called “Dump 
Your Plump.” The campaign en­
courages students to get fit and 
live healthy lives.
Along with the blood 
drives, nursing students also en­
joy semester parties and an end- 
of-the-year banquet.
campu __________  _______
by holding a blood drive through
Dillinger, the facu ty sponsor.
The NSA love$ to get the 
s involved each semester
► Members of the NSA make pla
► Emily Picklesimer gives ideas for upjcomipg events, (mf)
► NSA provides support a id commi nity o the nursing majors 
around campus, (mf)
► Dr. Dillinger takes notes during a NSA meeting, (mf)
OL VET
A potato 
across the sky, accompanied 
by the unwavering thud of a 
constructed cannon. It can 
mean only one thing: Olivet En­
gineering Society. Olivet’s Engi­
neering Society brings together 
the community of engineering 
majors together to learn more of 
their discipline and to have fun 
while doing, it. The Engineering 
Society meets to discuss up­
coming events, whether it be a 
Christmas party or even design 
competitions.
Jonathan Erdahl, 
the treasurer of the 
Engineering Society, 
said that his favorite 
parts are “the design 
and build events. Ev­
eryone who is a part 
of the club generally 
likes those the best. It 
is a fun way to design
and use that system in a 
petition and see how it performs 
against other teams’ designs.’! 
For their design competitions, 
they’ve built potato launch! 
ers, catapults, gliders, and th 
list goes on. They form group 
and have friendly competitio 
to see their engineering abilitie 
in action. “I enjoy the commuj 
nity of engineers,” said Aaro 
Lucas, the president of Olivet’ 
Engineering Society. “The club! 
meetings are a time when we 
can hang out, have fun, and not 
work on homework while still ex­
panding our engineering skills.” 
So whether it is buildin. 
potato cannons to defy the laws 
of a vegetable’s physics or con­
structing catapults, the group 
always has fun applying theii 
craft. ‘
► The com m unity of engineers come together to discuss and 
work, (mf)
► Students are able to come together to relax and have a 
good time with people who share their interests, (mf)
► Aaron Lucas, president 
of OEC, gets the meeting 
started, (mf)
► O livet Engineering Society 
meets to learn more about 
Engineering and discuss 
events, (mf)
A group
walks through tj16 fo iis t, fol
of sludents 
owing the di­
PS cjevice to locqte hid-
in what could reasonably be 
called a rf 
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Society 
has an 
metre about
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OliVet Geological 
foHanyonp who 
ntereSt in learning 
(jtoolog and 
works,” saidworld
bn the sho
Jonathan Erdahl, member of OGS. “If we 
are on field trips, our professors lead them 
to teach us things about the real world 
that are impossible to learn by just sitting 
in the classroom. Geology is much easier 
to learn about while being outside studying 
it and seeing it.” It isn’t all about studying 
the Earth, but also protecting it. “One of 
our main goals is to teach how to be good 
stewards of the Earth and the resources. 
This is why when go geocaching, we take 
trash bags with us so we can clean up 
trash that pollutes the parks.”
“My favorite part would have to 
be how tight-knit of a community we are,” 
said Julia Gregory, member of OGS. “Ev­
eryone has their own specific area of Ge­
ology that they prefer, but we all share a 
common desire to enrich our knowledge 
of everything geological and explore the 
vastness of this place we call home.”
► Society members examine rocks 
Michigan in Door County Wisconsin, (s)
► Trips give students a chancel to bpnd with 
learning more about rocks, (s)
► Club members travel to 
Southern Appalachians, (s)
► Students hike in Wiscon
pot
sin. (s)
a mounta
re of Lake 
each while 
n in the
V k - l
► Sebastiana Basham 
uses the art of technol­
ogy to boost her histori­
cal knowledge, (cl)
► Members gather for an 
honor society event, (cl)
► Kyle Boone thoroughly 
enjoys the part he plays 
in Pi Alpha Theta. (cl)
► When it comes to aca­
demics, Dana Peterson is 
always on top of things. 
(Cl)
Twice a year, students 
and professors of history gather 
together to initiate new mem­
bers into Pi A lpha Theta, the na­
tional honor society dedicated 
to the study of history at the col­
legiate level and beyond.
In order to be consid­
ered for induction into the his­
tory honor society, history ma­
jors must have an overall GPA 
of 3.0, and an average of 3.1 in 
their history courses. Students 
must also have 12 hours of his-
Meg Dowell 
tory credit documented on then 
transcripts, only three hours c 
which can be transfer, AP, 
CLEP credit.
“W e sponsor a 
pus-wide lecture each sp 
led by a nationally-recog 
scholar or political leader,”
Dr. Bill Dean, faculty sponsor 
O livet’s local chapter of Pi 
Theta.
Nationally, Pi 
Theta sponsors various 
history conferences th 
each given year, which all 
bers are encouraged to attend.
The Nu Zeta chapter 
Pi A lpha Theta was 
in 1967, making it the 
honor society at O livet Naza- 
rene University.
The f eld of political sqience, 
a distinguished majpr fielp of study at 
O livet l\(azarepe University, was only 
recently sanctioned by Associated 
Studen, Council as an official soci­
ety. For the second cons<-;cuti\ e year, 
O livet’s political science honor Society 
has wor<ed to suppprt its relative field 
and the|stude its  involved in it
Tiissicn statem ent is to
recogni;
in the fipld of politt 
senior Matt Van Dy
astic
ience
honor s
has partnerec
► Pi Sigma Alspha members pose bn th
ber staircase, proudly showcasi 
home base, (cl)
► Matthew Van Dyke is always 
and a smile, (cl)
► Brandon Allison participates 
Pi Sigma Alpha meeting, (c j)
► Annie Atwater listens as her 
members discuss new iudas. (cl)
<e, m ember
ability 
” said 
of the
year, the society 
Capital Hill Gang
Meg Dowell
and Pi A lpha Theta, O livet’s honor so­
ciety for history majors, to participate 
in various events and a service proj­
ect throughout the year.
Having maintained a 3.0 
GPA in 9 or more credits of political 
science courses, as well as holding a 
place in the top third of their graduat­
ing class, m embers of Pi S igm a Alpha 
serve the university as well as their 
chosen field of study as they work to 
promote the im portance of political 
science through scholarship, leader­
ship, and dedication in all they do for 
the surrounding community.
b winding We-
ng their honor society’s
rig to lencj a hand 
scussion during a
fellow honor $ociety
► President Katie Farris leads the 
Pre-law society, (mf)
► Desmond Albert strengthens 
community with society members in 
Weber, (mf)
► The Pre-law society share a pas­
sion for working in the legal field one 
day. (mf)
hea the r Mead
In order to better comprehend 
the court system, prepare for law 
school, and keep on top of cur­
rent events. Law and Politics So­
ciety was birthed.
Taking part in an honors soci­
ety such as Law and Politics So­
ciety advances members in their 
majors. According to Addison 
Newell, one benefit is the com­
munity shared with other mem­
bers who wish to be pursuing
SOCIETY
careers in a similar field. Newe! 
also enjoys the perspective: 
members provide when analy: 
ing court cases of old and new 
“With a growing variety 
people becoming involved witi) 
the group, the evaluation of cou 
cases is bringing along differenj 
viewpoints,” she said. She be 
lieves this helps develops stu 
dents who aspire to be lawyers.
Throughout the year, the so 
ciety members were able to take 
practice LSATs, visit law schools] 
and aid a non-profit organizatioi 
called Starfish in obtaining gift; 
for foster children. All of these 
activities are planned by presi 
dent Katie Farris.
“My favorite memo: 
was the movie night where we 
watched L ia r Liar, had pizza am 
just hung out and had fun,” sai 
Farris. '
► Addison Newell learns about the court system 
in a different way as a member, (mf)
H eather Mead
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► Students spend time s
► Clarissa Schlegel prep 
(pm)
► Students play Spot It d 
(pm)
► Dr. Lisa Gassin acts o 
Quelf.
night, (pm) 
her turn in Quelf.
good way to get to know the 
professors and others with 
similar interests,” Ulatowski 
said.
This past fall, the club 
had a “meet and greet” event, a 
game night, a class registration 
help session, and a Christmas 
party. In the spring another 
game night and a new member 
induction ceremony took place. 
Spring semester also included 
student presentations on their 
Quantitative Research studies.
“People are my passion,” 
Utalowski said. “Within this 
club, I am able to meet new 
people as well as help those 
who may need it.”
ROTC at Olivet Nazarene pre­
pares its members to be a platoon 
leader by educating them about 
serving in the military, learning to 
be confident, and possessing a 
command presence. Obtaining 
these characteristics takes com­
mitment and sacrifice.
The ROTC members wake up 
three times a week at 5 a.m. to 
work out. Class takes place every 
Thursday from 3:30-9.
“We do a lab portion were 
we get to go into the woods and 
conduct battle drills,” said Eliseo 
Betancourt. “And then we have
class where we go over differed 
battle tactics and planning phaseji 
of missions.”
Two weekends every semeste 
they also train at a military faci 
“The training we do is: land nav 
igation which is where they 
you a set of points, which consiS 
of 8 numbers for the grid coordl 
nate, a map and a protractor, an 
you use your compass and go o i 
and find the points,” Betancouil 
said. This training takes p laq  
during the day and night.
They direct ambushes and a' 
tacks, and they use real weapon) 
in their training, firing blanks 
increase their understanding 
what the experience would be like 
Outside of these experienced 
and sacrifices, one also commits I 
years of service after college.
‘This year is much more fo l 
cused; people are working hare 
with grades, physical fitness, am 
leadership,” said Betancourt. ‘T h j 
cadets in this program take grea 
pride in being a part of somethin] 
great, and it shows.”
► Austin Wolf 
and Jacob Mundo 
build up their fitness 
through jogging, (mf)
► Tyler Hamilton 
and Chris Scott work 
out by planking, (mf)
► Brandon Houtch- 
ens, Allie Hodges, 
and Eliseo Betan­
court gather outside to practice, (mf)
► Alan Meyers, Chris Scott, and Ryan Lalone exer­
cise at 5 a.m. three days a week, (mf)
No com prendp espanol? Not a 
p rob lem . The m em bers of S igrfia 
Delta Pi? the Spanish hoijior society 
are the <po-to people on 
cam pus' 
a t  
ta t(
S ince th js is the 
first yeajr the group has 
be^n under Aj3C, tlje y  
p lanned 
pabt the 
includinc
r  . w herj you need 
ansl^tion pr in tefpre- 
on.
more) event 
induction,
I a scavenqi 
ght,pt, m ovie n 
pfire. I
The Spanish prpfes- 
and we
an events for
„  so fs  attended
► Sigma Delta Pi holds in pieet ng in 
ors lounge, (mf)
► Kelsey Nelson helps p 
Chi Theta. (mf)
► Tianna Frey is involved 
Spanish majors and “use thje gift
► Jenny Schoenwetter d scutses 
ing events, (mf)
Heather Mead
were able to ask them  questions 
about trave ling and educational 
experiences tha t they ’ve had while 
using the ir Spanish ,” T ianna Frey 
said.
“ It w as in teresting to hear 
about our pro fessors ’ experiences 
and get to know  other Spanish 
m ajors who I don ’t norm ally see on 
cam pus.” These events served as 
a place for the m em bers to meet 
and get to know each o ther on a 
deeper level.
“ I’m involved because I love be­
ing in a group of Spanish speakers 
who help me learn and grow  m ore,” 
Kelsey Nelson said.
Treehouse, the hon-
a Delta Pi
hneet other 
)
s upcom-
the socie 
of Spanis 
he sbciet}
Sigrr
:y to 
i ” (rrjf)
On the steps of Benner Libraiy, 
controversial words from controversial 
books are proclaimed in a bold voice. 
Olivet’s Sigma Tau Delta, the interna­
tional Honors Society, celebrates litera­
ture in all of its forms. During Banned 
Books Week, members read books 
outside of Benner Library that have been 
challenged or banned since their publi­
cation out of the group’s conviction that 
literature cannot be confined to a series 
of guidelines.'Along with Banned Books 
Week, the group participates in volunteer 
activities that spread literacy. The group 
creates book drives for the Burkina Faso
mission trips, assists university studei 
in Ouagadougou in researching toj 
ics for senior papers, organizes poet 
slams, and goes to an annual confi 
ence where literary works are sh&i 
amongst their peers.
Dana Peterson, the president 
Sigma Tau Delta, said that the group 
the purpose to “foster literacy within 
community and to promote an interest 
literature and the English language 
campus. Within the club itself, we si) 
port one another in our studies and offi 
a network of friendship and feedback fi 
our members.” Brandy Buckholt enjo1 
the inclusiveness of the group. “Dr. S 
uss Day was my favorite event we p 
on. It involved everybody. Anyone cou 
come in and participate.” Lacey Austi 
the treasurer of the club said, “I join"3 
Sigma Tau Delta because of the go: 
name the society has around camp: 
and because of the opportunities to & 
pand my English skills. I and four oth 
members were selected to present a  
writing at the international Sigma T? 
Delta Convention in March and we' 
able to hear renowned author Ursula 
Le Guin speak. This is just one expe 
ence that Sigma Tau has given me tb 
will help boost me into the literary wo 
after college.”
► David Modica shares a literary
quote during the induction ceremoncy. 
(pm)
► Shayla Hancock enjoys the com­
pany at a Sigma Tau meeting, (pm)
► Kelly Carey and Stephanie Edens 
enjoy refreshments, (pm)
► Dana Peterson welcomes new in­
ductees. (pm)
►Sam Brooks and Erin Evans plan 
an SJC event for April, (mf)
►The SJC brainstorms ideas for 
new ways to get students involved, 
(mf)
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► President Erin Evans coordm 
leads on campus, (mf)
►Ashley Dettore talks details c 
(mf)
students on 
samd,” she
Shoes
Your
to students
T.J. M artinson
With each pair sold, TOMS donated a 
pair to a child in need. They ran a yard 
sale in the W arming House to raise 
money for International Justice M is­
sion, a human rights agency that aids 
and rescues those who have been op­
pressed by slavery and other avenues 
of violent exploitation. This year they 
focused their resources to raise money 
for a water filter to send to Haiti.
Erin Evans, the President of 
Social Justice Club, said, “ I have a de­
sire to do international missions upon 
graduating from Olivet. I have always 
desired to do things related to this pas­
sion while here in the States. Starting 
Social Justice Club has been a great 
way to utilize passions that I and others 
have while we are students.” W hile it is 
easy to forget and ignore the injustices 
committed all over the world, the Social 
Justice Club aims to remind and to in­
spire action.
atesthe even
bout the ifpcoming event.
Event.
s that SJC
Trust and relationships 
usually go hand in hand. How­
ever, those two words have a 
larger im pact than romance. 
Tha t’s right. W ho thought of 
trust and relationships being 
im portant in improv com edy? 
According to Eric Harmon of 
Spoons 4 Forks, those words 
are hugely important. “You 
need to fully trust your team 
m em bers in improv, otherw ise
► Matt Wilson explains 
the next scene the group- 
members will perform, (ah)
► Spoons 4 Forks shows 
often involve audience 
participation, (ah)
► Matt Jones and Eric Har­
mon act crazy during their 
scene, (ah)
►Josh Ewing and Becca 
Yates ask for suggestions
from the audience, (ah)
£
Andy Jerrick 
the scenes will generally flop 
W e spend a lot of tim e togethelj 
sim ply as friends so we carf 
learn to trust each other,” sai 
Harmon.
Along with spending 
large am ounts of time outside 
of practice, the team  pours 
plenty of hours of work while 
preparing for a show.
“W e practice 3 hour' 
a w eek on average. But or 
the day before and show days 
we put in another five hours 
so w e ’re ready to go by shov\ 
tim e,” said Harmon.
W ith that much time 
spent together, it’s easy to see 
how Spoons 4 Forks has be 
com e one of the tightest-kni 
groups on cam pus, and one oy 
the m ost loved.
►Students volunteer at Feed 
My Starving Children, (s)
w ar
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“W e serve in the com m u­
nity w ith events such as Feed My 
Starving Children and the R iverside 
D iabetes Fair. W e also have m any 
m em bers volunteering at local food 
shelters,” said Em ily Borger.
Due to so much volunteer 
work, the club m em bers build a 
sense of com m unity am ong them.
“This club allows a natural 
m entoring process to  deve lop am ong 
all the dietetic majors. W e ’re thank­
ful for the opportunities to develop 
our skills and passions. W e will all be 
better dietitians because of this c lub,” 
said M elinda Jones.
► Dietetics stu,dents get harjds on experi­
ence in the field of Dietetics, (ah)
► Kira Litras volunteers her tune to talk with 
students about SDA. (ah)
Working with chil­
dren in local schools and 
churches allows students 
to affirm their choice to 
teach. The Student Educa­
tion Association focuses on 
allowing education majors 
to get hands-on experience 
by tutoring, getting involved 
in urban children’s ministry, 
coaching, or other activi-
Jessica Morey
ties.
“SEA allows future 
educators to receive val 
able experiences to 
out throughout their 
reers and strives to 
prepare education 
to become professio 
influencing lives,” said 
Boaz.
Students log 1 
hours of volunteer work 
ery two years to be 
ered a member.
“My personal 
terest is helping out 
schools and churches 
do so much for our ed 
tion majors. It gives us 
way to give back and 
appreciation by volunteer
► Kaiti Carlson and 
Seth Wenzelman work 
together during an SEA 
event, (s)
► Members join togeth­
er in matching shirts for a 
SEA meeting, (s)
► Members of SEA dis­
cuss activities to do with 
kids in the classroom.(s)
► Dale Oswalt, faculty 
sponsor for the SEA, ex­
plains a new idea, (s)
individuals, femi­
nities, and the environ­
ment. Studehts involved 
in jSUFACS like to main­
tain connections with 
other sludertts and de- 
vejop ways to prdmote 
mar
liorfeshion 
lajors
lecxed to the com­
ity by presenting 
ori professional dress 
for work and inten/iews 
to teen mcms. Erika 
Canales, Alyssa Mitch- 
Kristy Czyniejewski,
the dep tment.
Four; epic 
merchandizing
ell
► Dr. Diane Richardson, Anna Winters, 
enna King, Maha Mohammad, and Hope Olson 
helping other, (jc)
► Members discuss plans during a FAC|> meeting. (Jc)
► The group plans a clothing drive lor t e . n moms, (jc
► Maha Mohammad talks passio
members of the group, (jc)
(lately abo
Sabra Reidhow, Mack- 
edicated to
Jt FACS to other
are c
Jessica Morey 
and Nicole Parsons also did a busi­
ness clothing drive and and spent 
three weeks separating, sizing, and 
cleaning the clothing. However, 
Mitchell’s car caught on fire and half 
of the clothing that was collected 
was lost.
Alyssa works at The Gap 
and told her boss about the situa­
tion. They sent out letters to other 
stores and received 45 boxes of 
new clothing, accessories, and 
shoes. The seniors were able to 
present 15 teen moms with three 
new outfits each, along with hope 
and Christian love despite the frus­
trating setback.
In addition to that project, 
SUFACS put on their annual Christ­
mas Bazaar, a fair that allows stu­
dents to sell their crafty creations, 
and the spring fashion show.
Encatus is a global organization that is doing more than just 
business projects; they are making the world a better place day by 
day. Co-president Kyle Henning said, “Enactus is a place to refine 
your skills while working towards your future. We realize that college 
is a short four years, but the time you spend here can make a huge 
impact on your future. We believe that spending time helping others 
through business projects is a way to change the community and the 
world.”
Our chapter consists of more than ninety students with a 
variety of majors, from Marketing to Elementary Education. Enactus 
is a part of something much larger than just Olivet’s campus, in the 
United States alone there are 535 Enactus teams consisting of 21,232 
students. Enactus is starting to develop in over 39 countries. Co­
president Emma Reutter explained, “ONU Enactus is committed to 
bettering the lives of those we can through our club of entrepreneurial-
minded students. We are comprised of individuals with a head for 
business and a heart for the world.” Their activities this year included 
putting on a personal finance seminar for students with Dave Ramsey 
curriculum, and a Hispanic community computer class that taught 
skills on Microsoft 
programs, email and 
social media sites.
Another new project 
that they manifested 
this year is a shuttle 
that transports 
students from The 
Oaks apartments to 
campus safely during 
the winter months.
► Emma Reutter presents during a club meeting in Weber, (pm)
► Jimmy Phillips attends the financial seminar that was sponsored by Enactus. (pm)
► Enactus co-president Kyle Henning talks to the club, (pm)
► Students are able to follow along with the Dave Ramsay seminar in the workbooks provided by 
Enactus and members of the community, (pm)
Jessica
ens Residential Lite 
:ommunity of Godly 
Dut oh evdnts for the 
council is made up
council
womer
school.
of twenty-five wdmeq on cam
t meet eve ry Wednesday 
events. Madisbn Leese-Eberg, the vice president of WRL, 
has a huge passion for hef job,
which is eViden 
she does.
WRL pu
verything
Itiplemi
throughout schoolevents
year. A favorite activity is the 
mentorship program called Sis­
ter to Sister. Upperclassmen 
on campus get matched with a 
freshman and act as a big sis­
ter to them throughout the year. 
WRL also put on Homecoming 
Coronation, Fireside Chats with 
Chaplain Holcomb, and the very 
popular event Mr. ONU. WRL 
hopes to bring the campus to­
gether by having fun, but also by 
planning events that build each 
other up spiritually and emotion­
ally.
► Kristin Nichols prepares the 
judges for Mr. ONU. (s)
► Shelby Thein hangs out with 
VP for WRL Madison Leesberg be­
fore a meeting, (pm)
► Jessica Palm sells tickets for 
Mr. ONU. (s)
► Emma Capps works on 
her Zumba skills during a 
Sister 2 Sister Party, (cl)
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Panting and disoriented, a 
lone traveler stumbles upon a strange, 
qncharted land. After a long, treacherous 
journey up four flights of dark and nar­
row stairs, he is surprised to discover life 
on the top floor of Burke. Students and
faculty
doors,
sit behind mysterious wooden 
arge books and yellow highlight­
ers in their laps. Strings of elaborate 
literary terms and French and Spanish 
morphemes float effortlessly down a 
wide stretch of unfamiliar ground. Our 
traveler, a first-year biology major, has 
seen nothing quite like this before.
From the outside looking in, it 
may appear that English majors spend 
the majority of their time correcting 
the faujty grammar of their peers and 
reading books written by dead authors. 
Spanish majors, on the other hand, may 
be perceived as readers of foreign chil- 
ren’s books and experts at conjugating 
erbs in the past-perfect tense. Students 
nd faculty within the Department of 
English and Modern Languages partake 
in much more than reading, writing, and 
nalyzing.
In the past, with a mission 
to help others by traveling the world, 
profes$ors within the department have 
traveled with students to Burkina Faso 
end Ghana, China and Korea, and even
to Eng 
nd su
and over Christmas, spring, 
mmer breaks. Spanish students
ssist public schools with translation
and interpretation during parent-teacher 
conferences, and the English honor 
society Sigma Tau Delta collects and 
sells books to raise funds for students in 
Africa.
The department’s Burkina Faso 
mission trip, which takes place in May, 
exposes students to a new culture and 
opportunities while interacting with for­
eign university students, church youth, 
and primary school.children. While 
students perform tasks such as tutoring 
university students and holding MLA 
and APA workshops, they also present 
church programs, conduct beginning 
ESL courses, and might even paint a 
few churches along the way.
Whether a student or 
professor’s literary forte stems from 
Spanish, English, or French roots, 
each member’s passion for litera­
ture of all kinds is rarely concealed. 
During Banned Books W eek in 
late September, sponsored by the 
English honor society, students and 
faculty raised awareness of prohib­
ited literature around the world by 
reading passages from various works 
around campus. English professor 
and Sigma Tau faculty sponsor Dr. 
Belcher-Rankin, standing proudly 
outside of Benner Library on a cool 
fall afternoon, read a passage from 
the Bible—-reminding us all that even 
the words we live by are slighted
elsewhere in the world.
“Our goal is to bring in more 
languages,” said department chair Dr. 
Kashama Mulamba. The mission of 
the department is to teach students to 
communicate effectively, to address the* 
interrelationship between language and 
culture, and to prepare students to appl} 
the skills they have learned to serve 
humanity and God.
The department offers courses 
not only in English, but also in Spanish, 
French, and: more recently, Portuguese.! 
Elementary courses in both Portuguese 
and French are offered each fall and 
spring semester, while majors in Spanisfj 
and English give students more opportu­
nities to dive deeper into both influential | 
tongues. Special topics courses within 
the English major, offered each spring, 
vary in subject matter from C.S. Lewis 
to literature period studies to award- 
winning novels.
The English and Modern 
Languages department is home to two 
honor societies, a diverse band of faculty 
from foreign locations such as Peru and 
the Congo, and an immense love for lit­
erature and the cultural, theoretical, and 
worthwhile effects it has on society.
ENGLISH ANDM ODERNLANGUAGES
ACADEMICFEATURE

► Olivia Cheatham enjoys a graphic design course, (cl)
► Sam Steiber focuses on the information being taught in graphic de­
sign. (cl)
► Kylie LaFerney sketches a face in Fundamentals of Drawing, (cl)
► Professor Gary Thomas demonstrates to his students how to prop­
erly draw a human head, (cl)
R A Y B O f | r
► 138 Majors
► Psychology ►Sociology
nd in Research and Statistics.
► Dr. Parabeau lectgres in Human
► Kim Kratz raises her h 
(mm)
► Dr. Ray Bower ex; lainsj the bell cprve ih Basic
Diversity, (mm)
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SCifflCES
►Cameron Cholewa dissolves phosphatidylcho­
line. (cl)
► Dustin Twining and Grace Amponsah analyze a dis­
sected cat in Human Anatomy and Physiology lab. (cl)
► Martha McBurney lecutres in Biochemistry, (cl)
► Brody Stewart concentrates on measuring cloro- 
form in a Biochemistry lab. (cl)
►Garrett Wasson and Kaitlyn Worral dissect in the 
lab portion of thier class, (cl)
► 83 Majors► Biology►Clinical Lab Science► ► Environmental Science►Science Education ►Zoology
i
► Dr. Kewerts teaches his busi­
ness law class, (bb)
► Steven LaQosse Jaughs during 
his grou 3 presentation, (bb)
► Craig Pierce finfc.«ies his notes.
► 277 Majors .►Accounting► Business Admirjistratioi► Business Information S► Economics-Fin£(nce► International Business► Marketing
DEPARTMENTS
► Timothy Harmon gives a speech
about rhinos, (bb)
► Ron Gamache, Shelby Van 
Buren, and Rebekah Musselman lis­
ten intently to a speech, (bb)
► Hannah Williams prepares for a 
big speech, (bb)
JAYMMTJ|SON
► 128 Majors► Communications Studies ►Journalism► Mass Communication► Mulitimedia Studies
rhinos, (bb 
►J.T.
pares for his 
extemporaneous speech, 
(bb)
► Logan Johnson and 
David Timm listen to 
BPT during Professional 
Communication, (bb)
Chair 
► 48 Majors►Computer Engineering ►ComputerScience ' ► Informati )n Systems
.► Cassie Brainard studies during a 
icture. (eb) t
► Students work on a computer 
roject. (eb)
► Matthew Gargiulo and Sam Craven collaborate on a project, (eb) 
John Peterson works on the computer in Weber, (pm)
pi
M iESU PC iJR C HDean 
►235 Majors► Early Childhood Education► Elementary Education
► Natasha French presents a “book talk”
in Children’s Literature (cl)
► Jackie LaPash, Nicole Krokosz, and 
Caitlyn Sheridan take notes on minorities in 
education, (cl)
► Dr. Darcel Brady lectures on the history 
and philosophy of education, (cl)
► Sam Bergman takes notes during his E D U C 150 course, (cl)
► Raven Southard and Dana McMahan prepare a lesson during Reading 
Instruction, (cl)
► Andrew Malosh attends History and Philosophy of Education, (cl)
[►Seth Means and Nebiyu 
Hailemariam sit deep in 
H | concentration over their se­
ll nior design project, (cl) 
ft ► Alex Hagberg, Alex Phil- 
<ips, and Cameron Brewer 
I discuss lecture points, (cl) 
| > A  lecture captivates 
Amanda Luby’s mind, (cl) 
'►Professor Robert Allen 
demonstrates a geometric 
diagram, (cl)
!»► Peter Robinson dives 
deep into his studies, (cl)
► Engine jriny
AND
M O D E R I
► Prof. Ingram instructs an 
engaging class, (pm)
► Students look over thier
work in class, (pm)
► Prof. Johnson reviews
his points with the students.
(pm)
► Students engage in a lec­
ture. (pm)
► Jocelyn Cook follows ►83 Maiors
along in Creative Writing, (pm) ^  English
KASHAMA MULAMBA
► English Education ►Spanish
►Spanish Education
> >
1
OF
► Alyssa Wilkins demonstrates a foot wrap, 
(mm)
►Joel Deckard focuses on a note taking, (pm) 
► Pepe Alcantar springs into the air. (pm)
SCOTT ARI
► 192 Majors►Athletic Training
► Exercise
► Physical
O N
Chair
ScienceEducaton
► Recreation and Leisure Studies
►Sports Management
►Will Cundy exercises his
quads in a wall squat, (pm)
► Kolton Reeverts studies the
muscle and bone structure of ar 
arm. (mm)
DEP^RMENTS
► Justi
egg- Oc)
► Hannah Whitti 
lesson in Interior Design.
► Students discuss class in w  
Family and Consumer Sciences depart­
ment. (jc)
CONSUMER
DIAIERKHARDSCIN
Chair
► 109 Majors► Child Development► Dietetics► Family and Consumer Science► Family and Consumer ScienceEducation► Fashion Merchandising► Housing/Environmental Design ► Diane Richardson teaches an Interior 
sign class, (pm)
► Students take notes during an Interior De 
sign class, (pm)
► Caitlin Iwema measures out oil. (jc)
► Phil Novak measures for his cooking class 
flc)
WILLIAM D ^ N
►89 Majors►Geography► History► Political Science► Public Policy ►Social Science ►Social Science Education
not^s. (pm)
► Lauren Oxner debat 
►Jimmy Phillips takes
► Dr. David Claborn analyzes
► Derek Williams takesI
► Tom Curulewski and 
economic policy, (pm)
c Policy, (pm)
the plass debate, (pm) 
Date, (pm) 
International
► Ian Lopshlre listens to other students giving answers 
in class, (pm)
►Students prepare forclasslcTbegim (pm)
► Clay Bass attends Calculus I in IheT lower level of 
Burke, (pm)
MATHEMATICS
DALE HATHAWAY
Chair 
► 76 Majors►Actuarial Science► Mathematics► Math Education
► Cody O’Riley enjoys math class, (pm)
► Dr. Brown prepares the lecture for the Calculus I class, (pm)
1 1  
a l
► Dr. Bell directs the Orchestra 
rehersal. (pm)
► Enos Hershberger practices 
guitar between rehersals. (pm)
► Jazz Band members focus on 
what is being said to them, (pm)
► Ochestra builds relationships 
through conversation before rehersal 
begins, (pm)
► The low strings prepare for 
Sounds of the Season, (pm)
DON REDDICK
Chair
►99 Majors► Music► Music Composition► Music Education► Music Ministry (Church Music)► Music Performance
LINOA DAVISON
Chair 
► 337 Majors► Nursing
► Emily Ohse practices the proper tech­
nique of inserting IV’s. (me)
► Claren Oesch writes notes on the 
board, (mm)
► Danny Wainwright works as the VLC 
Skills Lab Coordinator in the nursing depart­
ment. (mm)
► Students practice nursing techniques
on the simulation mannequin, (mm)
► Ricky Graczyk studies the technique of inserting an IV. (mm)
► Prof. Dunleavy helps ONU nursing students succeed, (mm)
► Department chair Max Reams enthusiastically teaches students, (mm)
► Students listen attentively in class, (mm)
► Monica Galarowski spends tim e after hours in the rock lab. (mm)
► Prof. Alexander lectures in his Physical Science class, (mm) 
►Students can take three different astronom y classes at Olivet, (mm)
►56 s► Chemistry► Geological Engineering► Geology I '► Physical Science ►Science Education
H O U STO N Jj MPSON
► 185 Majors► Criminal Justice ►Social Work ► The department fre­quently invites real-world 
professionals in as guest 
speakers, (jc)
► Sydney Morehead and 
Somone Agers look over a 
worksheet together, (jc)
► Professor Guimond 
lecutres in Social Work 
Practice 2. (jc)
► Jessica Harper laughs during a social work class, (jc)
► Rachel Devine, Bre Bambrick and others connect with the pro­
fessor in a small class, (jc)
< E LLETH
► 188 MajorsBiblical Studie. Children’s Ministry Christian E ducatio 
Intercujtural Studie Ministerial Mission
IPastor tl lU.nist Philosophy-Re Religious Stud
► Professor Robertson also helps
le scoach the baseball team when 
not teaching, (jc)
► Meagan Ramsay takes notes
in Christian Faith, (jc)
► Brianna Lomas and Tay­
lor Polatas meet other 
students during their time 
in Ecuador, (s)
of China durina hi: 1
► Nicole Lafondjs abietogojnside the White
ing room as an internet the Daily'GaUer.' '
►Jesse Mezera is abletcTvtsiUhe Greati/Vc 
semester abroad, (s)
► Meagan Ramsay goes on a trip to the National IPressJCIutf 
Washington D.C. (s)
►Quinn Treleven spends a semes­
ter in China in a study abroad pro-1 
gram, (s)
► Students take advantage of the 
China Study’s Program through Best 
Semester program, (s)
KJesselvlezera bonds withpther students 
while4quringChina^{s)
► MeagarTRaoisay visits national monu­
ments such as th^Whlte House, (s)
Each year, dozens of 
students are enrolled at Olivet; 
but are thousands of mileg away 
from the familiarity of O livet’s 
campus. These students take 
advantage of the expansive 
study abroad programs cjffered1 
through Olivet and sorr.©times 
even coordinate their own. With! 
both domestic and intemationa 
programs, there is a program for 
everyone. Students can walk the
halls of 
tigious 
ford ' 
sity anc 
from 
of the
pres
Ox
Univer
learn
some
mos*
c e le b i ja te d i 
scholar^ in 
the world 
Film students 
can [study 
and jmple 
ment their 
craft through 
a film study 
^rograrp n 
os Ange 
es. Students 
can travel 
to Australia, 
China,
Japan, 
ico, Russia 
U ganda and 
the list goes 
on across the 
globe.
m
► Taylor Polatas and Brianna Lomas visit La Mitad Del Mundo in 
M o , Ecuador, (s)
J a u  
stud­
ied “at Tokyo 
Christian Uni
M ig h t
versity in Inzai City, Japan. He 
took basic Jaoanese language, 
Japanese religion and philoso­
phy, Ja .anese Arts and Aesthet­
ics, ana &n International relations 
class. “ t really is an eye-opening 
experience. O’ne o f  the best 
things I have ever done,” said 
Paul. “H was amazing seeing 
thp difference ip culture and hav­
ing the opportunity to get a view 
on the vj/orld that is so different 
from the Western perspective 
and tradition that I grew up in. 
The opportunity to live outside 
of my ccjmfort zone and live with 
people vi/ho were in their comfort 
zope was an experience I would 
ne-.er give up.”
Aubrey Mikhail studied 
at Hillsohg International Leader­
ship College in Sydney, Austra­
lia, White therp sne took Bible, 
Theologjf, and Music classes 
and served at a church, where 
she was involved in anywhere 
from 3-14 services a week. She 
is a pre-med major and was hes­
itant to go because the classes 
that she would taking weren’t ap­
plicable for her required credits. 
Through the lessons I had in 
that experience I learned more 
than I tf  ink I’ve ever learned in 
my spience classes... 
learned a lot in those.” 
:he most valuable part is 
the hardest part, which 
is , ' ‘the Idnelinqss of being on the 
other side of the world. Commu- 
niqation Was hard. But it’s when 
Jesus is all you have that you 
find out He’s a I you need.”
one of 
and I’ve 
Fo- her, 
the also
“Champions aren’t made in the gyms. Champions 
are made from something they have deep inside 
them—a desire, a dream, a vision.”
► Muhammad

forty
fami
Olive
Hours in the water turned 
students into a pruney-fingered 
y. An unlike ly bunch made up 
t ’s first sw im  team : a graduate 
student, four South Africans, a handful 
of seniors and a lot of new recruits. 
Am ong them  is sophom ore 
lie VanDenack, who thought 
iw imming career was over when
Nat;
her
choose to com e to O livet. That
changed, however, w ith a call from 
Coaph Teeters. “ I thought I should
forget about sw im m ing, but God had 
other plans for m e,” she said.
G raduate student Melissa 
ht also got a second chance atWrin
sw im m ing with the form ation of the
new
tellirjg me I need to swim again,” she
said
was
cam 
to jo  
cam 
way
team. “ I look at it as G od’s way of
w ith a laugh. “Joining the team 
an easy decision. I love racing, 
esppcially relays.”
Freshm an Calvin Price, who 
B to O livet from  South A frica 
n the swim team, enjoyed the 
praderie of the team. “ I like the 
the meets are set up, where 
team m ates are allowed to cheer from 
one another on the pool deck, where 
in S6uth A frica this is proh ib ited,”
he s 
an a
pid. “Sw im m ing with a team  is 
wesome change to my training
regime. W ith a team  this size there is
a lot
increases the am ount of effort one
puts
more m otivation all round, which
in.
SWIMTEAM
ATHLETIC FEATURE
With the kind of practices 
the sw im m ers must conquer, 
supporting each other is crucial. 
Though the advent of the Student 
Life and Recreation Center sparked 
the creation of the swim  team, they 
w eren ’t able to practice in the new 
pool until after it opened in December. 
Instead, they swam from  8 :45-11:00 
PM at night at a local high school.
“The practices were even harder 
because of the tim e,” VanDenarck 
explained. “Even though it was 
drain ing physically, m entally, and 
em otionally, we becam e stronger, 
m anaged our tim e better, and bonded 
because of it.”
Including dry land practice, 
the overall practice tim e averaged 
out to about four hours each day, six 
days a week. “Som etim es I’d only 
get three hours of sleep because I 
had hom ework, and it takes my body 
a long tim e to cool down from  the 
w orkout,” Randi M ortim er explained.
However, even the challenges 
them selves turned into funny 
memories. M ortim er remembered 
when everyone got a bad cough 
after the first sw im  meet, due to high 
chlorine levels in the pool. “W hen we 
got back to cam pus a couple of the 
girls on the team  were in my room, 
and we just had a huge coughing 
fest,” she said with a laugh. “One of us 
would be coughing up a lung, which
for som e reason would cause the res 
of us to laugh. The laughing made us 
cough! It was a vicious cycle.”
The team also gave each 
other “sporting nam es” (like Cyborg) 
and played “Duck Duck G oose” to 
lighten the mood. Perhaps the funnie: 
thing that happened, however, 
was when Gregg Chenoweth, Vice 
President for Academ ic Affairs, 
jum ped into the pool off the diving 
board in a full suit and tie. “No one 
saw that com ing!” Laura Thomson 
exclaim ed.
Through it all, the swimm ers 
kept NAIA nationals in sight as their 
ultimate goal. “W e wanted to win 
nationals, get experience, and just 
get our name and swim m ing progra 
out there ,” Sam Borgman said. At 
each meet, the sw im m ers com peted 
in individual events and team 
relays. W ins in either area counted 
towards the team ’s total, which then 
determ ined which school won the 
meet. “You swim for yourself, but 
you also swim for the team ,” Etienne 
Swanepoel explained.
Fierceness and fla ir has taken the 
fledgling team  from  underdogs to 
conquerors. As Price put it, “ I like the 
satisfaction of com pleting something 
that you would norm ally see as 
im possible.”

VComing into the sea­
son ranked twenty-fourth in 
the nation, the Men’s Cross 
Country team accomplished 
its goal of making it to nation­
als.
“The best part of 
the season was making it to 
nationals when it looked as 
though our season had al­
ready ended,” Daniel Wells 
explained. “We sent six differ­
ent guys than last year, de­
spite losing six of our better 
runners.” "
To get there, they had 
to succeed at the conference 
meet. “Nothing beat cross­
ing that finish line, knowing I 
ran a great race, then turning 
around to see my teammates 
come across the line. I knew 
that we’d just run the best 
race of the year and quali­
fied for nationals,” Nicho­
las Mizeur said. “Though 
running at nationals in a 
steady rain was a close 
second. I was soaked and 
muddy after the race. It was
pretty awesome!”
Despite battling in- 
uries, red-shirted players, 
ong bus trips and fatigue, the 
team grew closer throughout 
the season. “The best growth 
was the spiritual growth that 
took place at our weekly Bi­
ble, studies,” Wells said. “We 
persevered with God’s help.” 
Though running may seem 
like an individual activity, the 
men on the team tell a differ­
ent story.
“I love the memories 
and lasting bonds you make 
with your teammates,” said 
Kyle Boone.
Staci Bradbury 
Mizeur agreed, 
“When I am struggling in 
workouts, multiple guys nelp 
me get through that tough 
day. I wouldn’t give these 
guys up for the world.”
►Team captain Kyle Boone races in the ISU Intercol­
legiate Meet in Bloomington-Normal, Illinois, (me)
► Joel Lynn, Nile Baker, Daniel Pitts, Brandon Diran 
and Matt Dixon run at Aspen Ridge, (me)
► Junior Brian Willoughby and team members Ron 
Milbocker, Mitchell Dale, and Dylan 
Creger dominate during a home 
meet, (me)
J ► Junior Jesse Stanford sails over the ground at a meet 
irj n early September, (me)
eljj ► Nic Mizuer, Ian Lofgren, Kasey Ferrigan, and James 
:isher run together during the Midwest Classic, (me)
► The men’s team gathers for their pre-race huddle
jefore a home meet. Captains shout, “Who are we?” and 
ecieve “ONU” in reply, followed by “What are we?” and 
TIGERS!”(mc)
The wom en’s cross country team started 
off the year ranked 3rd nationally in the NAIA and 
lived up to their reputation with consecutive victo­
ries right off the bat. Lauren Streicher is optimistic 
about the team: “This year’s team is the biggest 
and has the most personality. Our team is by far 
the strongest and most prepared for nationals.” 
Not only have the runners enjoyed the challenge 
and competition, they also have grown spiritually 
and closer to one another through their experi­
ences. “As a team we huddle together to pray 
and then to pump us up we do our team cheer,” 
said junior Leah Livingston. “By continuously
praying throughout the race and by encouraging 
others, I find it easy to find the strength to contin­
ue.” The fellowship is better than ever, too: “The 
team is much bigger and faster. There are girls to 
run with and girls to push you, so everyone gets 
better,” said Sam Clark. Hannah Endrizzi says 
that O livet’s team “is very 
close knit and supportive 
of each other.” She con­
cludes, “ In college, it feels 
more like a family than 
like a team .”
BEHMlTHERACE
Everyone f as t k ir  own way of prepar­
ing before a pig gay: Many o f the women on
the cross country (eat 
to music to calm their
like t\o pray and listen 
)erves. Some have their
own unique days \)f preparing; Kylie Lippencott 
likes to eat PB&J sandwiches, for -xample. Sam 
)thei hand, chooses pasta as herClark, on the
food o f choicd before a race 
likes to get a gooq night’s sleep as a recipe for
success. Lauren Streicher
Konney Ellingboe
_______________    .... mentioned____
they have dor e their separate pref. >arations, “We 
run a couple of strides and rjieet on the course 
for a moment of player and then we do an ob-
that after
noxious cheek to p\imp 
start o f the race.”
j s  up before the
► The girls get pumped up about a race, (mm)
►One tradition for the women’s cross country team is to 
lave a prayer huddle just before a race kicks off. (mm)
► Madison Moyer finishes strong, (mm)
i ►Hannah Endrizzi, Grace Dean, Chantalle Falconer, and 
tecca Garst run at a home meet.
►A group of girls take a run to cool down after a meet.
| ► Kalla Gold bursts ahead of the competition, (mm)
In football, knowing 
every little detail is necessary 
for success. Linemen have to 
be in perfect position, quarter­
backs have to be accurate, and 
receivers must catch every 
pass thrown to them. So why 
would the football team start 
over ten players who have at 
most one season of experi­
ence?
“ It may have been 
tough at the beginning, but the 
young players are picking up 
the details and show im prove­
ment every gam e,”
said sophom ore running back 
David Payne. His words ring 
true. A fter starting the season 
losing their first five gam es 
to ranked teams, the Tigers 
picked up their play and won 
three out of their last five. This 
is due to the hydra-like proper­
ties of O livet’s running attack.
“Having m ultip le run­
ning backs keeps other team s 
guessing and keeps us fresh 
so the load is a lways d is trib ­
uted,” said Payne.
The Tigers prim arily 
rely on Payne and sophom ore
Andrew Jerrick
Michael Ho-Lewis to share the 
bulk of the carries, but near the 
end of the season, freshm en 
Zach Gross and MJ Green 
made a huge impact. Not to 
mention the Tigers starting 
quarterback Rico Prestia, a 
sophomore, who regularly 
scram bles and makes big plays 
out of nothing.
In the defense, start­
ing linebacker Brandon 
Ruemler is just a sopho­
more. So is starting defen­
sive back Mark Kosrow.
The Tigers have only 
eight seniors and thirteen 
jun iors on their roster.
“ It takes multip le seasons. But, 
the guys are continuing to buy 
in and work to build something | 
specia l,” said Head Coach 
Brian Fish. “ I’m excited to see 
them growing into an experi­
enced team .”
Z '
2 1
► XbeoffensiveJiDe gets ready to bio
► A TjgejLplayerlooks ahes d for extr
► Austin Holten lines up for the kickol
► Spikes dig in as the men defend their home turf, (jc)
1 ►A total of nine coaches help the team to victory, (jc) 
►Tony Turner and Myles Toney recover after a play, (jc)
His last na. 
pronounce, but A 
is a star on t ie  fh 
Mid-States Footb 
Teams Playe r o f 
and continues to 
In addition 
for the Tigers, Mi 
team ’s punter. H  
earning a school 
punt against Iowa 
Although 
play football s m 
i t ’s impossible nc 
tency and passio 
whenever he taki
ight be f^ard to 
dreW Muzljakovich 
Id. He has been the 
II Alliance Special
times
out the T'gers. 
Dotirg field goals 
ovich is plso the 
shdwed his Skills by 
eco d  eighty ywo yard  
Wesleyan 
uzljakovlch might
lst overlooked position, 
to notice the consis- 
that shi'pes ti rough 
s tt  ?  field.
Jessica Morey
to overcome adversity by turning 
to the Lord.”
Confident in uphold­
ing the legacy of competitive, 
successful, and hard-working 
players, Haley Hatalla ex­
plained, “We have a reputation 
for greatness, and it is expected 
from us every day, whether at 
practice, games, or out in the 
community.” This season’s 
greatness was found in their 
tight-knit atmosphere.
Before every match the
team meets up for dinner. A f­
terwards they go and decorate 
volleyballs, which are thrown out 
before the game. Before leaving 
the locker room they take the 
time to have a devotional and 
visualize the game to become 
mentally focused.
In addition to games, 
the team has done quite a few 
things this season to serve 
others, including working with 
the Pediatric Cancer Founda­
tion Run, the “Dig Pink” Breast
Cancer Awareness volleyball 
event, and working with FCA 
and Fields of Faith event.
“ I love being on a team 
that gave me an opportunity to 
meet girls with similar interests 
during the summer before 
school started, and being able 
to play the sport I love in col­
lege,” Renee Enz said.
With half of the starters 
as Freshmen and a mostly new 
coaching staff, the volleyball 
team faced a wave of new chal­
lenges this season, but came 
out as a family.
Luckily, new assistant 
coach Peyton Thompson arrived 
armed with experience.
Despite having a re­
building season, Coach Williams 
said, “ It has been rewarding in 
seeing the growth of the players 
and their character as they learn
► Renee Enz spikes the ball for a point, 
(ah)
► Renee Enz and Carolyn Goettsch set 
up for a double block, (ah)
► The starters pray before the match, 
(ah)
► The team lines vup before the game 
to throw their volleyballs into the crowd, 
(ah)
► The team gathers in for a cheer
before the Dig Pink Match, (ah)
► Becky DeRuiter serves the ball during 
the Dig Pink Cancer Awareness match, 
(ah)
puv*.
The 2 3 rd a n n u a l “D ig  P ink ” Voll Byball 
e v e n t w as a n o th e r s u c ce s s fu l w e n t  in 
the  b o o k  fo r  O N U ’s v o lle yb a ll t dam. The 
vo lle yb a ll tea rp  e n c o u ra g e d  s tuden ts , 
fa c u lty  a n d  the  co m m u n ity  to  w e a r p \n k  
to  th e  g a m e  i i i M ch.e  A rena . T ie  O N U  
vo lle yb a ll te a t n b e a 1 Indie a a  
U n ive rs ity -S o i rth  Be a d  in  fo u r Sets. The  
g o a l th is  y e a r  fo r  th  ? D ig  P ink  i w e n t w a s  
to ra ise  $ 2 5 0 0  in  he n o r  o f  O c to b e r ’s  
B re a s t C a n c e 'A w a < e n e s s  M o iith . Tne  
te a m  w as a b le  to  ra ise  the  m o n e y  th in k s  
to  th e ir  s p o n s  )rs, t t  e  co r im u n ity  a n d  s tu ­
d e n ts  a n d  s ta  :f  a t  C NU. A ll o f  tpe  m o n e y  
ra is e d  w e n t tc lo c a l b re a s t c a rip e r a w a re ­
n e ss  organize  tio n s  th ro u g h  t h i  S id e lo u t  
F oundation .
Meg Dowell
Before attacking its prey, a tiger 
will examine the faults and weaknesses of 
the victim or opponent it wishes to conquer. 
But this tactic is not reserved strictly for the 
wild, instinctive animals of the world. Prior 
to a friendly, masculine game of soccer, 
the Olivet Tigers also scout out their oppo­
nent’s weaknesses in order to determine 
how to conquer them— but solely to win, 
rather than harm.
As with any sporting tactic, strat­
egy is key. As the men practice through­
out the week, they critically evaluate the 
strengths and weaknesses as well as the 
overall outcomes of recent games in order 
to determine which areas need the finest
tuning in order to ensure a successful out­
come at the next game they play. Whether 
it be scoring, passing, or player distribution 
on the field, the coaches ana players work 
together to make each between-game 
practice a productive, strategic session.
This year, Olivet’s team was 
made up of players who managed to 
show exceptional talent on the soccer 
field. Sophomore Todd Bevan, a market­
ing major at Olivet, scored three goals in 
the team ’s first CCAC match conference 
of the year— the highest number of his ca­
reer thus far.
“One of the things that makes 
this team special,” said head coach David
Blahnik, “is the great attitude and work rate 
amongst the guys.” The team ’s coaches 
frequently reiterate the importance of do­
ing everything to the best of their ability—  
not just for themselves, but also to honor 
God.
Each year, the goal of the men’s 
soccer team is to compete successfully in 
the Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic Con­
ference, in hopes that tne team will win at 
conference and obtain the chance to move 
on to the national tournament.
► Michael Da Silva races his 
opponent to the ball, (tc)
► Yonda Abogunrin grips the 
ball, ready to launch the game back 
into play, (tc)
► Elliot Totsh is determined to
keep the ball away from his fierce 
opponent, (tc)
'o t c h o c o la te  a n d  a  w a rm  s w e a te r  a re  e a s y  fix e s  fo r  h a rsh , c h illin g  te m -  
i ra tu re s — b u t n o t w h ile  p la y in g  s o c c e r  a g a in s t th e  Illin o is  In s titu te  o f  
echno logy. D e s p ite  th e  ic e -c o ld  w ind, th e  te a m  w a s  a b le  to  
\ake  a  c o m e b a c k  in  th e  s e c o n d  h a lf  o f  th e  g a m e  b y  a  ta g -te a m  
ffo rt o f  s c o r in g  a n d  sav in g . W h ile  S e th  A rr ia g a  a n d  M ic h a e l D a  
iva  m a n a g e d  to  b r in g  th e  g a m e  to  a  s u s p e n s e fu l tie, R o b b y  
'u n d e rs o n  s c o re d  th e  g o a l th a t b ro u g h t th e  T ige rs  to  th e  lead , 
nanks to  fre s h m a n  Z a c h  C h a m b e rs , w h o  m a d e  tw o  s a v e s  a n d  
la y e d  th e  e n tire  g a m e , th e  O liv e t m e n  e m e rg e d  fro z e n  y e t  v ic- 
\rious.
The team huddles in
tough game, (tc)
► John Na dozz
► Logan Bngell 
than the ground
kicks a solid pass, (tc) 
es fc elieves t(ie sky, rather 
is the limit in .his game, (tc)
preparation for a
W r EN
“We wanted to take it to the 
next level this year,” Brittany Hengesh 
explained, “We came into the season 
expecting to make it to NAIA nationals.” 
The women’s soccer team went 
further this year than they ever have in 
Olivet’s history, taking second place at 
nationals. W e had to get over the fear 
of the unknown,” Hengesh said.
Despite losing three of their first 
four games, the team didn’t lose sight 
of their goal. W e dropped a couple 
of close games early on, but I think it 
made us better,” said Coach Bill Bahr.
“I have told the girls all year long that 
I think our team is capable of beating
anyone!”
That was put to the test in then 
Chicagoland College Athletic Confer­
ence Championship against Robert 
Morris University. “It was one of those 
moments that you only see on TV- you 
never think something that good will 
ever happen to you,” Hengesh said. 
“Our fans were amazing and cheered 
the entire game, and everyone rushed 
the field after we won. It was exhilarat­
ing.”
The exhilaration continued, as 
team after team fell in their fight towards 
the top at nationals: Viterbo Univer­
sity, University of Mobile, University of
► Katie Smith demonstrates the 
characteristic ferocity of the Tigers 
in going for a header, (jc)
► Amanda Siciak makes a save 
to uphold the shut-out. (jc)
Texas at Brownsville all felt the sting ol 
defeat. The semi-final game, however, 
took the most heart to win. Olivet took ] 
down Lee University, the number one 
seed and four-time defending cham­
pions. The women’s soccer team was 
the first team from Olivet to make it to 
the NAIA championship game in almosfl 
fifteen years. As hundreds of students 
watched from Bourbonnais, the womer 
ended the season well with a second 
place
Iigs the
ttackto
^ - I ^ a t r n a  HolmjinrwdMiLEiiME ^ ^ s k e s .
fhen  fre shm a n  A m a n d a  S ic ia k  w as try in g  to  g e t  h e r  tw o  m ile  
ne fo r the  se aso n , s e n io r  E m m a  R e u tte r ra n  w ith  her. “S he  
ic e d  m e  a n d  p u s h e d  m e, ” S ic ia k  sa id . “S he  e n c o u ra g e d  m e  
<e en tire  tim e, a n d  a lw a ys  b e lie v e d  th a t I  c o u ld  do  it. E m m a  
Iven g o t up  e a r ly  in  the  m o rn in g  to  ru n  w ith  m e. It  w as a m a z in g  
\at a  s e n io r  w o u ld  ca re  th a t m u ch  a b o u t a  freshm en . W hen I 
i t  m y  tw o  m ile  tim e  a  w e e k  la te r  i t  fe lt a b s o lu te ly  a m az ing , a n d  
knew  i f  I  w o rk e d  hard, I  c o u ld  a cco m p lish  any th ing . ” They p u t  
e t on  th e ir  team  m o tto  of, “W ha t w e do, we do  to g e th e r!” A s  
m anda p u t  it, “I t ’s  w h a t w e do, i t ’s  o u r  team , i t ’s  T ige r S occer. ”
throw in pt a home game, (jc) 
the field, (jc)
► Lydia Bilyeu swings for a 
nice hit right off the tee. (ah) 
►Jessie Eckerely unburies 
the ball from a sand trap, (ah)
► Kelsey Fisk carefully putts 
the ball into the hole, (ah)
the women’s golf team set 
goals to give everything 
they do to God. Before each 
match they do a team devo­
tional, and acknowledge that 
Christ trumps.
The team has had 
much success in the two 
years that the program has 
existed. The goal of the 
2 0 1 2  season was to win a 
conference championship, 
and they achieved it. At the 
CCAC Invite ONU finished 
26 strokes in front of the 
second place St. Francis. 
The team also brought 
home a win in the last match 
of the season.
Golf is often thouqf 
of as an indiviaual sport, 
what Gwen Holmes enjoys 
most is, “being a part of a 
team of ‘best friends’ and 
just being able to hang out 
with the team on overnight 
trips.”
All of the individual 
scores get added up to 
make up the team score at 
matches.
“Golf involves a 
small team, which makes 
for strong friendships on th 
two day trips,” said Holmes 
Each individual on the tear 
continues to work hard anc 
improve greatly. When this 
pattern continues the sprin 
season will be one to watcl
SPRINGBREAK
D uring  S p rin g  B reak, s ix  p la y e rs  on  the  w o m e n ’s  g o lf  team  g e t to  e scape  the  
w e a th e r o f  the  M id w e s t a n d  g o  on  a  trip  w ith  th e ir  coach. They g a th e r a n d  g o  
to  F lo rid a  w here  th e y  co m p e te  in  tw o  tou rnam en ts  in  the  w arm  s u n n y  weather. 
R ecently , th e y ’ve a lso  h a d  the  p riv ile g e  to  g o  a n d  com pe te  a t  the  P a rk la n d  G o lf 
C ourse, w here  A d a m  S a n d le r is  a  m em ber. The P a rk la n d  G o lf cou rse  is  su rro u n d ­
e d  b y  lo ts  o f  n a tu ra l beau ty.
s
' the m eets only"occurring on the 
fekdays, the team  still has to keep uf. 
eir scjjoeftvork.
“I t ’s a lw ays im podan t fo r u s h ia ik  
ourgrofedsors before w e fT eadaM  since  
y le  o f us want to be behind w henw b  t 
\ck,” sa id  Aaron Miles.
“Our team is able to bond and  hang  
it  a t the hote l fo r a couple days. I t ’s a grea t 
ay to relax, ” explained Miles.
s a
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►Aaron Miles sends the ball
traight towards the green, (ah)
► Kyle Huber tracks the path 
f his putt, (ah)
► Robert W agner follows 
irough on his swing.
When you watch gol 
on television, you see one 
man and his caddy trying 
to conquer eighteen holes. 
However, when you watch 
college golf, you see a team 
of individuals all striving for 
one single goal.
This goal is simple. 
Keep the bad scores to a 
minimum.
“We need to just fine 
a way to be more consisted 
as a team. We had plenty 
of good rounds but we just 
need to focus on limiting the 
big numbers,” said Aaron 
Miles.
rounds were
Some of these good
seen at Olivet’s
third plsoe fijiish at the 
Olivet hjlazarene University 
Inyite in Cre’e, IL. However 
with th^ top our spores 
determining a team’s overa 
finish, one d sapppinting 
sc re cjan mean trouble for 
the entire te£m.
To cut down on 
these, fie  team a ernates 
ig drills de- 
)rove certain 
day and actu­
ally playing tiine holes on 
the next.
between doi 
signed fo im 
skills on one
Perhaps the best 
part of being on the golf 
team is that the only way 
to play golf in the winter 
months is to travel south 
to Florida or Arizona. This 
means some impromptu 
weekend road trips might be 
in the works.
Andrew Jerrick
W hen a brand new  
ath le tic p rogram  starts, ex­
pecta tions are  usua lly  low. 
Th is is not the  case  fo r the  
new  O live t sw im  team s. “W e 
really w a n t to  hit ou r stride 
early  and com e out strong 
in our first year. Being co m ­
petitive from  the  start is our 
h ighest goa l,” sa id  A m anda  
Siciak.
Even though th is is a 
fledg ling program , the  T igers 
know  tha t the ir opponents 
w ill show  no m ercy  aga inst 
them . O live t w ill be com pe t­
ing aga inst team s tha t have 
m any m ore years  of expe ri­
ence, both in regu lar-season 
m eets and la rge tou rna ­
m ents. Practic ing to  the  po int 
o f exhaustion is the  best w ay  
to  im prove. “W e practice  e v ­
ery day tw ice  a day, and it 
takes a lot o f ded ica tion  to 
s tay  focused and com pe ti­
tive ,” sa id M ary W ilson.
The  T ige rs  a lready 
have an a ttitude abou t them ; 
not a poor one, but one of 
confidence. “ I love tapp ing  
in to m y adrena line  and pu ll­
: AM
\
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ing aw ay from  m y opponents. 
I ca n ’t w a it to  hit m y stride ,” 
added S iciak.
“ I knew  C oach T e e ­
te rs  w ou ld  recru it not on ly the 
fas tes t sw im m ers  but the  a th ­
le tes w ith  the  best characte r 
as well. W e  w an t to im prove 
both in and ou t of the poo l,” 
sa id Jake  Anderson.
T he  T igers are obv i­
ous ly  focused  on succeeding 
th is year, bu t they are a lready 
looking fo rw ard  to  m aking 
w aves  a t the  N A IA  national 
m eet in February.
“A s a team , w e  w a n t to  rep­
resent O live t to  the  best of 
ou r ability. W e  w a n t to  sw im  
g rea t tim es and have a good 
show ing  at the  N A IA  national 
m eet,” said Jake  Anderson.
“W e  plan to  score 
high, but I w ou ld  be  thrilled 
w ith  a w in a t nationa ls,” add­
ed W ilson.
► Natalie VanDenack 
practices her butterfly 
stroke, (mm)
►Sydney Harris works 
on her backstroke during 
practice, (mm)
► Bradly Adamson lunges 
while finishing a length, 
(mm)
►The 
tions from 
►Jake 
technique. ( 
►The ' 
during meets.
take direc-
. (mm) 
is backstroke
j one another
the same
h illy. However, the 
stroke.
My best stroke is freestyle, preferably the spring event. It’s 
the fastest and I love the feeling of racing, ” said Amanda 
Siciak.
7 would say my best stroke is backstroke. It’s always came 
easy to me and my body type lends itself to the stroke, ’’said 
Jake Anderson.
For some, the reasons for specializing are a little simpler. “I 
like backstroke because I get to breathe whenever I want, ” 
said Mary Wilson.
#
p►Josue Sanchez concentrates
on his serve, (ah)
►Jordan Lingle gets ready to 
smash a backhand, (ah)
Andrew Jerrick
The men’s tennis 
team sent an individual 
and a doubles team to the 
fall national meet. With 
this great representation 
and one of the best overall 
seasons of play the team 
has experienced, one 
might think the success 
has gone to their heads.
“It makes me proud 
that we sent members to 
the national tournament 
in both categories. We 
also played some NCAA 
Division I schools in the 
beginning of the season in 
which we represented our­
selves well,” said Diego 
Gonsalvez.
However, with all their 
accomplishments, this 
team is still down to 
earth.
“We encourage 
each other to perform to 
the best of our abilities, 
but we also understand 
that life has its challeng­
es outside of just sports,” 
said Seth Perry.
This mindset has 
shown itself in the way 
that the veterans of the 
team approached the 
younger players.
“They got men­
tally stronger during im­
portant matches as the 
season progressed. They 
were very supportive and 
helped the team as much 
as possible,” said Julian 
Kurz.
“As the older team­
mates, we try to be as 
helpful as we can. By en­
couraging them to believe 
in themselves, we foster 
a unity as a team,” added 
Gonsalvez.
Entering the world of col­
lege sports as a freshman 
can be a daunting task. 
But the difference a year 
of experience makes is 
large.
“Last year I got in­
timidated by some of the 
tougher opponents I had 
to play. This year, I felt 
like I really belonged out 
there,” said Peter Jensen.
“It’s a huge step
from high school to col­
lege, but everybody has 
been transitioning very 
well. They show persever­
ance and work hard day in 
and day out,” added Perry. 
With positive attitudes like 
these, the Tigers are look­
ing to have an even better 
spring season.
► Camiloj3iraldo fo lows 
sejver(afi)
► PeteUensen looks to
through on a perfect
n a  tough serve
his arget before his
A team doesn’t really gel together until they’re 
hundreds o f miles from home and bored.
“One time myself and, tw$ freshmen got a la­
crosse net and we took turns defending the 
goals while tennis balls weft fired at us. It’s a lot 
of random stuff, ” said Jensen.
Food is always an easy tool tha brings a team 
together.
“We cook for each other sometimes. Going out 
for dinner is . ilso fUn, but only when we have rea­
sons to celebrate,’’said Gonsalvez.
^  4
The women’s ten­
nis team is often seen with 
ice packs wrapped around 
their legs and an exhaust­
ed look on their faces. The 
amount of work needed to 
complete one day of tennis 
practice is mind-boggling. 
There are exercises to im­
prove different skills, but 
also exercises to improve 
speed, agility and foot­
work.
“Along with en­
durance drills, we also do 
some match play which is 
good for practicing pres­
sure situations and playing 
points in a realistic setting,” 
said Taylor Stephens.
“We normally 
start out with some differ­
ent fitness on the court to 
help our movement and 
then just hit against each 
other,” added Aziza Butoyi.
One of the hard­
est skills to master on the 
tennis court is consistent 
play, which is why it is a 
focal point of the Tigers’ 
training.
“Many of our drills 
focus on control and con­
sistency. We’ll have to hit 
certain areas of the court 
a certain number of times 
before we move on. It
helps us improve dramati­
cally,” said Lindsey Peter­
son.
All of this practice 
paid off as the Tigers sent 
three girls to the National 
tournament in Alabama. 
While there, the doubles 
team of Aurelie Hascoet 
and Seraphine Buchmann 
made it to the finals.
But, the season 
wasn’t over then. The Ti­
gers jumped right back 
into an intense schedule 
after Christmas.
“The team still 
uses an off-season condi­
tioning routine with weight­
lifting and cardio. Some 
people play indoors as well 
if they have the time,” said 
Chelsea Hays.
This work ethic 
is one of the reasons that 
the Tigers have had some 
impressive showings at 
tournaments that feature 
NCAA division I and II 
teams.
Lindsey Peterson 
summed it up best when 
she said, “Even though 
we did great in the fall, we 
are training hard and will 
be well prepared for the 
spring season.”
►Aurelie Hascoet sends a blistering 
serve to her opponent, (ah)
► The Tigers team send individuals 
and doubles teams to the national tour­
nament. (ah)
Andrew Jerrick
[he differences between singles and doubles play are obvious. 
Nith an extra player on each side, the ground that needs to 
)e covered is reduced. But the majority of the players prefer 
3 play by themselves. “It’s really more challenging to play on
I)ur own. I like doubles, but singles is more fun", said Taylor fephens. Each has its challenges. “ I prefer singles because I e depending on myself, "said Aziza Butoyi. “I enjoy both, how- r&r I prefer singles over doubles. There’s more responsibility," ided Lindsey Peterson. Even though the Tigers tend to favor ngles over doubles, they still have no problem taking down eir opponents.
► Seraphine Buchmann fi 
the court, (ah)
► Charisma King waits
the ball across
. _____  0 ________her opponent to
make a move, (ah)
►Taylor Stephens and Ashlan Allison concen­
trate on their next point.
I
I
.
Jessica Morey
► Stephanie Miller gets the crowd 
involved in the cheers during the 
game, (cl)
►Joe Reisinger uses the mega­
phone to get the fans into the game, 
(cl)
► Rachel Oswalt cheers the football 
team on to victory, (cl)
The cheerleading team is do­
ing much more than just sideline 
cheers at ONU’s football and basket­
ball games—  this year they have en­
tered the world of competitive cheer- 
leading. They left their best routine on 
the floor at their first competition.
“This is a huge transition for 
us, with more difficult skills and pro­
fessional choreography. W e’re not 
just working towards the Homecoming
routine, but also preparing for compe­
tition,” said Isabella Colangelo.
During their first ever compe­
tition, the squad took first place, w in­
ning the large cheer division at the 
NCA/NDA NAIA Regionals out of 10 
teams. They also received a bronze 
designation. The win qualified them 
for the 2013 NCA/NDA NAIA Invita­
tional in Daytona Beach, Florida.
The cheerleading squad prac­
tices six days a week working on pe 
fecting their formations, performanc 
skills, stunts, tumbling, and mounts- 
skills that fans don’t get to see pe 
formed during simple sideline cheei 
at football and basketball games.
SWEOI
The b e s t m o m e n ts  p f  c h e e r h a p p e n  a t p ra c ­
tices. E ve ryo n e  w orks  to w a rd s  a  co m m o n  
g o a l in  o rd e r o n a il the  routineJ “I  e n jo y  a ll 
the  d iffe re n t m o u n ts  w e do, e s p e c ia lly  the  
S w e d ish  Falls, ’’ s a id  S a y e r S m ith . S w e d ­
ish  F a lls  is  a  s tu n t w here  a  g u y  lifts  $  g ir l  
u p  in  th e  a ir  u p  to  tw o  o th e r g ir ls  b e in g  h e ld  
horizon ta lly . S he  then  k ick s  one  le g  In the  a ir  
a n d  then  ro lls  d ow n  in to  \  c rad le  to  co m p le te  
the  s tunt. “I  re a lly  e n jo y  try in g  to  figu  e o u t 
w h y  so m e th in g  is n ’t  w o rk in g  a n d  thep  h ittin g  
the  s tunt. I t ’s  a  g re a t a ccbm p li$hm erft, ”  s a id  
J a im ie  Teske.
Heather Mead
Despite only having three 
upperclassmen on the team this 
year, the men’s basketball team 
was able to finish with a winning 
record.
“The team has really improved 
overall team defense, and in grow 
ing into a team founded on tough­
ness,” said Austin Davis. “I think 
the big strengths on our team this 
year is our inside game and our 
perimeter shooting.”
The team played 24 confer­
ence games for the first time this 
year. Consequently, they weren’t 
able to travel as much or play any 
other games.
Despite the change, the young 
team continued to grow. They " 
worked hard together, learned to 
play better together, got to know 
more about each other, and grew 
spiritually. The seniors embraced 
the particularly heavy yoke of 
leadership that was placed on 
them. What started as a build­
ing season turned into a winning 
season.
“The team as a whole 
has great chemistry on and off 
the court. The three seniors, Ben 
Worner, Torey Laferney, and my­
self, made it a priority really make 
the freshmen feel welcome,” Jake 
Boyce said. Throughty, they won 
18 of 
their 31 
games.
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►SophomoreJonyBanks dribbles the ball down-the
►Austin Davis guards a Calume 
"player. (ah) "
► TbeMfn brings it in for a ti
f i f
NEWLEADE
Though Austin uavis was only a sophomore, 
he stepped up to be the point guard this
year, which vaulted him into a position o f 
leadership. One o f his favorite memories was 
playing Calumet College o f St. Joseph. “I had 
some friends from South Carolina who were 
there to witness a career high for me in points 
and three pointers made, \ he said.
Andy Jerrick
Affectionately known as “TigerBall,” the 
style of offense ran by the wom en’s basketball 
team can be tiring and frustrating. Usually, it’s 
the opposing team that runs into problems, but 
teaching the system to a new group of freshmen 
presents its own challenges every year. The re­
turning players on the team try their best to help 
the freshmen.
“W e give them all the advice we can 
think of. They’re all so talented in their own way 
and they make our team special,” said Miranda 
Geever.
“Encouragement is key. The preseason 
is the toughest time because everybody’s doing
workouts and the freshmen are trying to learn the 
system all at once,” said Malory Adam.
“W e feel their pain. Everyone on the 
team understands what it’s like to learn TigerBall 
for the first time. Sometimes staying after prac­
tice to shoot or go over plays helps them ,” said 
Taylor Haymes.
of these extra practices and games 
can really impact a player’s studies, but the 
members of this team have been in this situation 
before.
“I’ve made leaps and bounds in pri­
oritizing and time management since coming to 
college, but it’s hard to get motivated to do home­
work sometimes. Luckily, we do get days off o^ 
casionally,” said Rachel Kearney.
“ It takes a lot of determination and ft 
cus, but the balancing act is possible. There ai 
some late nights, but it’s worth it,” said Geever.)
“ In the past I would get stressed 
but I’m learning to give control to God. He help 
me to be disciplined and get everything don| 
w ithout worrying,” said Taylor Haymes.
Although the practices may be touc 
and the workload large, the Tigers are look ing; 
another National Tournament. Heading to lov 
would make everything worth it.
►Taylor Haymes’ quick release
was her greatest weapon, (mf)
► Dakota Hack goes up for an 
easy basket, (mf)
►The team meets for their pre­
game huddle to get motivated, (mf) 
►Taylor Haymes looks to pass 
the ball, (mf)
► Danielle Tolbert splits the de­
fense and is rewarded with a layup, 
(mf)
In the stands, there is always a woman 
akin pictures o f the team. She travels to all ar­
eas o f the arena in order to get the best shots. 
This woman is Kelly Haymes, Taylor Haymes’ 
moth r.
“I (ove getting the high-quality action 
shots, She’s got a knack for taking a few o f ev­
eryone, ” said Malory Adam.
“My family and friends get to see them 
and they’re always impressed. It’s been a great 
way to connect with her and some o f the other 
parents, ’’said Rachel Kearney.
7 love that my mom takes pictures. It’s 
eally nice to have all those memories saved for 
me future, ’’said Taylor Haymes.
I
You could take a trip around 
the country and probably not be close 
to the number of miles the baseball 
team accumulates. The team needs 
to find ways to keep themselves en­
tertained on long bus trips, which can 
include some raucous singing, ac­
cording to Dan Schneider. '
However, all that time brings 
them close together as a team. And 
if that’s not enough, there are always 
drills to be done that emphasize 
teamwork.
“We work on fielding bunts, 
throwing out base runners, and get­
ting everything in sync among all the
Andy Jerrick 
different players,” said Ben Heller.
The head coach oversees 
of this practicing, and it is also his f  
to help the young players improve.
“Coach Reid and Coa< 
Bastian have done their best to pi 
pare our younger guys to play at tl 
next level. They give them good dri 
and good advice,” said Jonath 
Fightmaster.
' With this mindset of const; 
improvement, the Tigers will certairj 
be making a push for the natio 
tournament—and they’ll be doing 
as a team. ”
► Catcher Alex Cavender plays 
defense for the Tigers, (s)
► NAIA Scholar- Athlete Ben Heller 
takes the mound, (s)
► Stefan Sauder hits during his 
second year on the team, (s)
► Ryan Archer attempts to strike 
out his opponent, (s)
► The team prays together before 
a game, (s)
T E A M
Andy Jerrick
The goal of the Tigers team is 
always the same: get to the national 
tournament, “Our returning players 
have continued to get better. They’ve 
shown great leadership. I’m confident 
that this will be another successful 
year, hopefully culminating in a nation­
al championship,” said Erika Tatum.
► Jordyn Truelock begins to 
lead off of first base, (s)
► Katie Megyesi stands with 
her glove ready, anticipating 
the ball, (s)
► Lindsay Stotler is one of the 
three pitchers on the team, (s)
► Bethany Holaway is at bat 
during a tournament over 
spring break, (s)
k
It’s imp(|rtant|in all sports to start 
the season off strong. But it is perhaps 
most critical inlsoftbjall. With tfie teqm 
playing over 60 games on average a 
losing streak tcj begin the season can 
be almost impc- sibl- to get out of.
“We work hafd in the ojfseason 
in order to gain the confidence to be 
successful. Wffen vye stprt off strong, 
that gets us in a rhythm; and we be­
come cohesive,” saiq Hannah Gardr <u .
A strong stah nebds to contin­
ue throughout the season in orpler for it 
to become a positivq one Son|e of the 
drills the team goes prepare thpm fojr a 
long season.
a purpose tp every­
thing
“There
Coach
s
Riche
does. He expects the best out of us, 
which makes us raise our level of plsjy,” 
said Cheryl Sendzik.

M u s i c
sar
vr % ^  * r i • - ,
“Music expresses that which cannot be said 
and on which it is impossible to be silent
--H*
► Victor Hugo *
The city dump in Rio de 
aneiro is a rotting, putrid place made 
up of mountains of reeking trash. Dirt- 
meared pigs run rampant through 
the piles. Houses crafted from old 
plastic containers and smashed pop
cans friend into the landscape, as
do the people living in the make-shift 
shelters. The ground around the 
homes is covered in green sludge 
that st eps out of the trash mounds.
This is the world that the 
Concert Singers delved into on their 
missions trip to Brazil this summer. 
Hardly a spring break joy ride, the 
plivet bubble dissolved around them 
s they locked eyes with poverty.
“ It was devastating to wit­
ness how little people had,” said Josh 
Ring. “They literally lived in a house 
made out of stuff that most of us 
throw away on a daily basis.”
Most of the 40,000 people 
who live in the landfill make their liv­
ing scavenging through the garbage, 
trying to find metal scraps to sell. A 
pound of scraps is worth about four 
cents.
“One family I visited was a 
single jmother who lived in this small 
ihack,” said Tyler Abraham. “She 
was cooking lunch for her daughter 
nd there were flies everywhere in 
the house. As I walked into the next
room I saw her daughter was in a 
wheel chair; she had Down Syn­
drome. The reality of what I was see­
ing was what made it so shocking. It 
made me really evaluate my priorities 
and what I view as important.”
The choir made their main 
priority fighting the darkness with mu­
sic. They sang for the music faculty 
and students at Brazil Nazarene Uni­
versity on their fifst night. At the end 
some of the Brazilian students stayed 
around to chat. First they asked the 
choir to sing American pop songs. 
Then they requested worship songs. 
Suddenly, the gathering turned into 
an impromptu worship service. “I 
have never felt God in such a power­
ful way,” Alyssa Norden said. Stu­
dents sang in both Portuguese and 
English. “It was the most amazing 
thing to just watch God smash the 
language barrier right off the bat,” 
Abraham said. “That was some of the 
most powerful worship I’ve taken part 
in.”
Though they sang every­
where from a primary school to the 
National Basilica, the choir also 
helped out with their hands. They 
spent a day cleaning up the college 
campus, turning the extra wood they 
collected into an enormous bonfire. 
On another day, they took a cable
car up the side of a huge mountain t 
see the Christ the Redeemer statue, 
“We sang Handel’s “Hallelujah 
Chorus” at the top- a piece that we 
didn’t have the music to and hadn’t 
practiced beforehand,” Ring said.
The best part of the trip, hov 
ever, was the relationships formed. 
“The Brazilian people genuinely 
seemed to want to know who you 
were,” said Abraham. Music createc 
a connection that overcame the conr 
munication barrier. “It surprised me 
how much we have in common with 
people who live across the world,” 
said Norden. “I expected Brazil to 
be very different from America. But 
in truth, there were more similarities 
than differences.”
The choir realized the simi­
larities they had even with people 
living in the dump. “Honestly, ever 
since seeing that I have tried to kee 
an open mind to the conditions that 
people maybe have in their lives the 
we don’t see,” Abraham said. “It’s 
given me a much more grateful and) 
humble spirit.”
CONCERTSINGERS
MUSIC FEATURE

Andrew Jerrick
Even though balancing hom ew ork 
and studying w ith  p laying in a band m ight be 
tough, the  m em bers  o f All Th ings N ew  w o u ldn ’t 
change it fo r the  world.
“Ba lancing trave l w ith study has been a 
huge cha llenge fo r me, but m y band m em bers 
are am azing. T hey  m ake m e laugh, they put up 
w ith m e w hen I’m grouchy, and I get to share 
life w ith  them  and w ith G od,” said R ebecca Ro- 
deheaver.
T he  nam e of a band is supposed to 
represent w hat the  band stands for. All Th ings 
N ew  is no d ifferent. “ It describes the  am azing 
w ay tha t G od is ab le  to transform  and redeem  
our lives. He can take  the  th ings tha t are  shriv-
► Derek
Schwartz uses ■
hist talents for f
worship, (s)
► Rachel Lenger I ^  ^
sings and plays t v  \
key board for All f
Things New. (s)
► Rebecca Ro- 
deheaver sings V  
her prayer to the 
Lord, (s)
eled up and dead and m ake them  beautifu l. W e 
be lieve th a t’s the  kind o f w o rk  G od w an ts  to do 
in us and in the  w o rld ,” added Rodeheaver.
T he  m em bers  o f All Th ings N ew  have 
been m oved by G od in the ir past and the ir p res­
ent, and they will con tinue  to m ake a d iffe rence 
in the  future.
► Kyle Miller helps lead 
worship for the group, (s)
► All Things New visits 
churches across the 
Midwest, (s)
► Calum Samuleson and Ali Carter wor­
ship through their music, (s)
► Hannah Cheney takes in the music dur­
ing worship, (s)
► The Narrow travels to area churches 
aftd camps to lead worship, (s)
►Wes Reece 
sings his praise 
during a wor­
ship service, (s) 
► Members of 
The Narrow set 
up for an off- 
campus show.
T he  book o f M atthew  
ays to  “en te r th rough the  nar- 
d w  ga te .” H e lp ing o the rs  to 
njoy the K ingdom  o f G od is 
ne o f the m ain goa ls  o f The 
Jarrow, a  w o rsh ip  band tha t 
avels reg iona lly  to  support 
'livet.
‘T h e  best part o f be- 
lg  w ith th is  band is tha t I ge t 
i partic ipate in G o d ’s w o rk  on 
iarth by blessing, encourag- 
ig, praying for, and p laying 
/ith H is ch ild ren ,” sa id Cal 
iam uelson.
W hile  m ost people
Andrew  Jerrick 
w a n t to  ba lance schoo lw orl 
and s tudy ing  w h ile  on th 
road, T he  N a rrow  takes the 
oppos ite  approach. “Being urn 
ab le  to  ca tch  up on hom ew ork  
can be annoying , bu t see ing 
the  g row th  in ou rse lves anq 
those  w e ’ve  im pac ted  is a  littlp 
m ore  im portan t,” sa id Chri 
Field.
“ I’ve  learned tha t it is 
best to  p lan N O T  to  accom  
plish anyth ing  and let m y m ine 
focus on serv ing the  teens anc 
chu rches tha t w e  m eet,” add ­
ed Cal S am ue lson . Plus, trav
e ling has its perks. W hen  the 
band p layed fo r  the  N azarene 
w in te r y'outh retreat in W isco n ­
s in  
s k i
clc
vo
i, the ir en joyed a fu ll day  of 
ing bp tw eon  perfo rm ances. 
W ith  th is  a ltitude , The 
Dntinije to  see its 
*' and becom e
N arrow  will c
fa ribasd
se v\
ved  ih th is
g row
everyone  e lse in­
m inistry.
Heather Mead
An a ll-w om en group on cam pus, C hrysa lis  shares a  fam ily ­
like bond. They have b e co m e  sisters, ab le to  ta lk  about p rob­
lem s that on ly  young w om en face.
“T he  girls open ly  share  w ith  one  ano ther and support each 
o ther like a  fam ily  aw ay from  hom e,” d irecto r Kay W elch  said. 
The g irls ’ pass ions com e toge ther to  serve  tw o com m on goa ls: 
to  m in iste r through m usic as well as be a body to  the  o ther 
m em bers.
Each yea r these  33 s isters take  part in M essiah, S ounds 
of the Season, and H om ecom ing. “W e toured once o ff-cam pus 
last year, but increased our touring schedu le  to  th ree  th is aca ­
dem ic year,” W elch said. The  fall tou r w as Kyrstin S tephens ’ 
favorite  m em ory.
“It w as  a  g rea t tour overall and w e  had a w onderfu l tim e  se rv­
ing the  Lora through song and being touched by peop le ’s lives 
in our reg ion,” S tephens said.
T he  choir a lso had its first “K rispy K rem e Donut Eatint 
C on tes t” in o rder to  ra ise m oney fo r the ir robes, accord ing tj • 
W elch . Th is  event will now  continueannually .
T he  cho ir a lso had its first retreat, w h ich  w as Surv ivor themec 
O ne  of W e lch ’s favorite  m em ories is of th is  night. “ [The cho jf 
president] Ba iley ’s team  cram m ed five  girls in a three p e rs o ji]  
ten t and som e girls w h o  w e re  up early  the  next m orn ing pop peW  
the  po les in on the ir ten t,” she said.
It is W e lch ’s th ird yea r conducting. “ I tru ly  feel tha t w e  are i ^  
tigh te r knit g roup because  of these  added expe riences,” W elc I  
said. “ It can onfy ge t bette r from  here.”
► Students look over their music during 
practice, (s)
► Chyrsalis warms up at the beginning of 
practice, (s)
► M em bers o f the  choir wa 
patiently  fo r the ir next as 
s ignem t. (s)
► Kay W elch  directs the Is 
dies during practice, (s ]
instrument: 
"►Sarah 
! an upcomTng 
►Clefh
school year, (pi) 
►Christine Caven 
andsina. (c\ )
e C efhaqgers band consists of a variety of musical
Murohy andJW&gan Huntsman practices 
nm petrormance. (cl) 
ngers have'two
for
main performances during the
and Andrew Banard proudly stand
(s)
Heather Mead
Lights hit the stage as 14 students perform song and dance 
or their peers and in competition. They are Olivet’s show choir, 
Tiefhangers.
These students perform popular songs which are composed and 
;horeographed by students and a professional choreographer.
‘This year is so special because coming into this many of the 
nembers did not know each other, but the group clicked right away 
ind has become just a group of people that care about each oth- 
ir,” said director Emily Fernette.
The group ends each practice with prayer. “ It is amazing 
o see how our small group of 14 people will always lift up and pray 
or each other.” The group has become very close, caring deeply 
or one another.
One of Fernette’s favorite memories includes a night where she 
trrived late to a practice, which forced a choreographer to tempo­
rarily 
to ru
working s
aging to start seeing
com
each) othe 
Their
occurrences this year
take 'her pace  ag director. “One of our choreographers had 
n the rehearsal fo
well together and having fun. It was just really encour-
he show coming together, and to see the
choir members becoming a family of friends that truly care about
,” she said.
how \yas shared on two 
The show
choif performed in “Mn.n Event,” a
oetitio
winter bn 
show on-i
helu in Mjanteno over 
ak. They also held a
impus in m d-April.
Fifty students meet with one 
of three concert bands during the week, 
rehearsing with the students they have 
played with throughout the semes­
ter. They already know each other’s 
strengths and weaknesses, unlike other 
bands. There is community. There is 
passion. They are Wind Symphony, 
Symphonic Band, and Concert Band. 
They are already a family.
Joy Matthews, a member of 
Wind Symphony, has experienced the 
relationships. It is part of the reason why 
she loves going on tour with her concert 
band. “We spend a couple weekends 
of the semester just playing music and 
glorifying God with our talents. Plus, it’s 
always great to spend the whole week­
end with people who have become like 
your family.”
The year was filled with oppor­
tunity. The wind symphony played four 
pieces written by Olivet seniors Joshua 
Ring, Zachary Kohlmeier, and Benjamin 
Cherney. “This is very remarkable, and 
as far as I know it is the first time that 
so much music was written for this en­
semble in one year,” said Kohlmeier.
“We played a lot more chal­
lenging repertoire this year, and we had 
special guests come in to help with con­
certs,” said Matthews.
However, a challenge was left 
specifically with some, if not all, of con-
► L o re n  M a tu lis  focuses while playing h e r
c la rin e t, (jc)
► T h e  h igh  b ra s s  s e c tio n  performs with their 
French horns and trumpets, (jc)
► R e n e e  R u n y a n  plays saxophone d u r in g  a  
C h ris tm a s  c o n c e rt, (jc)
cert band’s seniors.
This year is particularly impor­
tant to Stephanie Moore because it is 
her last in band. She has been playing 
in band since middle school, and it has 
been a large part of her life since then.
It is also Desiree Hays’ last 
year, and band will be something she 
will miss. She has had fun playing with 
concert band these last four years. “We 
have played some very challenging 
music very well and I’ve enjoyed every 
minute of it. It has definitely been a great 
band experience.”
“Band is a time that, for me at 
least, means I can relax and make music 
with my friends, 
really low 
stress stuff,” 
said Moore.
“Concerts and 
s c h o la rs h ip s  
are perks, but 
I would do 
it even if we 
didn’t have 
those things.”
► S te p h a n ie  M o o re  performs d u r in g  a  
c o n c e rt in K re sg e . (jc)
► T y le r  B o n tra n g e r performs a tune on 
his saxophone, (jc)
V -
► Lilliafi Gifenseth and Cassandra Petrie perform during a 
^Cl^risfr^asxdnceil. (jc)
► Christine jGaven and Jamison Burchfield sing a piece, (jc) 
►tfembersfof tfie Concert Singers look to Neal Woodruff 
for directionjc)
► Elizabeth Morely and Tyler Abraham display their vocal 
abilitiejs. (jc)
#  *
r
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Through competitive auditions, students 
ire selected from Olivet’s body to serve with one of 
heir talents: singing. A choral chamber ensemble 
)f 19 students serve as concert singers members.
The music is difficult and the choir’s stan- 
iards are high, but that’s part of the appeal to the 
-ingers. Ali Carter said, “ I wanted to be a part of an 
nsemble that challenged my musical ability and 
lushed me to become better.” Ashley Raffauf ap- 
ireciates the smaller size.
Unlike the other choral ensembles, the 
concert singers sing “major concert work, mad- 
gals, vocal jazz, and arrangements of contem- 
orary Christian songs,” according to Prof. Neal 
Woodruff.
The ensemble has performed with other 
nusical groups, so to speak. This year the en- 
emble performed with the show choir Clefhang- 
irs, while in years past they sang with the Gospel 
/hoir and University Orchestra. w
shwin concert 
the orchestra, 
loved being a 
Gershwin, the
This year tf 
called 
and
Heather Mead
e ensemble pert >rmed a Ger- 
“By OeorgS” with Ovid Young, 
J I absolutely 
cause it was
guesi solosts. 
part df this [concert. Be 
music was so recognisable and re­
n tab le  to all pfeople bf all £ges and it was honestly 
just fun to sing,” Carter sdid. S ie  recognized that   1 ~  -----
this concert was different jhan others she has per­
formed. She remembers that though many con-
was simplylard wcerts require rpuch 
fun and enjoyable.
“The choir has been
lj 
ork, this om
la rd work and, at
times, rather frustrating, but when it is all said and
done, we are better musi cians
and performed these difficult pieces,” Carter said.
for having learned
A single line of smiling performers 
armed with bells in their hands and Lady 
Gaga in their heads was a highlight at Band
Winter Showcase. Directed by profes­
sor Katherine Nielsen, Olivet’s Hand Bell 
Choir’s rendition of “Just Dance” allowed 
audience members a chance to waltz 
across a stage to the beat of the bells.
Hand Bell Choir, one of the Music 
Department’s many extracurricular ensem­
bles, doesn’t have much member criteria. 
As long as you’re a trained music reader, 
you’re in—even if you’ve never rung a bell
► Prof. Schultz joins the 
handbell choir with eager 
hands, (ah)
► Britney Terpstra is a dedi­
cated choir memember. (ah)
before.
“In other ensembles, each perso 
has a part to play on a particular instri 
ment,” said senior Desiree Hays, one 
six members of the choir this year. “Witl 
the exception of cymbals and bass drum ii 
marching band, Hand Bell Choir is the onl 
group in which everyone must work as 
team to play the same part.”
Because of the necessity < 
teamwork within the group, member: 
have grown close over the past year. T 
choir embarked on their very first tour this 
fall, a journey completed in partnership 
with Chrysalis Women’s Choir to severs 
churches in Michigan. The group plans 
take part in a yearly tour from now on, e> 
panding their horizons and spreading theil 
love of music while making friends that wi
last a lifetime.
► Students perform at Bant 
Winter Showcase, (ah)
► Desiree Hays grips he 
bells with the skill of a well 
practiced ringer, (ah)
v
agerly awaits his cue to start drumming, (pm) 
►^Students spice~up the Candy Costume Fest with jazzy 
j  Ujn£s-^dxo|tumes to match, (cl)
► AaptEvafe practices his horn during a Jazz Band prac- 
p ieeTpn'
► Josh Ring concentra|es4i§hind his trendy shades, (cl)
a
di
Meg Dowell
Many memories from this year’s Can- 
/ Costume Fest may still linger in the back of 
our mind. Surely you have not forgotten the 
jbeat background music played before, dur- 
g, and after the show.
The band, a small ensemble made up 
f trumpets, trombones, saxophones, drums, 
nd a guitar, bass, and piano, plays a variety 
f jazz music—everything from Latin to basic 
wing.
“I love being in Jazz Band because it’s 
1 completely different style than what a band 
aditionally plays,” said Daniel Sperry, lead 
umpet in this year’s Jazz Band. “It opens up 
whole new dimension to what I am able to 
iay.”
In audition to Olivet’s fun and festive 
Halloween party, Jazz Band has pprformed for
various audiences 
ing the guests in a 
Day, the Sounds 
concert, and
throughout the yea
:hrouphou1 
ttendance 
of the S
several o
l o  y c a i  j ii  i i / i u u
Grandparent’s 
son Christmas 
her Smaller concerts
i
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I m a g i n e  
sitting in the front 
passenger seat of 
a fastpaced race 
car. The engines 
begin to roar, sig­
naling the begin­
ning the race. 
When the band 
begins its halftime 
performance of 
“The Race” the au­
dience experienc­
es the rumbling of 
the engine and the 
squealing of tires. 
The amount of 
time the marching 
band puts into the 
halftime show is 
seen when the sea 
of band members 
creates a curvy 
racetrack across 
the field.
Two weeks 
before schools 
starts the march­
ing band practices 
three times a day 
for three hours 
each. Drum ma­
jor Joy Matthews 
said, “My favorite 
part was at the first 
football game, how 
everyone had tons 
of energy and the 
audience was re­
ally excited to see 
the show.”
The band 
members perform 
at multiple area 
elementary school 
assemblies; pa­
rades in Herscher, 
Manteno, and St. 
Anne; and high 
school football 
games in addi­
tion to the halftime 
shows at Olivet. 
Kristin Wodka said, 
“Band is a commu­
nity like no other! 
We get friends 
before everyone 
else, the fresh­
men don’t feel like 
such freshmen by 
move-in day, and 
we get the thrill 
of performance.”
► Freshman Mike KrebilFs cym­
bals crash together for all the sta­
dium to hear, (jc)
►Saxophones stand at atten­
tion before “The Race” begins, (jc) 
►Catie Young plays in the 
marching band during a football 
game, (jc)
►Saxophone section begins to 
shape a curve to make a race 
track form across the field, (jc)
► Adam Weeks shows his pride for the music with a perfect horn angle, (jc) 
Guard sj «ns her flag as the band plays the Tigers Fight Song at 
ofth^hal. me show, (jc)
ute spction rsThe largest section in the marching band with over
iJVjoore is keeping the beat as “The Race” 
continues on. (jc)
►Amy Humrichouser 
plays her part while lis­
tening as the music all 
comes together, (jc)
► Low brass members 
Paul Mathews and Nash 
Meads pep up the foot­
ball fans with music, (jc)
from when they start warming up in the esplanade 
Side of Larsen all the way to the end of the halftime
on 
outs
show. You can th _________
Abbott waves a little purple flag in sui
em in a crowd very easily: Mrs.
   pport of the color
guard and ML, Abbottyells “Let's go Marching Tigers!” 
The Land apprec ates the support they bring to every
them on as they continue the 
eek.
► W esley Taylor sings a soul­
ful solo, (ah)
► The O livetians sing during 
Homecoming in the Centennial 
Chapel, (ah)
► Ashley Sarver and Seth 
Lowery harmonize, (ah)
► Am ber Leffel and Seth Low­
ery lead the school in w or­
ship. (ah)
From freshmen orientation 
to Grandparents’ Day, there always 
seems to be a perfect time and 
place for a group of talented and 
well-blended voices to share their 
passion for music and for Christ with 
anyone willing to listen.
Much smaller than Orpheus 
Choir but just as musically-inclined 
and powerful, The Olivetians serves 
the Olivet community through the 
gift and privilege of praise and wor- 
shipWith a mission of “encouraging 
people in the churches on Olivet’s 
educational region through the 
gift of music,” the Olivetians travel 
year-round to bless congregations 
across Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, 
and Wisconsin to spread their love 
of Christ through song.
“Being in the group has 
been an amazing experience, spiri­
tually,” said Olivet junior and tenor 
Seth Lowery. “I have a family of 10 
other people who encourage me 
and keep me focused on God.”
This year’s Olivetians in­
cluded four seniors—Ben Cherney, 
Kyle Hance, Ashley Raffauf, and 
Wes Taylor—five juniors—Christine 
Caven, Ben Geeding, Amber Leffel, 
Seth Lowery, and David Rice—and 
two sophomores—Ashley Sarver 
and Emily Fernette. The group is 
made up of four separate voice 
parts and a lead, and is headed by 
Dr. Don Reddick, who serves as the 
group’s General Manager.
I I
►Ashley Raffauf and Cameron Gunter travel 
with-Orpheus Cioir to various churches in the 
Midwest. (s)
►Students Idad worship during a service, (s)
For eight solid de- 
ades, Orpheus Choir has 
led numerous ears and 
jarts throughout Olivet’s 
ducational region with 
ymns, spirituals, and an- 
lems sung by the best 
Dices Olivet has to offer, 
ince 1999, Dr. Jeff Bell has 
irected Orpheus with the 
nthusiasm and confidence 
fa  true musical leader.
“My favorite part 
f being in Orpheus is the 
mazing sense of commu­
nity found in the 
group,” said junior 
Matt Jones. “I’ve 
laughed a lot. I’ve 
cried a lot. But 
most importantly,
I’ve learned what 
it means to worship com­
munally.”
This year, Orpheud 
has performed at multiple 
churches and embarked or 
several tours across the III 
nois, Indiana, Michigan, an 
Wisconsin regions, spread
the group’s deep history 
worship e nbecjded within 
-known chjorusoftal- 
dedicated! vocalists.
the wel 
ented,
Side campus performances
included 
op
chapel 
of the S 
and Recreation
12
eninc
-1 2 - ' 2 .
and the 
udent Life 
Center on
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Anything that makes a sound 
when you hit it: this is the only quali­
fication for what instruments can be 
deemed as percussion. In Olivet’s 
Percussion Ensemble, they make the 
most of their instruments. Along with 
snare drums, bass drums, cymbals, 
marimbas, xylophones, and gongs, 
they’ve been known to implement 
nontraditional percussion instruments 
such as a kitchen sink, flower pots, 
automobile brake drums, metal pipes, 
and an upright bass.
This year, the group hosted 
a Day of Percussion. Mike Zaring said 
that during the Day of Percussion, 
“Guest artists from around the country 
come to Olivet and teach high school 
percussionists, and anyone else who 
wanted to come, about the percussive 
arts.” The guest artists included com­
posers, marching percussionists, Latin 
percussionists, drum set players, and 
African music specialists. This year 
they also put on their annual Percus­
sion Ensemble recital, showcasing 
their wide talents with an enormous 
variety of percussion instruments.
The musicians in Percus­
sion Ensemble gather to experiment
► Amy Humrichouser re­
hearses xylophone, (pm)
► Malik Temple practices 
snare drum, (pm)
►Jensen Koch plays ma­
rimba. (pm)
► Brandon Reyes plays 
auxiliary percussion, (pm)
with their abilities and also to expand 
them. Chris Field said, “ I was drawn to 
Percussion Ensemble by the sense of 
community, the desire to grow, and the 
interesting outlet for musical creation. 
It’s just a great way to spend time with 
friends and hone your craft. There is 
a sense of freedom about it that isn’t 
achieved in many other places.” Amy 
Humrichouser said that she most en­
joys the variet; “ I began to really enjoy 
learning different styles of music that I 
didn’t even know existed.”
►Trinity Evans worships in 
the choir.(cl)
► Paul Wright, Abbie Gillett, 
and Dante Harris sing prais­
es on tour, (cl)
►Jasper Taylor leads the 
Gospel Choir, (cl)
►Gospel Choir performs 
at churches around the area, 
(cl)
T.J. M artinson
It’s a genre of music that relies heavily on 
passion. But passion is in great supply in O livet’s 
Proclamation Gospel Choir. Established by eight 
students who had a passion and desire to praise 
God through song and through their culture, Gos­
pel Choir has grown into an accredited choir in the 
music department with a live band. They perform 
at Prime Time, Ladies Day, revival services in cha­
pel, and a Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration in the 
community. With concerts on campus, in the com ­
munity, and on the road, Gospel Choir brings their 
soul-stirring music everywhere they go.
“I was drawn to PGC because I love to sing 
and I love to sing with people who seem to really 
enjoy what they are singing,” said Shawnn Cooper. 
“And Gospel music just allows you to express your­
self and truly speak the lyrics to the congregation in 
a way where it comes to life for them and God can 
do wonderful things through that.” The group isn’t 
only focused on the congregation. Jasper Taylor, 
the director of Gospel Choir said, “ I would say spiri­
tually, Gospel Choir is a place where students can 
grow and worship God with passion and freedom.”
The group is met with enthusiasm on their 
tours. They bring a force of passion and spirit to ev­
ery church they visit. Their passion originates from 
within, and it is a process of sharing that passion
that created the ir 
“Some of the mos 
in which I experienced
were during l 
es. Gospel III do  U
my own spiritual \jvalk, 
years in Gospel C l ' ' 1
om e of
hoir fiias definitely help
and I
lo ir to r  anytaing.”
said, 
of my life, 
presence, 
, performanc- 
ad me grow in 
J not trade mywoulc
Jessica Morey
Testament is different from 
other choirs because it allows the 
men to step out of their comfort 
zone and try solos that they might 
not have the opportunity to do in a 
larger choir.
“I enjoy Testament because 
I like to see it thrive, just as Orpheus 
does, and gain the recognition of our 
school and community as a main 
Olivet choir,” Geoff Sauter said.
Testament is a 16 man 
choir at Olivet. They have many 
performances from touring to local 
churches, revival services, chapel, 
and a concert with Chrysalis, the all­
female choir, in the spring.
This year Testament fo­
cused on music that is specifically 
meant for a men’s choir. Though it 
might seem restrictive, it still allows 
for a broad spectrum of music from 
spirituals to contemporary Christian 
pieces.
“The men in Testament are 
dedicated to furthering the artistic 
integrity of the group by pushing 
and challenging each other,” said 
sponsor Professor Schultz.
► Ryan Lutz and Colem an Sesson rehearse 
together, (jc)
► Sam G lover plays bass for the choir, (jc)
► Testam ent is the only all male choir on cam ­
pus. (jc)
► Michael Skinner looks over the choir mu­
sic. (jc)
► The men of Testam ent choir practice new 
music, (jc)
t 'e n c tih o rn  ensem ble perform a piece in the back of Larsen, (jc) 
Miller plays his cello with a small ensem ble at the Pops concert, (jc) 
ffs tnng -p laye rs  receive a scholarship fo r participating, (jc)
M cMgllian directs the Univeristy Orchestra, (jc)
lsy$ with the trombone choir during the com posers ’ con-
Olivet is very privileged to have two stu­
dent orchestras—  University O rchestra and the 
University String Ensemble.
“Anyone can play an instrument, but 
there is something exciting about being in the 
midst of it all, contributing to the amazing music 
emanating from the orchestra,” M atthew Cockroft 
1 said.
This year the them e was “On Location.” 
Each piece of music featured a destination or 
geographical reference in the title. The orchestra 
s involved in many perform ances throughout the 
/ear. The fall “Pops” concert they performed se- 
ections from P ira tes o f  the  C aribbean  and W est 
Side S to ry . O rchestra also perform ed in concerts 
:or the music departm ent’s “Sounds of the Sea­
son” along with Handel’s M ess iah . Concerts in
Jessica M or^y
January, February, 
and May, along w it i  
a tour, kept them 
busy for the rest of 
the year.
“The o 
chestra pmgraijh 
dedicates them selves to musical excellence as 
an act of worship tp G oc ,” saijd Dr. Neal W ood­
ruff. The orchestra 
and c o n d u c to r to 
feature was soloist 
renowned tuba instr 
“Orchestra
cian,” Chanta le Fal
give
featiires guest soloists 
concerts. This year the 
onduptor Rpger Rocco,
 0 ..__ me [he opportunity to
cultivate my nhusicai talerjits and gro i i  as a musi-
toner
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► 135 pages
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► 152 pages
► 1971
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► 320 pages
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► 320 pages
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► 2002
► Joslyn Williamson
► 336 pages
► 2008
► Annie Shaughnessy
► 304 pages
► 2013
► Jenna Engelsen
► 304 pages
1914 Albert L. Walter
1915 Ester Carson
1916 Mack E. Bouton
1917 O.W. Waltz
1918 Hugh Benner
1919 Hugh Benner
1920 Raymond Carroll
1921 Carl S. McClain
1922 Lowell R. Hoff
1923 Carl S. McClain
1924 Sylvester T. Ludwig
1925 Anton J. Frank
1926 Harvey S. Galloway
1927 Linford A. Marquart
1928 Margaret L. Birchard
1929 Mark F. Smith
1930 Ralph A. Carter
1931 Herbert W. Thomas
1932 F.C. Birchard
1933 Fred J. Hawk
1934 Paul G. Bassett
1935 Edwin Harwood
1936 David F. Browning
1937 James E. Morris
1938 Ralph Ahlemann
1939 Byron Carmony
1940 Esther Moore
1941 Dorothy Fullenwider
1942 Ronald C. Bishop
1943 Clarence Kimes
1944 Dorothy M. Knight
1945 C. Kenneth Sparks
1946 Edythe L. Johnston
1947 Paul Hubbart
1948 Ruth M. Cailey
1949 Ray J. Hawkins
1950 Lucille Anderson
1951 Robert LeRoy
1952 James R. Leonard
1953 Marilyn Starr
1954 Shirley Strickler
1955 JackM . Barnell
1956 Darlene Barker
1957 Dorothy Estelle
1958 Sally Davis
1959 Sharon Mace
1960 LeolaHay
1961 Ovid Young
1962 Seldon Marquart
1963 Larry D. Buess
1964 R. Early Kelly
Susan Jimenz
1966 Connie Dobson
1967 Robert Kuhn
1968 Theressa Houchin 
j 1969 Judy Fullerton
1970 Connie Jo Ferrar 
. 1971 RuthSpeckien
1972 EdannaZagar
1973 Jim Jewell
1974 Connie Stevens
! 1975 Augustine Galvin
’ 1976 RoseBitzer
1977 Keith Anderson
1978 Keith Anderson 
j 1979 Bonnie Greene
I 1980 Daniel Behr
1981 Gloria Wickham
1982 Gloria Wickham
1983 Lean M. Norris
, 1984 Michael D. Malone
1985 Elizabeth Di Pietro
1986 Zoe Burdine
, 1987 Andrea Denney
1988 Andrea Denney
1989 Daree McWilliam
1990 Shelly Comstock
1991 Carl M. Schweiter
1992 Jennifer Cady
1993 Jennifer Cady
1994 Kolaya Mosburg
1995 Michael T. Sawyer
1996 Craig Dockery 
Amanda Pickett
1997 Craig Dockery 
Amanda Pickett
1998 Merideth Densford
1999 Merideth Densford
2000 Merideth Densford
2001 Anne Wadsworth
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2004 Stephanie McNelly
2005 Jessica Allison
2006 Sarah Parisi
2007 Jayme Karenko 
Zack Hosick 
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2008 Annie Shaughnessy
2009 Annie Shaughnessy
2010 Casey Bloom
2011 Sarah Zelhart
2012 Sarah Zelhart
2013 Jenna Engelsen
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College Church exists to help 
people become fully devoted 
followers of Jesus Christ...
Going where He goes... 
...doing what He does.
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We are proud of our ONU students!
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D a n a  Hopkins  
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Our mission is to make Christ-like 
disciples in the nations.
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Congrats to the Eastern
Michigan students...
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Class of 2013 i n
Eastern Michigan District - Trustees to  ONU  
(From le ft) Rev, Dan Wine, Dr. CLen Gardner, Dr, Stephen Anthony (DS), Dr, John E owfing 
(President O NU), Rev. Fred Hall, Mrs. Cristy VanSteenburg, Dr. J. Ql en Dickey, (not pictured -
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“CONNECTING CHRIST TO OUR WORLD‘
Fortville Church of the Nazarene
Fortville, IN 
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(P.O. (Box 46
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(317) 856-3715
The mission of the Indianapolis District Church of 
the Nazarene is to encourage and inspire the sixty- 
nine churches of the district to follow Christ’s ex­
ample and to spread the Good News of His love 
throughout the communities where we serve.
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W ith lo ve , 
Dr. John Seaman 
District Advisory Board 
Your Michigan District Family
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Sharing God's Love . Changing Lives . Building Family
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We are proud of our 
Northwest 
Indiana Olivetians!
David E. Bartley 
District Superintendent
ONU Trustees: Ralph Bright Mark Hostetler, 
Cyndi McDonald, Gene Tanner
District Advisory Board: Gregg Davis, David 
Leeder, Greg McDonald, Ron Richmond, 
Janet Bishop, Marjorie Chinn, Jeff Hostetler, 
Jim Weitzel
www.nwmazarene.org
Roxana
Church
of the
Nazarene
Connectin'} people
witn Jes
N. Central Ave. 
Roxana, IL 62084 
www.roxananaz.com 
(618)254-4026
We are proud 
of our ONU 
students!
Back (right to left): Ben Strait, Morgan Bunden- 
thal, Arika Schmitt, Ashley Schmitt, Nick Kellar
Front (right to ieft): Alicia Gonzalez, Angela 
Kellar, Bethany Chatman
665 Thirteen Mile Rd 
Sparta, Ml 49345 
(616)887-1169
G ° WISCONSIN DISTRICT
Church of the Nazarene
M oving Forward W ith ... The Spirit... Action... Hope
District Advisory Board:
Rev. Steve Crites 
Rev. Rich Doering 
Rev. Chuck Hayes 
Jon Hagen 
Shawn Del Hansen 
Dan Hirst
Rev. Deri Keefer, 
District Superintendent
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THANK YOU...
► GOD : Thank you for blessing me 
with the opportunity to serve O livet in 
this way. I learned so much about m y­
self and about You through this experi­
ence. Above all else,I have learned to 
trust in You and the plan You have for 
me.
► M Y  AMAZING PARENTS: You
have been brilliant exam ples of love, 
hard work and sacrifice. I am so 
blessed to have you in my life. You 
made me into the person I am today 
and I am so grateful for every second 
you have poured into my life. I would 
be lost w ithout you and I hope to be 
half the am azing person as both of you 
are. Thank you for everything you have 
done for me. Love you!
► BRYAN & A.J You have the ability 
to annoy me more than any other two 
people on the face of the earth, but I 
wouldn’t have it any other way. You 
inspire me to be a better sister and a 
better person. You’re both so smart, 
kind, and genuine, I love to brag about 
you (: I know you are both growing up 
to be wonderful young men, but to me 
you ’ll always be my baby brothers.
► BRE, LINDSEY, MADISON,  
MEAGAN,ALEX,ERINN, JAMESON, 
JEREMY, J0E,&TREAV0R: ASC has
been such a blessing in my life. I know 
I wouldn’t have made it through this 
year without you all. W e were brought 
together because of our jobs, but I don ’t 
th ink I could have picked a better group 
of people to spend my last year with. 
You are all so supportive and encourag­
ing and I’ve loved every second w e ’ve 
spent together.
► JUSTIN : Thanks for being my 
partner in crime, bunk buddy, keeper 
of secrets, sister I never had, and best 
friend. These past 4 years have flown 
by and I don ’t know what I did before 
we met. You have m ade this experi­
ence better than I could have imagined, 
and I don’t th ink I would have survived 
without you.
► CORRIE,CHAD,COLTON,& MITCH:
Even though you w eren ’t on cam pus 
this year, I love how we were able to 
stay in contact. You were all living 
your post-college lives, but were still 
so loving and supportive. I can ’t even 
describe how much you all mean to me.
I miss you!
► THE REYNOLDS FAMILY: You are
tru ly the most wonderfu l people I know.
I will a lways be grateful for all the love 
and support you have given me. I adore 
the kiddies more and more each day 
and I'm so happy you are in my life.
► AMBER : Thank you so much for 
your tim e and work! I knew I could 
count on you when the staff or I needed 
you. I’m so glad I’ve been able to spend 
tim e with you these past years. Y ou ’re 
such a wonderfu l person!
► BRENT : You are so talented, funny, 
and caring. I know I can count on you 
for anything. I need to thank the year­
book for bringing you into my life. You 
have done so much for this book, staff, 
and me, and I’ll never have enough 
words to thank you. I will a lways cherish 
these years together on staff and the 
many laughs that cam e with them.
► JESSE : Thank you for all your hard 
work and sacrifice. This book would 
never have fin ished if it w eren ’t for your 
dedication. I may be a little biased, but 
the book is beautiful and better than I 
could have possib ly imagined.
► SAM : You are such a beautiful 
person inside and out. You did a great 
job as Advertisem ents Editor, but did an 
even better job at being a friend! Thank 
you so much for your work!
► STACI: I’ve had so much fun with 
you this year! You ’re so sweet and 
funny. Thank you for putting up with me! 
You really stepped up when I needed 
help and I appreciate it. Y ou ’re so ta l­
ented and I know you ’ll do an amazing 
job next year!
► PHOTO, DESIGN,&W RITING  
TEAMS: I don ’t th ink I’ll ever be able 
to express how thankful I am for you. I 
couldn’t have asked for a better staff. 
You stepped up when problems oc- 
cured, and I knew I could trust you to 
finish your assignm ents. You are all 
wonderfu l people, and I am honored 
that I had the opportunity to work with 
you.
► SARAH : Thank you so much for 
everything. You have becom e an am az­
ing friend over these last three years. I 
know I w ou ldn ’t have made it through 
this year if you hadn’t worked with me 
last year. You were always just a call 
away and I appreciate your love and 
support!
► WOODY & KATHY : Thank you so 
much for your kind words and support. 
W orking for you has been wonderfu l 
and I cou ldn ’t have asked for a better 
experience. I appreciate the motivation 
and positive attitudes you shared with 
me throughout the year. O livet has a 
place deep in your hearts and that is 
seen through the am azing work you do 
for this cam pus. Thank you!
► VALERIE: Thank you for working 
with us this year. You were beyond 
amazing and more than willing to 
provide any help we needed. Thank 
you for being so dedicated to your job! 
Having you behind me made this year 
awesome.
► TO M Y  PROFESSORS & FRIENDS:
I have been blessed beyond belief 
by the people in my life. You are the 
people who make this cam pus a beauti­
ful and loving place. I am so encour­
aged by the faculty, staff, and students 
of O livet and am very excited to see 
what God has in store for this campus. 
Thank you for making this school my 
home. I honestly cou ldn ’t have asked 
for a better education or experience. 
THANK YOU!
L o v e  A l w a y s ,
JENNA ENGELSEN
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